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ABSTRACT
Ash, Stephen, Michael. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2017. Improving
Accuracy of Patient Demographic Matching and Identity Resolution. Major Professor:
Vasile Rus, Ph.D.
The American healthcare system does not utilize a national patient identifier to locate medical information about an individual. Instead, they must rely on demographic searches,
which are imprecise due to natural changes in attributes over time and common typographical variance. To clean up the erroneous duplicate records introduced by this process, many
systems utilize simple string similarity techniques and the Fellegi-Sunter Probabilistic Theory of Record Linkage. Our work focuses on improving accuracy in patient record matching by leveraging modern information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing (NLP)
techniques.
First, we empirically demonstrate the importance of incorporating rich semantic parsing techniques and dependence relationships in the Fellegi-Sunter framework. Second, we
explore grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) translation using supervised machine learning methods. This approach allows us to build phonetic encoders that are optimized to increase
recall in multicultural personal name queries. Lastly, we propose a method of generating
synthetic patient demographic records using statistical profiles from real data. The lack
of high-quality public datasets to use in benchmarking hinders innovation for the problem
of demographic matching. Previous synthetic data generators produce datasets that are
measurably different from real data in ways that over-simplify the matching problem. We
suggest a simulation-based method using probabilistic graphical models and statistical disclosure control techniques. To quantify our results, we propose a number of measures to
evaluate the data quality and complexity of semi-structured demographic attributes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Healthcare systems across the world are becoming more integrated in order to improve
overall population health, improve the medical experience for patients, and reduce healthcare costs. A critical component of this integration is ensuring that medical records across
disparate healthcare systems are associated with the correct patient. This process is known
as patient matching, record linkage or more generally, entity resolution. In December 2013,
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services released a report describing the current
state of patient identification and matching [1]. The report highlighted several challenges to
high-quality patient record linkage: inconsistent choice of demographic data for collection
across organizations; lack of uniformity in the collection, storage, and transmission of demographic information; and lack of a standardized certification or benchmarking process to
evaluate patient matching accuracy. Low-quality patient identification causes the creation
of duplicate patient records in a health information system, which increases healthcare
costs due to duplicate diagnostic testing and treatment delays due to gaps in patient histories. These incomplete treatment, allergy, and demographic records present a serious safety
risk as well. Industry experts have stated that 60% of the 195,000 annual patient deaths due
to medical errors can be attributed to improper patient identification [2].
Over 40 years of research into demographic similarity matching has not solved this
problem. Our work advances the state of the art in patient demographic matching by (1)
demonstrating novel solutions to incorporate rich semantic similarity measurement methods into traditional record linkage theory, (2) providing a comprehensive benchmark of
current matching approaches against a thoroughly curated ground truth, (3) proposing a
novel system of measuring personal name similarity built upon a sophisticated grapheme
to phoneme translation pipeline, and (4) demonstrating a novel framework for building syn-
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thetic data for the purpose of patient matching benchmarking, which is measurably similar
to real datasets.
Given the recent government and industry focus on patient matching as a key challenge
to the modern healthcare enterprise, it is clear that there is a strong need for active research
in this area. Previous work has established a theoretical framework for patient matching
and provided some guidance on how to effectively apply the theoretical results into the real
world. We build upon this rich body of literature, but also highlight some of the remaining
challenges and historical flaws. In the past, researchers have had little access to multiple
large datasets or multiple matching systems with which to curate comprehensive real-world
ground truth datasets. Due to this limitation, we find many of the previous results to present
a naı̈ve, overly-optimistic picture of the current state of patient matching. We demonstrate
through more thorough analysis that many of the simplistic techniques suggested in the
past are not adequate to address current challenges. Additionally, we highlight a number
of open challenges that have not been thoroughly explored in the literature and suggest
solutions to improve the state of the art.
This chapter frames the history of record linkage as it has been applied to patient record
matching, highlights some of the major challenges at present, and summarizes our contributions to the topic of patient record matching.

1.1

Patient record linkage schematic

We will begin this study with a thorough description of the current typical process for
record linkage in a clinical setting.
1.1.1

Record matching use cases

There are multiple use cases for patient identity matching. Online record matching
supports hospital systems that are used by doctors, nurses, and administrators to serve patients in a clinical setting. Patient identities are continuously managed over time, and some
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patient demographics are expected to change from encounter to encounter. The online
matching system is activated during a patient encounter event with demographic information. When a demographic match needs to be performed, the system searches for an
unambiguously matching existing record. If successful, then no new identifier is created
and no accidental duplicate records are created. If the system finds multiple records that
are potential matches, the ambiguous match result is sent to a prioritized task queue for
a human adjudicator to remediate. The adjudicator receives the demographic information
entered during the patient encounter and chooses which of the possible matching records, if
any, should be associated with the encounter. The candidate records should represent actual
unique real-world people and would therefore represent search results for the adjudicator to
choose from. However, given that existing records can contain missing and invalid data, the
demographic information from the most recent patient encounter may show the adjudicator
that two or more of the existing search results represent duplicates.
Offline record matching is a single input-output process that produces a best-effort attempt to reconcile patient identities. The fundamental difference between online and offline
record matching is that there is no continuous stream of match requests in offline matching; the input data is a static patient record dataset. The output is a dataset of match groups
where records that refer to the same real-world person are grouped together. Since the output is a discrete set of match groups, there is no opportunity to create output options such
as ‘record A matches either B or C.’ In offline matching, the system outputs (A, B), (A, C),
or no match.
De-duplication is the process of preventing and resolving mistakes in a system that
should only contain one record per real-world patient. When there are multiple recordkeeping systems, each with its own copy of patient information, record matching is used to
link together all of the patient identifiers that correspond to a given single person. In a hospital setting, there are often multiple systems recording patient information simultaneously.
For example, the patient registration system is often completely independent from the sys-
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tem that records lab results. Patients are assigned an identifier when they first encounter the
registration system, and the lab system assigns its own patient identifier the first time it encounters a new patient. This creates the possibility of duplicate records within a system and
makes it imperative to create a means of correctly linking records across systems. An Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI) is a patient matching system that performs duplicate
detection within individual sources and organizes links between multiple source systems
across an entire healthcare enterprise.
Safety critical matching refers to any record matching scenario in which the result might
affect care decisions for a patient. In many cases, incorrect record matching leads to increased costs because of duplicate or incorrect testing, and incorrect or incomplete medical
histories increase risks to patient safety . In the worst case, missing or incorrect information, such as a missing allergy history, could lead to serious health complications or death.
Although rare, documented cases of patients dying due to incorrect record management
do exist [3]. Non-critical matching does not affect patient care and therefore has lower
costs associated with matching errors. When running a retrospective analysis across large
cohorts of patients, a false negative error in matching results in extra, duplicate records in
the population of study. While this may skew research results, the risk impact is likely to
be much less than the impact in a clinical setting where matching errors directly affect an
individual patient’s care.
In addition to the risk to patient safety, patient privacy may be violated if two unrelated
records are incorrectly matched, allows a provider access to medical history for the wrong
patient. Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), providers
can only view the medical histories of their own patients. All information is strictly private
unless there is a demonstrated ‘need to know,’ and improperly linked medical records can
easily compromise this privacy.
Human adjudication can be used to resolve ambiguous cases where the system cannot
determine the match status of two records with confidence. As we describe below, most
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matching relies on making decisions based on the rate of typographical variance versus the
rate of natural demographic co-occurrence. In many scenarios, there just is not enough
information presented to the system for a confident match decision to be made. A human adjudicator can use external resources such as medical record histories, credit bureau
reports, or external databases like Lexus-Nexus, in order to resolve ambiguities with additional information. Most hospital systems have adjudicators on staff to clarify ambiguous
matches. In research settings, however, there generally is no bandwidth for adjudication,
and thus the system should make its best effort to match identities.
Privacy Preserving linkage allows independent source systems to be linked in such a
way that no protected health information (PHI) such as names, addresses, and soc secial
security numbers are actually exchanged. This is useful when, for example, multiple institutions want to collaborate on a study and need to link patient records that refer to the same
real-world person across their datasets.
These factors affect the design of patient-matching engines. For example, a hospital system matches records online for both de-duplication and linkage across systems, is
safety-critical, and has some bandwidth for human adjudication. If the system receives a
record that does not have enough information to uniquely identify it in the existing patient
population, the system may chose to defer matching, because by the nature of the online
patient matching process, it is likely that additional information will be presented in the
near future. In contrast, an offline matching system that curates a patient dataset for a retrospective study might only need to match records to the most similar, non-contradictory
record.
Table 1.1 summarizes the most common use cases for patient record matching against
the factors described above. Generally, much of the literature on patient record matching is
silent on how matching is affected by the use case. We feel that it is important to correctly
describe the effects of various settings on the costs and constraints of searching, which
affect design choices for matching systems.
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Table 1.1: Patient record matching use cases
Use Case
Single Hospital
Multi-hospital
Health Information
Exchange (HIE)
Research Group

Online vs
Offline

De-dup vs
Link

Cost &
Risk

Review

Online
Online

Both
Both

High
High

Yes
Yes

Mix

Link

Medium

Limited

Offline

Both

Low

No

Single hospital systems are mostly online de-duplication systems, although many hospitals use a number of independent systems internally that keep separate patient databases.
Thus, a matching solution in such a situation must both de-duplicate and link. Hospital
systems almost always have at least one person on staff who is responsible for adjudicating ambiguous matches. However, the number of ambiguous cases produced by the
automated matching system is often greater than the human adjudicating staff can accommodate. Therefore, it is important for the system to be able to prioritize the work: an
ambiguous match task with two patient records that have not been to the hospital in years
should have a lower priority than a possible duplicate record for a patient that has just
checked in.
Multi-hospital systems do the same de-duplication and linking as single systems but
they might also have to manage a hierarchy of identifiers between hospitals and their individual systems. In addition, there are usually separate human adjudicators to handle duplicates within hospitals versus links across hospitals. This separation of work helps satisfy
the ‘need to know’ requirement of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), which suggests limiting access to protected information to only those individuals
that need to know.
Health Information Exchanges (HIE) enable multiple, unrelated institutions to share
patient medical history. Many HIEs are formed by state governments to facilitate better
interoperability across all clinics and hospitals in the state. Typically, HIEs only receive
6

feeds and thus only link records together. Even if the HIE detects a duplicate record from
a source, there is usually no general mechanism or process to systematically feed this back
to the source institution. Since HIEs are not part of a patient’s real-time care, they are
often not built to perform online matching. They can often do incremental batch matching
throughout the day. HIEs usually have few if any staff to adjudicate records, so matching
confidence thresholds are increased to favor lower false positive results over lower false
negative ones.
Research groups curate patient datasets in order to do retrospective analysis. It is important for them to have a complete view of medical histories, but there is no patient safety
risk. Therefore, the use case in a research group can tolerate higher false positive error
rates in exchange for decreased false negatives. This affects a number of aspects of patient
matching. For example, records which do not contain many identifying demographics and
therefore might cause invalid transitive links will be handled differently in this use case.
1.1.2

Offline patient record matching

Figure 1.1 depicts the schematic for an offline record matching system. This is typically
used for a one-time analysis of a patient population in order to detect duplicates and links.
Data parsing, standardization, and filtering are processes of extracting information
from the input demographic data, converting semantically equivalent forms of data into a
canonical representation, and removing known bogus or anonymous values. Simple standardization includes removing superfluous punctuation and whitespace characters and converting letters to a single case. More complex examples include converting equivalent ways
to specify a date of birth (e.g. ‘Feb 1st , 1990’ vs ‘1990-02-01’) into a single representation. As a comprehensive example, a postal address may be presented as ‘121 main st
W’. Parsing analyzes each token of text and determines the semantic meaning of each. In
this case ‘121’ is a street number, ‘main’ is a street name, ‘st’ is a road designator for
‘street’, and ‘W’ is a post-directional meaning ‘west’. Each system might have their own
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Records
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Figure 1.1: Offline patient record matching schematic

standardization rules to determine the canonical representation of syntactically different
but semantically equivalent forms. A system might prefer to standardize this address to
‘121 MAIN ST WEST’. Filtering is used to remove values that are invalid or known to
provide no value to the matching process. In another example, it is common for parents
to decide on a name for their baby only after it is born. However, at the time of birth a
record has already been created for the newborn in the hospital system. Hospitals generally
use a consistent (although unenforced) scheme to assign names to unnamed newborns (e.g.
‘baby boy’ or ‘baby girl’). Similar schemes exist for naming unidentified trauma patients
in the emergency room (e.g. John/Jane Doe). Filtering removes these values as they do not
provide much information to assist in the matching process. Unfortunately, since these are
generally entered as free-form text, there can be variations introduced that are sometimes
difficult and unobvious to detect (e.g. ‘BBY BY’, ‘BABY B’).
Blocking is the process of quickly determining which records are most likely to match
each other in order to prune the number of record pairs to evaluate. Some form of blocking
is required for even moderately-sized patient datasets. A patient population of one million
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records would require

106
2



pair comparisons to evaluate every possible pair. Assuming

a generous estimate of 100µs per record-pair, it would take ≈ 578 days to analyze this
dataset without a blocking scheme. One simple blocking approach is to group records
based on the birth year and the first letter of the first name. In this way, ‘John Smith’
born ‘1/1/84’ and ‘Jon Smythe’ born ‘11/1/84’ would end up in the same group (i.e. the
‘1984J’ block). Records in the same block are all compared to each other to determine

if they match. A block containing n records will produce n2 record pairs for evaluation.
Typically, multiple overlapping blocking schemes are used in order to reduce the chance
of typographical variance in one attribute incorrectly excluding two relevant records from
being compared.
After records are assigned to blocks, record pair classification evaluates each pair of
records to determine if the pair is a match (M), a possible match (C), or not a match (U). In
its original and simplest form, this corresponds to three steps: (1) calculating an ‘agreement
vector,’ which is a representation of which fields agree or disagree between the pair; (2)
weighing the agreement vector, which calculates a score from the agreement vector that
represents the strength of the pair’s matching information; and (3) interpreting the score
to determine if there is enough confidence to automatically consider the pair matched. In
some matching methods these steps can be combined, but the most common methods use
this series of steps.
Any pairs that are considered matches (M) or possible matches requiring human adjudication (C) must be reconciled to form match groups. Record pair agglomeration
determines how to combine possible matching record pairs into groups. In offline matching, the output is a discrete set of matching groups. Because some information may be
missing or incomplete, and because there are no widely recognized data quality standards
for data collection, patient record matching is not transitive. That is, if records A and B are
classified as a match (M) and two records B and C are classified as a match (M), this does
not imply that A and C are a match.
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Alan,J,Reiz,

Maria,Garcia,

8/23/57,
A
123-55-3333
C
A,Jon,Reiz,

Alan,Jon,Reiz,
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A
123-55-3333
×
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B
123-55-3333
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C 9/14/56
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345-66-4434

(a) Transitive match

(b) Non-transitive match

Figure 1.2: Two different match scenarios showing transitivity: (a) shows the case where
three records are the same person and there is no contradiction; (b) shows the case where
incomplete information leads to a non-transitive match.

Figure 1.2 illustrates two cases where invalid match groups are formed due to the
non-transitive nature of pair matching. In a general sense, offline patient matching is the
problem of partitioning the graph of record pairs, where nodes are records and edges are
weighted with the confidence of match in such a way that optimizes the cost of classification
error. In the schematic described here, the steps of blocking and record pair agglomeration
are just fast approximations applied in order to make this problem tractable.
1.1.3

Online patient record matching

Figure 1.3 depicts the schematic for an online record matching system. This shares
many steps with the offline schematic depicted in Figure 1.1. As described in §1.1.1, the
largest difference between online and offline matching is the handling of ambiguous match
groups. In the online matching case, the encounter event and potentially matching existing records are examined by human adjudicators. If the event duplicates a record, then
a message will be sent to the source system indicating the one record should be retired,
moving all of the existing medical history to the surviving record. If there is no duplicate
records, but the record links to records from other sources, then those logical associations
are recorded by the matching system, but no corrections are necessary in the source system.
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Figure 1.3: Online patient record matching schematic

1.2

Previous work

The general task of record matching has existed for many years, sometimes under different names: record linkage, merge/purge, de-duplication, record similarity, entity matching,
and entity resolution, among others. While some of these terms describe slightly different
uses, the general methods are the same. This section will provide a survey and history of
the various methods used in record matching with an emphasis on patient record matching.
1.2.1

Parsing, standardization, and filtering

As shown in Figure 1.1, the first steps to prepare demographic attributes for matching
are parsing, standardization, and filtering. Parsing refers to the process of extracting the
semantic information from the raw textual demographic data. Computer science has addressed this topic for many decades. Although the particular demographic elements that
are presented for patient record matching are specific to each source system that collects
demographics, almost all healthcare systems communicate using the Health Level 7 (HL7)
protocol [4], which is a delimited (v2) or XML (v3) message-oriented protocol designed
to facilitate communication between all hospital systems. The protocol has specific fields
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defined to communicate patient demographics in the Patient Identification (PID) segment.
Nevertheless, many systems do not populate all of these fields, and in some cases particular demographic information is placed in various fields. Online record matching uses HL7
messages to communicate with the source system. Offline record matching might also work
with HL7 messages, but more often it works with comma separated (CSV) files extracted
from the source system.
Table 1.2: Demographic attributes typically used in patient matching
Attribute

Parsing
Difficulty

First, middle, last
name

Hard

Date of birth

Easy

Sex

Easy

Address

Hard

Social Security
Number
Phone Number
Emergency Contact

Notes
Segmentation is culturally specific,
transliteration, particles, initialization
HL7 standardizes format, CSV extracts have
consistent format
HL7 recommends a standard coding; any
variance is at least consistent per source
Semantic tokens do not match segmentation,
abbreviations, superfluous information

Easy

Simple, consistent format

Easy

Simple, consistent format
Inconsistent segmentation of name fields,
inconsistent relationship codes

Hard

The most commonly reported demographics are summarized in Table 1.2 with a brief
summary of the parsing and standardization difficulty for each.
1.2.1.1

Name parsing

Name parsing is a difficult problem with elements of natural language processing, information retrieval, and data mining. In patient demographic matching, name parsing serves
two primary purposes. First, it enables the system to properly standardize patient name
data. Secondly, it provides a rich semantic structure in order to improve the quality of sim-
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ilarity measurement. We define the parsing task as follows: a name is a string made up
of characters (including white space). Parsing assigns semantic labels to substrings of the
name denoting the function of the substring of characters to the personal name. Substrings
of the name can be assigned multiple labels in a hierarchical fashion. The set of semantic
labels for a name are specific to the cultural origin of the name. While there is no universally accepted semantic model of names, there are roles which are shared across many
cultures. One or more given names are assigned by parents to identify their child. Given
names can be prescribed by religious traditions or chosen to honor family members. Family
names are shared by all children of two parents and indicate the patriarchal or matriarchal
lineage of the family tree. Names can contain honorifics, also called titles, to indicate
gender, marriage status, or professional status (e.g. Mr., Ms., Mrs., Dr.). Names can also
contain qualifiers, which denote professional credentials (e.g. Ph.D.) or generational titles
(e.g. Jr., Sr.).
Family names and given names can also have their own substructure governed by culturally specific syntax and morphology. Some cultures have strong conventions that dictate
how male and female family names are combined after marriage. For example, a Spanish
female name Maria Garcia Molina has the given name Maria and two surnames which are
typically ordered as the paternal surname first, Garcia, and the maternal surname second,
Molina. After Maria marries a man named Pedro Blanco Carmen, she might be named
Maria Garcia de Blanco, which is her paternal surname followed by the particle de, followed by her husband’s paternal surname. Particular name tokens can also contain substructure as many cultures have syntax and morphology that prescribe how to form new
names from shared word stems. For example, the given name Fernandez is made up of
the word stem Fernando and the patronymic suffix -ez. Figure 1.4 shows one example of a
parse tree that hierarchically assigns labels for each level of structure as described above.
Anthroponomastics is the study of personal names for human beings. It is studied linguists, anthropologists, and others. [5] created a large ontology of proper name forms by
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Figure 1.4: A parse tree for the name Mr. Fernandez José de Goya y Cajal, Ph.D.

modeling each name form as a language-independent entry with relations to each languagedependent lexeme, which they termed a prolexeme. Each prolexeme also contained relationships to aliases and derivative forms. [6] proposes a three level scheme to represent
names semantically and syntactically, but he notes that linguists often treat personal names
as idioms or indecomposable chains, which explains the absence of personal names from
dictionaries as well as the notable lack of theoretical work on personal name syntax and
morphology. The few publications on name morphology target specific processes such
as personal name truncation [7], describing the truncation process of names as the output
of the particular phonology and prosody of language. For example, Andreas (German)
is sometimes truncated to the monosyllabic Andi. Recently, [8] proposes a name parser
by treating parsing as a structured prediction task using Conditional Random Fields with
various orthographic and dictionary-based features.
Typographical variance in name data comes from a number of different sources. A
comprehensive name variance taxonomy is described in [9]. Improper field segmentation,
one factor described in the taxonomy, refers to assigning a name token to the incorrect
field in the data record. For example, in many North American patient data systems, there
are five name fields for data entry: title, first name, middle name, last name, suffix. The
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first, middle, and last name fields are free text input fields. These fields fit many common
English/western names such as Bob Edgar Johnson, where Bob is the first name, Edgar
is the middle name, and Johnson is the last name. However, as demonstrated previously,
the naming systems in many cultures do not fit well into three name fields. This leads to
variance of which name tokens end up in which fields. By re-parsing the name, we can
properly standardize the assignment of name tokens to name fields in order to improve
matching quality.
Methods of name parsing vary widely, from simple rules based on heuristics to complex
probabilistic models using a large name dictionary containing millions of name tokens. In
[10], the authors use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to label name tokens as Prefix, Given
Name 1, Given Name 2, Given Name Hyphen, Alt Given Name 1, Surname 1, Surname
2, Surname Hyphen. Each hidden state corresponds to one of the previously mentioned
labels. The observation values were coded by applying different rules and table lookups,
including matches known given name, matches known family name, various punctuation,
and single character. This method achieves > 92% accuracy on a relatively simple test set
of Australian names.
In [11] and [12], the authors use a multi-step pipeline to predict a name. First, the parser
attempts to determine the culture of the name using a classifier or orthographic heuristics.
Second, the parser uses both a culture-specific model and a general multicultural model to
assign semantic tags to the name string. In cases where there is no single unambiguous
parse tree for the name string, the parser produces multiple parse trees and assigns each
a probability based on frequency statistics. For example, in the name John Robert, both
name tokens are frequently used as given names, and therefore Robert John might be an
alternate parse tree for the input string.
In [13], the authors create a regular grammar of personal names to parse name strings
into formation rules, including token labels for given name, family name, particles, initials,
and punctuation. Many systems use rules based on simple heuristics and hand coded rules
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to parse names. Such rules can be sufficient, achieving > 98% accuracy on simple datasets
[10].
1.2.1.2

Address parsing

Many of the challenges to address parsing and standardization are similar to those described above regarding name matching. The healthcare HL7 protocol segments the address into several fields: street address, other designation, city, state, ZIP, country, and a few
other fields immaterial to this topic. Address parsing in patient record matching improves
matching through a deeper semantic knowledge of the word tokens in these segments, and
it also works to correct incorrect field segmentation.
An address is made up of many word tokens, and different tokens communicate different meanings. The semantics of each token are more granular than the fields in HL7. For
example, consider these addresses:
1. 123 W Walnut Run Rd W, Memphis, TN 55123
2. 3 W 1st street c/o W WHITE, Memphis, TN 55123
3. Shady Acres 100 Shady Dr # 4-C, Memphis, TN 55123
The first address contains two ‘W’s, each with a different semantic role. Street roads in
America can be modified by a pre-directional and a post-directional. Unfortunately, these
are unrelated semantically and a single change of one ‘W’ to an ‘E’ might refer to a completely different road. Also, note the ‘Rd’ street designator, which could have been written
‘ROAD’. The second address demonstrates the importance of semantics in standardization.
A naı̈ve rule of converting all single ‘W’s to ‘WEST’ would incorrectly change the first
initial of the person, ‘W WHITE’, who is listed as the care of for this address. The third
example is the address of someone in a retirement community, where the community name
comes first, followed by the general address of the facility, then the particular unit number
(e.g. ‘4-C’). This case is illustrative of the potential problems with naı̈ve patient matching
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algorithms that use string similarity algorithms as a proxy for semantic similarity. Two
people living at Shady Acres will have identical addresses except for one or two characters.
In healthcare records, address fields are also particularly susceptible to poor data quality
due to superfluous data placed in the record. This is a consequence of address fields generally being free-form text input fields with input room to spare. The other designation or address 2 field as it is sometimes referred, is often blank. It can become a de-facto notes field
in health information systems–we have observed values such as ‘DO NOT USE’, ‘DONT
USE’, ‘DUPL’, ‘TWIN BROTHER’, ‘DECEASED’, ‘TEST TEST’, and ‘TTTEST’ show
up in these records. In some cases, it is hospital policy to use Address 2 to record notes
such as this, but since there is no data validation, such uses are difficult to systematically
identify and resolve.
The challenges faced when parsing and standardization has existed in the literature for
many years. A systematic overview of data quality issues includes a number of references
to methods and tools to tackle address parsing and standardization [14]. The most frequent
and simplest approach is to use parsing rules to detect and correct variations. In [14], the
authors note that one commercial system, Trillium, contains over 200,000 business rules to
parse address information.
In [10], the authors compare a rule-based system with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)based parsing system for assigning semantic labels to each word token in the address. As
in the authors’ use of a HMM to parse personal names, each possible semantic label is
represented as one hidden state in the model. The word tokens are generated by traversing
this graph, emitting observed values at each step. The best assignment corresponds to the
path through the hidden state graph with the maximum probability. The authors indicate
that they achieve > 95% accuracy on relatively homogenous test data.
In previous work [15], we created an address parser using Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) [16] to assign semantic labels to address word tokens. Table 1.3 shows some of the
semantic labels assigned to each word by the model.
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Table 1.3: Sample of the semantic address labels assigned to word tokens
Label
Number
Pre-direction
Street Name
Designator
Post-direction
CoTag
CoObject
AptTag
AptObject
PbxTag
PbxObject

Example
123 W Main...
123 W Main...
123 W Main ST...
... Main ST E...
...Main ST E...
... C/O Bob Smith...
... C/O Bob Smith...
... Unit 4-C...
... Unit 4-C...
... PO-BOX 143...
... PO-BOX 143...

Description
Location on the street
Defines the street
Defines the street
Type of street, road, drive, etc.
Further defines street
Indicates following text is Care/Of
Person to receive mail
Indicates following text is an apartment
Apartment or unit number in the complex
Indicates following text is a PO-BOX
PO-BOX number

Each word token corresponds to an observed variable in the CRF model with a number
of binary features, which the CRF uses to predict the most likely sequence of unobserved
variable states. CRFs are discriminative models that attempt to learn P (Y | X) directly
and normalize over the entire sequence instead of at each transition step as is the case in
Hidden Markov Models or Maximum Entropy Markov Models. This allows CRFs to deal
with correlated factors that would otherwise violate assumptions of collinearity. We used
many local and non-local features for each observed variable: (a) orthographic features
such as the presence of punctuation, numeric characters only, and alphabetic characters
only; (b) Neighboring features such as an indicator if the next word contains numbers or
is a known tag (e.g. POBOX); (c) Dictionary features such as if a word matches a known
city or known state; (d) sketches of the words as coded descriptions that discretize the
domain of possible words. For example, the street ‘MAIN’ is coded as ‘L4’ indicating it
is 4 characters with no numbers; ‘123’ is codes as ‘N3’ indicating all numbers and length
3. We built a training and validation data set by adjudicating 3,500 addresses collected
from real patient data. Using tenfold cross validation, we achieve > 98% accuracy. We
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implemented the HMM model described in [10], and ran it on the same dataset. The HMM
only achieved accuracy of 88%, and thus we improved accuracy by > 10%.
1.2.1.3

Other demographic data elements

Data elements such as date of birth (DOB), phone number, social security number
(SSN), and sex are structured fields with specified formats. Specified formats do not prevent errors from being made, but generally these heuristics are dealt with in later stages
of record matching. Date of Birth format is specified and validated by the HL7 protocol
to YYYYMMDD (e.g. 20150823 for August 23, 2015), and therefore the role of parsing is
limited to just interpreting this fixed format. Errors introduced from data quality problems,
are generally dealt with in the record pair matching algorithm later in the process.
Social security numbers (SSN) are structured as AAA-GG-SSSS, where AAA is the
area number, GG is the group number, and SSSS is the serial number [17]. The method by
which SSNs were assigned was consistent until 2011, when the Social Security Administration began assigning numbers randomly in order to make them harder to predict. Prior
to 2011, the assignment scheme was regular: the area number was related to the place of
birth, the group number was assigned using a regular pattern that was correlated to the date
of birth, and the serial number was generally assigned consecutively. In [18] the authors
demonstrate that using only knowledge of the assignment scheme and the Death Master
File (DMF), a published report of deceased individuals, one could predict the full ninedigit social security number for many people in just a few attempts. Due to the fact that
patterns of area and group assignment differ by state and birth rate, this predictability is not
consistent across the entire population. In one case, people born in Delaware in 1996, the
authors were able to successfully predict the full nine-digit SSN for 5% of the population
in 10 or fewer attempts. With < 1000 attempts, the authors can predict the full SSN of
8.5% of all Americans born between 1988 and 2003, making the SSN as ‘secure’ as a three
digit PIN code.
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1.2.1.4

Filtering

One source of poor data quality in patient records is the practice of hospitals to use
invalid or bogus values in some data elements. Data-entry conventions differ among hospitals, and given that many of the elements are free-form text input fields, variations appear
that can be difficult to detect through simple rules. Bogus values appear in medical records
in many scenarios, including the following:
• Unknown Trauma Patients - in the emergency department, patients sometimes come
in without identification or in situations that do not allow enough time to search for
identification. In these situations, medical records systems must nonetheless have a
record to order tests and medicine. Hospitals typically follow a convention such as
identifying them as {john, doe} or {male, trauma}. These identifiers are placeholders
and the co-occurrence of two records with the same trauma names does not provide
any evidence of a match.
• Celebrity or VIP records - despite tight privacy regulations on medical history, hospitals commonly use pseudonyms for celebrities and VIP patients. Sometimes these
names are structured in some way and shared by a number of records.
• Newborn babies - some parents do not decide the name of their child until birth, but
baby records are usually created before birth. In this case, hospitals use a naming
scheme such as {baby, boy} or {baby, boy A}, {baby, boy B} in the case of twins.
1.2.2

Blocking

After records are parsed, standardized, and filtered, the next step in the process is to
block the records to determine which candidate pairs should be evaluated. As mentioned
in §1.1.2, the naı̈ve approach to matching every record against every other quickly exceeds
reasonable time constraints. Note that in this context, the term blocking has come to mean
any method that dramatically reduces the overall count of possible duplicate pairs by using
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some kind of easily evaluated method. In some areas, blocking implies a precise partitioning of each element into a particular block. We will use the term in a more general
sense.
1.2.2.1

Blocking methods

Blocking has received a great deal of attention from the research community. [19]
provides a theoretical overview of the challenges inherent in the practice. The simplest
and most common approach to blocking is the traditional blocking suggested in early work
on record linkage [20] [21]. Traditional blocking generates a blocking key from simple
string transformations and concatenations. Records that share the same blocking key are
compared with each other. Records that do not share the same key are not. For example,
if we create blocking keys by concatenating the first three characters of the first and last
name, then the record {Marjorie, Smith} would produce the blocking key MARSMI;
the record {Mary, Smickle} would produce the same key and thus these two records
would be compared. Such a scheme dramatically reduces the number of pairs that are
compared. However, this simplicity comes at the cost of increased false negative errors
because some possible duplicate records are never compared due to minor typographical
variations. [21] also suggests running multiple blocking passes with different blocking key
schemes in order to reduce the false negative error rate.
Sorted neighborhood blocking, also called sliding window blocking, is a variation of
traditional blocking. Each record generates one or more blocking keys similar to the keys
generated in traditional blocking. The records are then sorted by their blocking keys, and a
sliding window of size w is passed over the sorted keys. All pairs of records that fall within
the window are compared to each other. This method can reduce false negative errors
compared to standard blocking when there are minor typographical errors in the suffix of
the blocking key. However, if more than w records share the same prefix value, then false
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negative errors can increase because similar records may not fall in the window at the same
time.
Canopy clustering is proposed in [22]. In healthcare records, overlapping canopies
are created by selecting a cheap distance metric and two thresholds T1 and T2 such that
T1 > T2 . Canopies are created by selecting a random record to be the first canopy centroid.
The distance from this centroid to all other records is then measured and records that are
within the outer threshold, T1 , are included in the canopy. Records that are within the
inner threshold, T2 , are also included in the canopy (since T2 < T1 ), but are excluded
from forming their own canopy centroids in future iterations. This process is repeated
until all records are in at least one canopy. The resulting canopies overlap, which reduces
the chance of a false negative error due to the use of the approximate distance function.
One could also run multiple canopy clusterings with different distance metrics in order to
partition the patient records in a manner similar to the multiple blocking keys described in
[21]. Canopy distance measures could be used for patient records matching by calculating
the max overlap of bigrams between first name and last name. That is, given that the set of
bigrams of a field X in record a is Xa , then a distance function d is given by Equation 1.1.

d = 1.0 − max

|LN a ∩ LN b |
|FN a ∩ FN b |
,
min(|FN a |, |FN b |) min(|LN a |, |LN b |)



(1.1)

This canopy distance function (1.1) will emit a low distance when at least one of the fields
has some overlap. A pair of duplicate records with a female last name change such as
{Maria Lucia, Gonzales} and {Maria, Hernandez}, will therefore produce a
small distance because the ‘Maria’ tokens match between the names. By using bigram set
overlap,

A∩B
,
min(A,B)

instead of the Dice or Jaccard coefficient, we allow substrings to match

instead of penalizing the score for extra tokens. [23] also suggests using the TF-IDF score
of bigrams as a distance metric for forming canopies.
A different approach to blocking, called StringMap, attempts to map all of the strings
into a d dimensional space such that strings that are similar to each other are spatially close
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to each other in the new space [24] [25]. For each dimension, h, two strings are chosen as
pivots and each string is assigned a value by projecting it onto the space made up by the
coordinate system induced by the pivots. Blocks are formed by clustering the points in the
projected space using R-trees and other typical multi-dimensional indexing techniques.
Learned blocking methods have been proposed as well. [26] describes the blocking
problem as one of choosing an optimal set of blocking predicates or combination of predicates to balance false positives and false negatives. The authors show that this problem
can be reduced to the NP-hard Red-Blue set cover problem [27]. They then propose a few
heuristic approximations to solve the problem. [28] takes an exotic approach and learns
blocking functions using techniques of genetic programming (GP). The blocking schemes
are abstract syntax trees with leaves that are similarity operations on a particular data field,
and its inner nodes are simple mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, division, multiplication, and exponentiation. They optimize on the F1 score, which is the
harmonic mean of the precision and recall. The GP approach achieves similar results on
the datasets tested compared to expert curated rules. However, GP required more than
20 hours training time in some cases, a typical downside to stochastic, evolutionary algorithms. Recently, [29] proposed a machine learning approach to the construction of blocking key values for use in traditional blocking. The authors cast the problem of constructing
a blocking key as learning a disjunctive normal form (DNF) formula, in which terms in the
formula are made up of binary variables that represent character agreement for individual
characters from the input record pairs. Using ideas from the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning model, the authors find a set of blocking key construction schemes that
have a configurable minimum level of recall while maximizing efficiency. They show that
their method has comparable recall to expert curated blocking keys, but their efficiency is
improved by an order of magnitude.
Recently, [30] proposed a blocking method that uses suffix arrays and bloom filters to
improve the false negative error rate of more naı̈ve blocking techniques. All suffixes of the
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blocking keys greater than a configured count of minimum characters are inserted into a
suffix array-like inverted index. That is each entry in the inverted index is a distinct suffix,
and references to all of the records that share that suffix form the leaves of the inverted
index. Second, all adjacent suffix entries in the inverted index that are similar are merged
together using the Jaro-Winkler string similarity algorithm. Finally, a bloom filter is created
for all of the distinct suffix entries. The filter allows in-memory filtering at query time to
reduce the number of database searches for suffixes that are not present anywhere in the
index.
1.2.2.2

Blocking analysis for patient record matching

Blocking methods are designed to balance between the opposing goals of minimizing
false negative errors introduced by blocking and maximizing the reduction of pairs that
are evaluated after blocking. A few typically reported metrics capture these goals. Pairs
completeness (PC ) is equivalent to the recall of the blocking method. It is defined as
PC =

SM
,
NM

where SM is the number of true match pairs returned by the blocking method

and NM is the total number of true match pairs. The reduction ratio (RR) is defined as
RR = 1.0 −

s
,
N

where s is the number of pairs produced by the blocking method and N is

the total number of possible pairs.
A number of studies comparing various blocking methods for record linkage have been
published [23] and [31]. The themes present in each are fairly consistent. In both, traditional blocking is the most sensitive to typographical variance in the blocking key value.
Any error causes the duplicate record to end up in a different block and it becomes a false
negative. Sliding window blocking solves this for typographical variance towards the end
of the blocking key value for blocks with few values. Generally, sliding window blocking achieved a slightly better pairs completeness score compared to traditional blocking,
but traditional blocking achieved better reduction ratios. Canopy clustering achieves a 2%
higher pairs completeness score compared to sliding window and traditional blocking, but
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it varies greatly depending on the parameters/configuration. As [31] highlights, as data becomes dirties, methods such as robust suffix array blocking and canopy clustering achieve
much higher pairs completeness scores compared to simpler methods such as traditional
blocking or sliding window. In each of these studies, only few blocking key schemes (1 to
3) were used for traditional blocking, making them highly sensitive to any typographical
variance.
1.2.3

Weighing and classifying agreement vectors

After records have been prepared and blocked into record pairs, one must next determine if the record pair might be a match. This can be viewed as a classification problem:
classifying one pair of records (A, B) into one of three categories: match (M), clerical review (R), and unmatch (U). However, as discussed in §1.1.1, there is a priority queue of
match tasks for human adjudication in online matching. It is advantageous to use classification models that can produce confidence in order to prioritize the human review work
since there are generally more tasks than human resources.
The literature suggests many methods to solve the problem of record pair classification:
deterministic rules [32], probabilistic models [20], evolutionary algorithms [33], decisiontrees [34], graphical models [35], neural networks [36], and more.
1.2.3.1

Fellegi-Sunter theory of record linkage

The most influential model of record linkage comes from [20], which introduces a
theoretical probabilistic framework of record linkage. The Fellegi-Sunter (FS) theory of
record linkage uses an optimal decision rule to classify a pair of records into the Match
(M), Maybe-match (C), and Non-match (U) classes. Each pair of records (a, b) is coded
to an agreement vector, γ. The coding for an agreement vector can be something simple
such as a 1 for each demographic field which is identical in both records and a 0 for each
demographic field that is not identical. This so-called binary agreement vector then codes
the string similarity of each field between a pair of records. For example, given record a =
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{Bob, Smith, 8/23/56} and b = {Robert, Smith, 8/23/56}, the binary agreement
vector for (a, b) is γ = (0, 1, 1). The FS framework does not require the use of a binary
coding scheme, but binary coding is common in the literature. Given admissible levels of
false positive errors, µ, and false negative errors λ, the FS framework produces an optimal
decision rule d(γi ) to classify an input agreement vector, γi , into classes M, C, or U. The
decision rule d is optimal, meaning that no other decision rule could produce better results
measured by the mis-classification rate. The framework defines two condition probabilities:

m(γ) = P (γ | γ ∈ M )

(1.2)

u(γ) = P (γ | γ ∈ U )

(1.3)

The key insight of this framework is to order all possible agreement vectors, γ ∈ Γ, by the
ratio

m(γ)
.
u(γ)

We can interpret this as a likelihood ratio between two competing hypotheses:

a null hypothesis where γ is part of the U class and an alternative hypothesis where γ
is part of the M class. Since the agreement vector is a coding of similar and dissimilar
evidence, the likelihood ratio is intuitively capturing the chance that the observed evidence
is due to error (i.e. observing dissimilar evidence in the M class) versus co-occurrence (i.e.
observing similar evidence in the U class).
The framework provides a method to derive two thresholds, TL and TU , which define
points along the ordering of γ such that any pair’s ratio
U. It should be classified as M if

m(γ)
u(γ)

m(γ)
u(γ)

< TL should be classified as

> TU , and otherwise as C if TL ≤

m(γ)
u(γ)

≤ TU . Due

to numerical convenience, we often take the log of the ratio and call it a weight:

w(γ) = log

P (γ | γ ∈ M )
P (γ | γ ∈ U )



(1.4)

The framework recognizes that the space of Γ can be quite large, and it may therefore be
necessary to make naı̈ve, simplifying assumptions to reduce the number of model parameters (m(γ) and u(γ)). Assuming conditional independence, factorizing the equations in
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(1.2) dramatically reduces the number of parameters. If we had patient records with 8 fields
(first name, middle name, last name, sex, date of birth, address, SSN, phone number), then
assuming conditional independence between fields reduces the count of model parameters
from 2 × 28 = 512 to 2 × 8 = 16 (using a binary coding). It is common to assume conditional independence and pre-calculate the agreement weight wj and disagreement weight
w̄j for each demographic field j.

wj = log(P (γj | γ ∈ M )) − log(P (γj | γ ∈ U ))

(1.5)

w̄j = log(1.0 − P (γj | γ ∈ M )) − log(1.0 − P (γj | γ ∈ U ))

(1.6)

Calculating the pair weight is simple addition, as shown in (1.7).

w(γ) =

X

1γj =1 wj + 1γj =0 w̄j



(1.7)

j

1.2.3.2

Extensions to Fellegi-Sunter

The quality of matching under the Fellegi-Sunter probabilistic theory of record linkage
is dominated by two aspects: coding (i.e. constructing agreement vectors) and estimating
model parameters. There are many approaches to coding agreement vectors using string
similarity algorithms. The clearest approach is exact binary coding, which was described
previously. An obvious extension is to measure string similarity and apply a threshold to
transform the string similarity value into a binary value. For example, one could measure
last name similarity using the Jaro-Winkler algorithm [37] and treat every measurement
≥ 0.9 as a 1 in the binary agreement vector and < 0.9 as a 0 in the vector. Taking this
process one step further, [38] proposes a piecewise function that maps the similarity value
in [0, 1] to the match weight for a field, j, in [w̄j , wj ]. One shortcoming of the approach
outlined in [38] is that it does not suggest a way to account for this mapping in model
parameter estimation. [39] describes a method to use a tertiary agreement vector, where
each demographic field is coded as exact match, approximate match, or no match. The
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authors extended the likelihood function so that model parameters could be estimated for
each of these codings. [40] further extended this to work with an arbitrary number of edit
distance like codes, and updating the likelihood function in order to estimate the parameters
using Expectation-Maximization.
One appealing aspect of a probabilistic approach to matching is that it can capture the
intuition that expected co-occurrence depends on how rare or common the demographic
value is. For example, in the United States, two records sharing the name John (a common
name) is less evidence of a match compared to sharing the name Xander (a rare name).
Indeed, the model parameter m(γ) captures the probability of co-occurrence assuming the
pair is not a match. This can be reasonably factorized such that the u parameter can be
estimated directly using frequency information from the dataset. Other approaches to incorporating frequency information have also been suggested. [41] applies frequency modifications to the weight values, applying corrections to account for the fact that typographical variance may also account for low-frequency occurrences. [42] proposes a different
approach, which scales the agreement weight of field j, wj , based on the frequency of the
value compared to the average for the domain.
s
ŵj =

Tk
wj
Qk Ik

(1.8)

Equation 1.8 shows the scaling factor where Tk is the total count of values, Qk is the count
of unique values, and Ik is the count of the current value being compared. This scaling
factor increases weight for values that have frequency less than the average (i.e. the count
if all values occurred an equal number of times) and decreases weight for values that have
frequency greater than the average.
A number of methods have been presented to estimate the parameters of the FellegiSunter model, the m(γ) and u(γ) probabilities. The original paper [20] suggests a method
based on solving a system of equations. [21] suggests a method using Finite Difference
methods. The most frequently employed method is first described in [43] and [21], which
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suggests using the Expectation-Maximization framework to estimate the parameters. This
approach models the comparison vector space as the mixture model of matching and nonmatching pairs: Γ = M ∪ U .

L(D|θ) =

X
n∈D

log π


Y
j∈|γ|

γn

n

mj j (1 − mj )1−γj + (1 − π)

Y
j∈|γ|

γn

n

uj j (1 − uj )1−γj 

(1.9)

The likelihood function, assuming binary agreement vectors and conditional independence,
is formulated as (1.9). In this equation, the model parameters θ are (π, m0 , . . . , mj , u0 , . . . , uj ).
γn

n

π is the expected proportion of match pairs. The mj j (1 − mj )1−γj is just an algebraically
convenient way to write the piecewise function that contributes mj when the record pair’s
agreement vector is 1, i.e. γjn = 1, and contributes (1 − mj ) when the agreement vector
entry is 0. The EM formulation starts with initial values for θ, which can be guessed or randomly initialized, and then alternates between an expectation step (E) and a maximization
step (M). As is typical in EM formulations, the E step assumes a fixed value to calculate expectations, which are then used in the M step to update the parameters. These steps iterate
until there is convergence.
The use of conditional independence has also received attention in the literature. As
discussed above, conditional independence dramatically reduces the number of model parameters. However, there are a number of obvious cases where fields do have dependent
relationships. For example, in the United States, a female over 18 years old is more likely
to have a different last name than a male over 18 years old due to the common practice
of women taking their husbands’ surnames in marriage. [44] shows that dependence relationships can dramatically affect the weight estimations using maximum likelihood. In
the author’s experiments, one dataset linked with parameters estimated with conditional
independence showed 106,000+ false positive links vs only 51 by estimating the parameters without an independence assumption. [45] introduces a simple, iterative approach to
identify pairs that exhibit correlated effects and introduce interaction terms into the linkage
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equation. They show that this approach results in more accurate, but their experiments do
not use data in which the true match status is known. Therefore, they cannot quantify how
this model affects real-world patient matching.
1.2.3.3

Other classification approaches

While Fellegi-Sunter is the most published, adapted, and deployed approach to patient
record matching, other approaches have been suggested in the literature. [46] and [47]
have both suggested using SVMs to classify agreement vectors. [47] and [48] proposed
two methods to create training examples from incompletely labeled data, one using thresholds and initial guesses for model parameters and the other using nearest-neighbor based
classification to iteratively construct a training set.
Bayesian approaches have been suggested in [49], [50], [51], and [52]. There are two
different Bayesian treatments of the record linkage problem proposed in the literature: [51]
suggests a likelihood function using the mixture model suggested in [21] and adopting prior
distributions on the mj and uj parameters for attribute j as P (γj | M ) = Beta(αuj , βuj ).
The target posterior distribution is then given by Bayes rule as (1.10).

P (M | γ) =

P (γ | M )P (M )
P (γ | M )P (M ) + P (γ | U )P (U )

(1.10)

A separate Bayesian formulation is suggested in [50]. The authors build a posterior
distribution over a matrix C where entry Cab = 1 if record a from file A matches record b
from file B. They still use m and u nuisance parameters as proposed in the Fellegi-Sunter
formulation. However, they do not assume conditional independence, and they impose
a Dirichlet distribution as the prior over each. The authors also integrate the parameters
in the likelihood function, avoiding ever having to obtain point estimates for m and u.
They suggest using traditional blocking as described in §1.2.2.1 and building the posterior
distribution for each block for C sample to find the mode.
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[53] describes two additional approaches to classifying agreement vectors besides the
Fellegi-Sunter approach. The first is a simple linear model shown in Equation 1.11, where
there are j comparison attributes in the agreement vector. In this approach, the authors suggest using the actual string similarity values in the agreement vector instead of binary indicators. The parameters θj were determined by using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), a
stochastic global optimization technique, on 10,000 human-adjudicated record pairs. The
optimization objective was to minimize the number of pairs in the clerical review region
while maintaining precision and recall.

w(γ) =

X

θj γj

(1.11)

j

The second approach described in [53] is a Fuzzy Rule system where 15 different rules were
constructed to map attribute comparison similarity values onto weights, and rule position
parameters were optimized to weight the result of a matched rule. The final pair weight was
the average of all of the fuzzy rule weights. The authors used Particle Swarm Optimization
to determine the position parameter values.
A more exotic approach to record de-duplication is presented [54]. The authors describe
a genetic programming (GP) approach to discover optimal record pair classification formulas. Their scheme constructs candidate solutions as trees, where leaves are either constant
numbers in [1.0, 9.0] or similarity scores of comparing an attribute and inner nodes were
simple arithmetic operators: +, −, /, ∗, exp. Rounds of evolution allowed competing operator trees to reproduce, mutate, and cross-over. The authors report increased performance
on a bibliographic dataset compared to the SVM approach presented in [46].
1.2.3.4

Similarity measurement

Each of these classification approaches requires some notion of similarity to be encoded
into an agreement vector. Most methods treat the choice of similarity function to be made
a priori by a domain expert, with the notable exception of the evolutionary approach de31

scribed in [54]. As patient demographic data is stored in record management systems as
numbers and strings, the choice of similarity measurement algorithm is critical to the overall matching quality. This section reviews a number of the similarity algorithms described
in the literature that are generally considered for use in patient demographic matching.
String similarity has received a lot of attention in both the computer science and bioinformatics literature. [55] presents a good survey of the approaches. For the purpose of
patient demographic matching, we will group the approaches as edit distance, approximate
edit distance, longest common substring, q-gram, phonetic, and ensemble methods.
The edit distance between two strings A and B is the minimum number of mutation
operations to apply to one string to transform it into the other. Different algorithms allow different sets of mutation operations, but they generally are limited to:insertion, deletion, substitution, and transposition. For example, the edit distance between survey and
surgery is 2: substitute a g for the v and insert a r before the last y. The Levenshtein
algorithm [56] uses dynamic programming to calculate the minimum edit distance using insert, delete, and substitute operations. The Damerau-Levenshtein algorithm [57] is a variant
of the Levenshtein that allows transpositions as well. Both the Levenshtein and DamerauLevenshtein edit distances respect the triangle inequality, i.e. edit(A, B) + edit(B, C) ≥
edit(A, C). Optimal String Alignment (OSA) is a variant of Damerau-Levenshtein edit
distance that adds the constraint that no substring can be edited more than once. This constraint simplifies the implementation of OSA but with it the triangle inequality no longer
holds. Naively edited distance algorithms have complexity O(|A||B|), but for demographic
matching, we generally only care about a pair of strings if their edit distance is less than a
threshold k, where k  min(|A|, |B|). Using the threshold, the edit distance can be calculated with complexity O(k min(|A|, |B|)). The string edit distance can also be transformed
into a similarity score in [0, 1] by score(A, B) = 1.0 −

edit(A,B)
.
max(|A|,|B|)

Approximate edit distance algorithms for patient demographic matching are somewhat
looser than Levenshtein and OSA, allowing a higher amount of typographical variation
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between related strings. The Jaro similarity algorithm [37] [58] counts matching characters within some window, relaxing the penalties of string edit distance operations. Equation 1.12 is the formula for the Jaro similarity score between two strings A and B, where
m is the number of matching characters that occur within a sliding matching window. The
matching window width is

min(|A|,|B|)
2

− 1. The third term

m−t
m

penalizes the score for the

number of transpositions, t, that are observed in the matching characters.
1
jaro(A, B) =
3



m
m
m−t
+
+
|A| |B|
m



(1.12)

A variation on the Jaro score is the Jaro-Winkler similarity score [59], which boosts a Jaro
score above some boosting threshold by giving additional reward for matching leading
characters. This heuristic reflects the anecdotal observation that spelling variation appears
more frequent in the end of strings than in the beginning.
The longest common substring (LCS) between two strings can be used as a measure
of similarity. This is particularly appropriate when strings are likely to overlap but may
have extraneous information that would otherwise drive up the edit distance . For example,
two address strings 123 Main Street and 123 Main have a large edit distance, but
completely overlap. Thus a LCS-based similarity score as shown in (1.13) might be an
appropriate way to measure string similarity.

lcsOverlap(A, B) =

lcs(A, B)
min(|A|, |B|)

(1.13)

Q-gram based methods transform strings into sets of q-grams (e.g. bigrams, trigrams).
They calculate similarity using set-based metrics such as calculating the Dice co-efficient
or the Jaccard Index. [60] describes SoftTFIDF a similarity measure that considers the
distribution of tokens when calculating similarity. Additionally, when matching tokens,
matches are allowed between tokens that don’t match exactly but match within some 
similarity based on a secondary string similarity algorithm.
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Patient demographic information enters patient systems in a number of ways, including
handwritten forms and verbal communication with hospital registration staff. Therefore,
phonetic perception of demographic attributes is an important factor in understanding typographical variance. Many written languages do not have a one-to-one correspondence
between their written and phonetic forms. For example, the English language can be articulated with 40 different phonemes, but with only 26 letters in the written alphabet, there
are ambiguities in how to speak the phonemes for any given written word. Phonetic encodings are mappings between written representations and phonetic representations. Some
of these mappings are described by a set of simple transcription rules that convert particular q-grams to phonetic codes. Soundex [61], Phonex [62], Phonix [63], NYSIIS [64],
and Double-Metaphone [65] are various refinements of this general approach. Recently the
author of Double-Metaphone has created Triple-Metaphone by using supervised machine
learning techniques to optimize encoding for various linguistic origins. [66] is a survey of
phonetic algorithms and their application to personal name matching.
Ensemble methods for string similarity cover any combination of techniques to better
measure the semantic similarity of two strings. Many demographic attributes in patient
records contain semi-structured strings for which a naı̈ve string edit distance will underrepresent similarity. For example, as discussed in §1.2.1.1, name tokens are often segmented into different fields. Parsing can address this source of typographical variance, but
smarter string similarity is another way to address this. One ensemble method to generally measure similarity of semi-structured strings is to tokenize strings into multiple tokens
by splitting on punctuation and whitespace and then treat the alignment of the tokens as a
Stable Marriage [67] problem, using a cost model for different kinds of alignments. This
can be solved through bipartite graph matching techniques [68], which treat the tokens of
string A and string B as the two partitions in the bipartite graph.
The literature has discussed the applicability of various string similarity algorithms
to record linkage. In [69], Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein, and Longest Common Substring
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were compared for patient record matching. The authors found that using Jaro-Winkler,
the approximate edit distance algorithm, resulted in a 10% increase in the ability to find
matching records (recall). [70] evaluated the effect of a few variations of the Jaro-Winkler
similarity algorithm compared to a bigram similarity method and exact matching on a oneto-one record linkage between census files and IRS tax record files. The results show that
all of the enhanced methods improved link rates compared to exact matching, but showed
little difference between different Jaro variations.
1.2.4

Record pair agglomeration

After the record pairs have been classified as a match (M) or needs review (C), the system must determine how this pair-wise decision interacts with other pair-wise decisions. As
demonstrated in Figure 1.2, pair-wise decisions are not transitive in patient record matching. Depending on the use case, different strategies may be appropriate. Most of the record
linkage literature has ignored this important aspect of the problem.
[71] proposes using a Fellegi-Sunter-like method for calculating pair-wise similarity
scores between records falling in the same blocks and then using a greedy agglomerative clustering with complete linkage to identify subgraphs representing potential duplicate
record groups. A second graph partitioning algorithm is then applied to each record group
in order to possibly split these groups into higher quality groups. The authors also propose visualizing the final graph of records using a force directed method so that nodes are
spatially arranged according to their similarity to each other. This visualization helps the
adjudication clerk quickly understand the relationship of records to one another.
[72] describes a more general graph-theoretical approach to entity resolution that can be
adapted to patient record pair clustering. The authors describe a method of entity resolution
by constructing a entity-relationship graph with weighted edges representing the confidence
of a match. They then propose a graph path discovery and selection algorithm that uses the
confidence of relationships with a node to disambiguate duplicates. The model assumes
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Figure 1.5: Match graph to illustrate types of errors and metric calculation

that if a strong relationship exists between A and B then A is more likely to be referring to
A0 if A0 also has a strong relationship to B.
[73] proposes a graph-cut method used to split clusters created through single-link agglomerative clustering. The method iteratively selects attributes to remove from the clustering to try and split up clusters that are likely to represent more than one real-world patient.
They use the cardinality of attributes as a measure of quality–i.e., if a cluster containing
more than one social security number is an indicator of poor quality. They are careful to
only evaluate demographic attributes that are unlikely to change such as social security
number, date of birth, and given name.
1.2.5

Performance metrics

The literature contains a few different ways to measure the quality of a patient matching
task. As described in §1.1.1, there are two kinds of matches: links, where two records in two
different systems refer to the same real-world entity, and duplicates, where two records in
one system refer to the same real-world entity. Figure 1.5 depicts a match graph illustrating
a few cases to consider when proposing a metric for this task. Each vertex in the graph
represents one patient record in a system with verticies A, B, and C residing in the clinic
patient record system and nodes D, E, and F residing in the hospital system. Edges in the
graph indicate that the match algorithm has described this pair of records as a match.
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In the match graph in Figure 1.5, we see that edge (B, D) is a match and is a true
positive, whereas (B, C) is a false positive: Alan Jon and Alice Jane are not the same
person. In this example, (A, B) is a false negative: they are the same person, but the
algorithm did not detect them as such. In this example, if all of the true duplicates were
properly detected and cleaned up, there would remain a record B 0 in the clinic made up of
the data from A and B. In the hospital system, record D0 would remain made up of the
data from D, E, and F . Records A, E, and F are called retired records as they are no
longer active; future patient activity will be recorded in the surviving record B 0 or D0 . The
link relationship between B 0 and D0 would remain in an enterprise patient index (EMPI) or
Health Information Exchange (HIE) to facilitate interoperability and information sharing.
The metrics used to report patient record linkage quality differ by discipline. In the
bioinformatics community, typical binary detector statistics are reported: specificity =
pairs labeled U
,
pairs truely U

sensitivity =

pairs labeled M or C
,
pairs truly M or C

positive predictive value (PPV) =

pairs truly M or C
.
pairs labeled M or C

In computer science publications, this quality is reported as precision, which is mathematically equivalent to positive predictive value, and recall, which is equivalent to sensitivity.
The metric definitions above are appropriate for offline patient matching. Online patient
matching has an opportunity for human adjudication, and thus it is important to distinguish
the case of an incorrect M label vs an incorrect U label. Incorrectly classifying two records
from different people as a match (M) is a critical error. Hospital systems are understandably
conservative, and they rarely allow the automatic merging of potentially duplicate records.
The industry reportedly only tolerates a 1 in 1,000,000 false positive (incorrect M label)
error rate. Incorrectly labeling two records from two different people as C, however, has a
much lower cost. This false alarm only costs the time of the human reviewer to decide that
the pair is not a match. When it is relevant, we will use the terms ‘false positive’ and ‘false
alarm’ to distinguish between these two errors.
Most publications report quality based on pair-wise classification results. Unfortunately, the pair-wise decisions are not the output of the system for the common use case
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of offline record matching. In offline matching, the output is a set of match groups where
each record in the group is believed to refer to the same real-world person. Given that
pair-wise decisions are not transitive, the record pair agglomeration step is responsible for
determining the final groups output from the system. For example, consider the case of
offline record de-duplication in the hospital system depicted in Figure 1.5. If the hospital
matching system used a single-link clustering strategy, then after observing the pair (D, E)
and (D, F ), there would be one match group in the output file with records D, E, and F .
Therefore, the clustering in this case correctly filled in the missing pair-wise match decision
between E and F . When calculating precision and recall for offline use, we could approach
it either pair-wise or record-wise. If we calculate the precision and recall pair-wise, then
we evaluate all n(n − 1)/2 pairs in each output match group and decide if each is a true or
false positive. In the record-wise approach, we nominate one record as the surviving record
and only evaluate pairs made up of the other records compared to the surviving record. The
pair-wise calculation of precision and recall is more complete, but it tends to penalize precision as groups get larger. The record-wise approach can under-report recall, but some
believe it more closely reflects the actual activity of a human adjudicator. In this paper we
will report all metrics using pair-wise precision and recall.
In patient record matching, many record pairs often do not have enough information to
systematically decide their match status. This is the consequence of data quality issues and
lack of standardized collection of attributes. Hospitals do typically have staff to adjudicate
the ambiguous record pairs, but there are usually more pending adjudication tasks than
can be reasonably addressed given resource constraints. Thus, the ranking of match tasks
is important in order to optimize the time of the adjudication staff. Precision and recall
metrics do not reflect the order of the results. We can plot the precision as a function of
recall, and the area under this curve is known as Average Precision (AveP). We will report
pair-wise AveP by ordering all of the match groups by the maximum pair weight of any
pair in the group then ordering each pair within the group by weight. We will then calculate
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the AveP by summing over each position in this resulting ranked list. We believe that this
best reflects how the match groups would be used in a patient matching system.
Some more general metrics may better capture the costs of splitting and merging match
groups. [74] proposes the Generalized Merge Distance (GMD) metric, which is the total
cost of transforming a clustering R into a clustering S by finding the minimum cost sequence of split and merge operations. While this is an intuitive and appealing metric as it
captures the actual differences between a matching system output vs the best output, it has
not been adopted by the community. The more familiar precision and recall (or positive
predictive value and sensitivity) are more commonly reported.

1.3

Challenges and opportunities

In spite of the long and active history of research into patient matching, many opportunities for improvement remain. Recently, there has been a great deal of attention paid to
record matching by both the US government [1] and private industry [2]. This section illustrates important issues and challenges facing the improvement of medical record matching.
1.3.1

Data availability

One of the biggest challenges when working on patient record matching problems is
the lack of actual ground truth data. Patient demographic information is generally protected by law from distribution outside of the institution that collected it. In the United
States, patient information is protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) [75]. HIPAA allows data sharing as long as the data has been
de-identified following either the safe harbor or expert determination method. The Safe
Harbor de-identification method removes 18 demographic attributes including names, specific dates, and residence information more specific than the state level. Therefore, Safe
Harbor is not appropriate to use in benchmarking patient identity matching methods. Expert determination allows an expert to use statistical methods to change identifiers so that
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there is a very small risk that the data could re-identify the real individual. HIPAA does not
precisely define ‘very small risk’, and at present, the language has not been tested in the
US judicial system. [76] indicates a 0.04% chance of re-identification under HIPAA Safe
Harbor using publicly available voter registration lists; this might be a good starting point
for a threshold of re-identifiability under the statistical approach to de-identification.
A number of approaches to synthetic data generation have been used in the past. Febrl,
an open source record linkage system, includes a synthetic data generation module, which
can be used to generate duplicate records for benchmarking matching solutions [77]. The
authors of Febrl have included support for distributions of given names and family names,
name-gender affinity, and various geolocation gazetteers to support the generation of realistic synthetic data. To simulate typographical variance, Febrl randomly permutes characters
using simple heuristics to simulate phonetic and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) errors that occur in real-world patient populations. [78] proposes a synthetic data generation
framework designed to produce entire person histories to generate realistic health records.
The authors use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to all simPersons to
grow old, get sick, reproduce, and die. The simulated persons also have demographic data
that changes over virtual time.
Though we have not found any previous work investigating the empirical differences
between real-world patient record data and synthetic, generated data, most researchers
working on patient matching problems recognize that it anecdotally performs differently.
Both of the previously mentioned methods go to great lengths to generate reasonable gold
standard data by using accurate distributions of individual attributes such as given name
and family name, they lack a framework for accurately modeling typical variance observed
in real-world records. There are a number of factors in the noise-generating process, but
they depend on a number of latent factors that are ignored by naı̈ve methods like those
previously mentioned. The result is that synthetic data is often too easy in areas that matter
greatly in the real world (i.e. transliteration or complex phonetic variance) and too hard in
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ways that do not matter at all (i.e. multiple, random character substitutions across many
fields).
1.3.2

Ground truth curation

Research being conducted at an institution with a patient population, such as a teaching
hospital, can often use that for benchmarking purposes. Unfortunately, these patient populations are usually being managed by a single patient matching software system that may
contain duplicate records that have yet to be detected. Curating datasets for benchmarking
is difficult when the truth is not known and virtually impossible to obtain precisely. The
natural language processing community faces this on many real-world tasks, and it follows
a pooling methodology to curate a ground truth dataset [79]. In this approach, multiple systems produce results for the task at lower than normal thresholds. These results are merged
together and inconsistencies are adjudicated by humans. By combining the results of multiple systems, you reduce the risk of false negative introduced by one particular approach
over another. Unfortunately, this methodology was not adopted in many of the previous
publications that benchmark patient matching methods [80], [81], [53], [33].
In addition to only relying on a single method to curate a ground truth, there are other
methodological issues in the previously reported results: as described in §1.2.2.1, blocking
is the first stage of the matching process that significantly affects the false negative error
rate. By using an blocking key on a single field, any variance or missing values in that field
exclude the pair from consideration before the record pair classifier (§1.2.3) is invoked.
[80] and [81] only use social security number exact match as a blocking strategy. [33] uses
four blocking key schemes:
1. Soundex of Given Name & Soundex of Family Name
2. Soundex of Family Name & Date of Birth
3. Soundex of Given Name & Date of Birth
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4. Social Security number
While this improves the false negative error rate introduced by blocking, as we will describe in subsequent chapters, choosing these naı̈ve schemes results in 22% fewer duplicate
records being detected as compared to a more sophisticated set of blocking key schemes.
In real world data populations, the population of duplicate records that do not fit these simple patterns. Thus, naı̈ve blocking schemes bias benchmark results and fail to illustrate the
power and differentiation of more sophisticated methods.
Another problem with some previously reported benchmark results is the small sample
size. Patient matching is a problem with a highly asymmetric class distribution. In one evaluation of our curated ground truth of ≈500,000 records, using modest blocking schemes,
there were 300 million pairs in the evaluation population. Only 60,000 pairs (0.02%) ended
up in the maybe match (C) or match (M) class. Additionally, the frequency of typographical
variance is not distributed uniformly either. Minor phonetic problems are frequent, whereas
multiple field variations occurring simultaneously is less frequent. An ordered distribution
of observed variance patterns would resemble a power distribution with a long tail. Sampling a small population of records for benchmarking may bias the results towards only the
simplest patterns of variance. In real-world patient record populations there are hundreds
of variations due to systematic, perception, cultural, and random effects. Certainly this is
a common problem for any detection task, but at present the literature does not provide
any guidance to indicate whether the current benchmarks are capturing any of the complexities in the tail at all. As described previously, most methods employ rather simplistic
string similarity and phonetic algorithms, and no previously published work attempts to
emperically estimate the impact.
1.3.3

Applicability across domains

A number of publications have tackled general problems in Entity Resolution and Entity
Matching in other domains besides patient record matching. [46] and [35] benchmark their
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matching approaches against a small census data set of 841 records and a small dataset
of 864 restaurant names and addresses. These datasets are common in record matching
literature. [82] and [83] report results of entity resolution on relational data using citation
datasets from Citeseer, Cora, and BibServ.
While certainly many of the general methods are applicable in patient record matching, it is not clear how reliably one can extrapolate benchmark results from one domain to
another. The existing work in relational entity resolution takes advantage of local network
information that can be deduced from co-ocurrences. Patient records can carry some relational information such as provider, emergency contact, and insurance guarantor, but these
fields are usually not present in all of the systems that need to share information. Thus, the
importance of these methods is not clear in the patient record matching domain.
1.3.4

Lack of a taxonomy of typographical variance

As described in §1.2.3 the general challenge of record matching is choosing if a record
pair observation best fits a model explaining the error process or a model explaining the cooccurrence. Factorizing and fitting the model of co-occurrence is simpler than the model of
error, because the fields can be treated with conditional independence and there are widely
available datasets of the distribution of attribute values in large populations. Building an accurate model of error requires understanding all of the ways in which one record transforms
into another record. These error processes are complicated and have many latent factors
influencing them. In the security domain, [9] established a comprehensive taxonomy of
typographical variance that can occur in name matching across cultures and linguistic origins. No such taxonomy exists for other demographic attributes, but would be a useful
foundation upon which to build specialized similarity measurement algorithms in order to
improve matching accuracy.
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1.3.5

Lack of useful metrics

As described in §1.2.5, pair-wise precision and pair-wise recall are often cited in the literature as benchmark metrics. These metrics are useful for comparing the record-pairs that
are incorrectly matched or incorrectly missed from matching, but do not capture the ranking
of results. The ranking of results is critically important to optimizing an institution’s limited human adjudication resources. Given that this is a three class classification problem,
perhaps other metrics, which capture class separability, would be more appropriate.

1.4

Contributions

This work builds on the current literature to improve the state of the art in patient matching in the following ways:
• Present a comprehensive statement of the current methods and applications of patient
matching in healthcare. Patient matching is frequently referred to as a top priority in
the healthcare industry. Computer science methods are at the forefront of improving
actual patient care, but there has been a lack of inter-disciplinary work that applies
modern techniques to the problem domain.
• Provide a benchmark using real-world data, an appropriate methodology, and a focus
on realistic measurement of recall for patient matching using modern techniques. It
is our belief that previous research has significantly underestimated the false negative due to lack of data and naı̈ve methodological choices. Many in the industry
accept that the problem is important and requires more complex solutions, yet the
academic literature presents benchmark results that suggest the contrary. A more
thorough and rigorous construction of a ground truth will highlight the true precision
and recall rates using various methods, which will motivate the need for investing in
more sophisticated approaches compared to what has been previously proposed in
the literature.
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• Construct a novel approach to name demographic matching which uses probabilistic
grapheme to phoneme translation models in order to measure semantic similarity in a
much more sophisticated way in order to improve patient record matching accuracy.
• Construct a method of modeling synthetic data that is empirically similar to realworld data. This method incorporates extensible user-provided heuristics, uses profiling information from real datasets to learn latent relationships and build a joint
distribution of typographical variance using structure learning in probabilistic graphical models. This allows much more realistic generation of errors in synthetic data
generation, which will hopefully allow future researchers to share realistic synthetic
data, profiled from their local real-world data, in order to collect a set of good benchmark ground truths that reflect the true difficulty of patient record matching.
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CHAPTER 2
DISCRIMINATING POWER OF INFORMATION IN PATIENT
DEMOGRAPHICS

Chapter 1 describes the use cases of patient matching in the healthcare environment,
the set of components and methods used to perform matching, and the challenges that
remain that impact patients daily. One of the issues highlighted previously is the lack
high quality ground truth data in order to realistically benchmark the current accuracy of
patient matching. It is the authors’ belief that, due to methodological flaws and naı̈ve design
choices, the previous attempts to benchmark patient matching significantly underestimate
the true false negative error rate.
This chapter describes a Fellegi-Sunter [20] based record linkage system, termed FS+,
created by the authors over the course of two years. FS+ is designed to be a modular matching system with multiple implementations of various demographic matching methods. In
addition, we propose a number of novel contributions to improve matching accuracy. By
building the system in this fashion, we can benchmark multiple configurations and examine the impact of various design decisions. This effort illustrates the current state of
patient matching against real patient data and quantifies the discriminative power of information contained in personal demographic attributes over simple string similarity based
approaches. The results demonstrate that, indeed, much useful information is buried within
the demographic attributes, more so than has previously been reported in the literature.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows: (1) we describe FS+ and how it builds upon
the previous state of the art; (2) we describe the evaluation dataset and how we curated a
ground truth dataset from real world patient data; (3) we present results of various FellegiSunter implementations using metrics of precision, recall, and average precision; lastly (4)
we discuss the importance of some of the results and describe future research opportunities.
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2.1

Introduction

As described in detail in §1.1.1, use cases for matching can be split into two groups:
Online patient matching occurs at the point of registration for a patient encounter. The
input is the patient demographics, and the output is a ranked list of possibly matching
records. The registration clerk can then determine which, if any, of the returned matches
is the correct patient record, or if a new patient record should be created. Offline patient
matching is used during cleanup operations to find duplicate records that were accidentally
created. The input is the current set of patient records. The output is the set of possible
duplicate records, which may be retired after human review. Both contexts may share the
same processing pipeline to determine which records match, but the way in which results
are collected and presented is different.
The data processing pipeline steps are detailed in §1.1.2. Briefly summarizing, the steps
are:
1. Data parsing, standardization, and filtering is the process of extracting information
from the input demographic data, converting semantically equivalent forms of data
into a canonical representation, and removing known bogus or anonymous values
(e.g. ‘baby boy’).
2. Blocking is the process of quickly determining which records are most likely to
match each other to prune the otherwise quadratic number of record pairs to evaluate.
(a) A simple application of traditional blocking is to group records based on fields
such as birth year and the first letter of the first name. In this way, John Smith
born 1/1/84 and Jon Smythe born 11/1/84 would end up in the same group (the
‘J’+1984 block). Records in the same block are all compared to each other.
Without some form of blocking, even modestly sized datasets of a few million
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patient records would require years of computing time to compare all possible
pairs of records.
3. Record pair classification evaluates each pair of records to determine if the pair is a
match (M), maybe a match (C), or not a match (U).
4. Record pair agglomeration determines how to combine possibly matching record
pairs into groups. The agglomeration strategy is different depending on the context
(offline versus online).
5. Records that are systematically determined to be matches are output by the system
for human review and possible automated cleanup of the original source system.
The overall quality of the patient matching system depends on the quality of each step
in this pipeline. Most attention from the research community has focused on the record pair
classification and blocking steps. The majority of probabilistic patient matching systems
are built upon the Fellegi-Sunter theory of record linkage [20], which describes an optimal
decision rule to classify a record pairwise agreement vector into match (M), maybe match
(C), and non-match (U) classes. The agreement vector represents how each piece of demographic data matches between the two records in the record pair. The FS decision rule
determines M, C, or U by balancing the chance of error with the chance of co-occurrence.
As is obvious by the previous example, the quality of patient matching is greatly impacted
by the system’s ability to extract information from the data and semantically compare the
information to produce agreement vectors. In the previous example, ‘Stephen’ and ‘Steve’
are semantically similar (common name aliases) despite being different string values.
Traditionally, string similarity algorithms such as Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance
[57], Jaro-Winkler [37] [59], or longest common subsequence (LCS) are used to compare
each demographic attribute. Then, a threshold is chosen to determine if the similarity score
represents agreement or disagreement in the agreement vector. Alternatively, researchers
devised schemes to scale the agreement/disagreement weight scores based on partial string
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similarity [59] or to use partial agreement as stated in the agreement vector, increasing
model complexity [39]. To estimate the parameters of the FS model, researchers used bootstrapping, Expectation-Maximization (EM) [43], and semi-supervised learning techniques
[48].
There are a number of difficulties encountered when implementing FS for patient record
matching. (1) Most implementations assume conditional independence of match and cooccurrence probabilities for each demographic attribute. (2) Healthcare records are often
sparsely populated, and the framework does not provide clear guidance on how missing
information should be treated. (3) Despite providing a means to derive optimal thresholds
to determine which pairs should be human reviewed based on error tolerances, in practice,
these are hard to set and can easily produce less than ideal results. (4) Usually many magic
numbers and heuristics go into creating agreement vectors, and given the lack of real-world
benchmark datasets, little research has been done on the relative importance of these magic
numbers and heuristics to patient record matching.

2.2

Design of the FS+ patient matching system

FS+ began as a simple implementation of Fellegi-Sunter using Expectation-Maximization,
simple data standardization techniques, typical string similarity algorithms, and the simple
approach to partial agreements as described by Winkler [59]. The level of sophistication
of the early implementation was similar to what would be found in open-source FellegiSunter implementations, such as OpenEMPI [84]. We partnered with a patient identity
consulting firm, Just Associates, Inc., to begin benchmarking this implementation against
real-world patient datasets. Over the past two years, we evaluated dozens of real-world
datasets containing tens of millions of records, and identified common patterns of typographical variance to enhance the FS+ implementation to improve matching performance.
We created a number of specialized parsing and similarity measurement algorithms for
many of the important patient demographic attributes. We continue to use the Fellegi-
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Sunter probabilistic framework to rank record pairs based on the ratio of the probability of
error to the probability of co-occurrence. However, a number of heuristics are employed
to account for various partial agreements based on common typographic variance for each
specific demographic attribute. Additionally, we introduced a simple mechanism to allow cross-field interactions to contribute to the overall match weight. To estimate the parameters of the Fellegi-Sunter model, FS+ contains implementations of bootstrapping and
Expectation-Maximization. To agglomerate matching record pairs, FS+ contains multiple
clustering implementations. Each of these features will be discussed in detail below.
2.2.1

Parsing

FS+ contains a number of specialized parsing algorithms for common patient demographic attributes. Each data attribute goes through simple standardization to make all
character cases consistent, white-space collapsed, superfluous punctuation removed, and
known invalid values removed. Table 2.1 captures some of the specialized parsing features
implemented in FS+.
Full name parsing uses techniques similar to those described in [8], which treats name
parsing as a structured prediction task using orthographic and dictionary features. The FS+
name parser is built specifically to address most of the typical name variations cataloged
in the taxonomy described in [9]. A large dictionary of 90,000 given names with common
name aliases, gender affinity, and cultural original was licensed in order to form the basis
of the FS+ dictionary-based features.
We previously described a method of parsing address strings using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) in [15], and this method is applied in FS+ address parsing. Addresses
are split into tokens, and each token is assigned a semantic label such as House Number,
Pre-directional, Street Name, Street Designation, Apt Number, City, etc. This model was
independently trained on thousands of hand-adjudicated addresses, and achieved a crossvalidation accuracy of > 97%.
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Table 2.1: Specialized data parsing, standardization, and filtering in FS+
Demographic
Attribute
Given Name,
Surname

Parsing

Notes

Segmentation

Use segment name tokens based on common prefixes, suffixes, and initializations

Date of Birth

Format
parsing

Sex

Infer missing

Address

Parsing

Social Security
Number (SSN)

Invalid
detection

Telephone
Number

Format
parsing

Parse many formats, detect unambiguous
month-day flips
Infer any missing sex attribute based upon
the given name field
Use an address parser built using a Conditional Random Field probabilistic model to
reformat and standardize street addresses
Apply comprehensive rules to detect invalid SSNs
Utilize comprehensive parsing rules to extract the area code, exchange, and number
from various telephone number formats

Statistical imputation of missing genders is based on the given name matching a known
name from the dictionary with a clear gender affinity for one gender over the other. For
example, a name such as Alex is frequently used for both males and females, whereas
Samantha is overwhelmingly used as a female name. If a Samantha record had no gender
value, then FS+ will fill in a value of ‘female’. If an Alex record is missing a gender value,
then it will remain a missing value as no clear gender is implied by the given name.
2.2.2

Parameter estimation

FS+ profiles the dataset to generate frequency information about distinct demographic
attributes and to estimate parameters of the probabilistic model. As described in §1.2.3.1,
the Fellegi-Sunter model classifies pairs, denoted as agreement vectors γ, based on the log
odds ratio of the probability of no error in a true match over the probability of co-occurrence
of a non-match as shown in Equation 2.1.
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w(γ) = log

P (γ | γ ∈ M )
P (γ | γ ∈ U )



(2.1)

In practice, this is typically implemented by assuming that each demographic attribute
co-occurs and has errors independently of every other demographic attribute. This results
in only having to estimate k ∗ 2 parameters instead of 2 ∗ 2k parameters for the model.
The k ∗ 2 parameters are referred to as m’s and u’s. The m’s are the probability of demographic match (no-error) given that the pair is truly a match. The u’s are the probability of
demographic match (co-occurrence) given that the pair is really not a match.
FS+ contains three different techniques to estimate the Fellegi-Sunter model parameters
(m’s and u’s):
1. Expectation-Maximization to estimate both m’s and u’s as described in [43]
2. Expectation-Maximization to estimate m’s and sampling to compute u’s directly. In
this case the u values were computed before hand by randomly sampling records,
outside of the blocking schemes, and collecting co-occurrence counts. The EM formulation was similar to the method described in [43] except that the u values were
clamped to the calculated values and not updated in the Maximization step.
3. Bootstrapping with a hand curated set of starting parameters to directly estimate the
m’s and u’s. In this approach a starting configuration was chosen using expert guessing, and then pairs were classified into M, C, and U classes with relaxed thresholds
(placing more candidates in the M class than in a runtime configuration). The C class
of pairs was ignored, but the M class was used to directly compute the m values and
the U class of pairs was used to directly compute the u values. This repeated for a
few iterations until the m and u values stabilized.
In each case where we used Expectation Maximization we found that providing constraints around the m and u values as a form of regularization improved the reliability of
the estimation procedure. As noted in [43] the optimization problem is not convex and
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thus there are local maxima. We also ran each EM procedure multiple times using random permutations (within the constraints) of the starting parameters. We then chose to use
the resulting parameters of the EM start which produced the highest log likelihood for the
training data.
Anecdotally, we found that low m values can be correlated to patient registration procedures and/or the particular registration system. For example, institutions with hand filled
out forms generally experienced greater typographical variance in names and addresses,
resulting in lower m values for those attributes. Hospitals which utilized drivers license
scanners had fewer expected errors and therefore higher m values. However, generally the
baseline set of m values averaged over a number of different datasets performed well as
a starting point for the bootstrapping procedure. We found EM to be relatively fragile in
practice for patient record matching in the clinical setting, and found bootstrapping to produce better results in practice. Quantifying the differences and investigating the underlying
causes is a future research opportunity.
Some of the demographic attributes are related to each other naturally (e.g. m value
for last name different for females of marriage age) or due to technical design factors (e.g.
entering a ZIP code validates the specific city and state). Assuming conditional independence reduces the effectiveness of the match weight to separate pairs into distinct match
and no-match classes. We constructed a simple rule language to express interaction patterns. This allows users to define the interactions of interest with an expectation of how
this rule will impact the match weight. The expectation is a soft constraint and is specified
as one of: strong reward, weak reward, weak penalty, or strong penalty. During parameter
estimation, a m and u parameter are introduced for each rule, which act like an interaction
term in a regression equation. The configured expectation acts as a method of regularization to constrain the estimated factors. This mechanism allows for human engineered rules
to combat the naı̈vete of the conditional independence assumptions in particular high value
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cases. During the development of FS+ we constructed over 15 interaction patterns to cover
observed variance cases such as:
• Adult siblings, especially twins, living at the same residence
• Females within typical ‘marrying age’ that change last names and change residences
• Elderly patients with agreeing, less frequent names, but more variance in DOB reported (presumably due to high incidence of demographics being reported by another
family member)
When designing FS+ we had to decide whether particular matching phenomena would
be addressed with the machinery of Fellegi-Sunter or whether it would be addressed in
a post process such as applying a discount to penalize attribute weights when particular
heuristics matched. Many heuristics can be coded into the Fellegi-Sunter agreement vector.
However, doing so increases model complexity and given the sparse nature of the heuristics,
parameter estimation is unreliable from dataset to dataset. In some of these cases, we apply
the heuristic by discounting the computed Fellegi-Sunter weight.
2.2.3

Similarity measurement

FS+ employs specialized algorithms to measure record pairs and compute weight scores
for partial agreements. In some cases this results in different codings for the agreement
vector input to the Fellegi-Sunter model, and in other cases partial agreement heuristics are
implemented by scaling the resulting Fellegi-Sunter agreement or disagreement weight by
some coefficient. Table 2.2 summarizes some of heuristics targeted in FS+.
Name matching is performed on the whole name string treating each token separately,
and sometimes treating one string as multiple fused tokens when they match known patterns. Each token is then aligned and matched with tokens from the paired record using a
dynamic programming cost model. Dozens of token matching heuristics are used including
various prefix, suffix, substring, and subsequence matches. Multiple phonetic encodings
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Table 2.2: Some of the targeted demographic similarity heuristics in FS+
Demographic
Attribute

Heuristic

Given Name, Surname

Female surname disagrees
Common name alias
Multiple phonetic encodings
Name token alignment cost model
Hyphenated names
Fused name tokens
Various truncations, prefix, suffix, and substring
matches
Generationals (Jr, Sr)

Date of Birth (DOB)

Senior citizens, nursing homes
Data entry typos (ten-key adjacency)
Data padding, zero truncation

Social Security Number

Common variance patterns
Character & bigram transpositions
Cognitive number representation
Data entry typos

Telephone Number

Area code changes
Common variance patterns
Character & bigram transpositions
Cognitive number representation

Emergency Contact,
Guarantor

Partial name matching
Relationship aware matching
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are used including double metaphone, triple metaphone [65], and NYSIIS [64]. Additionally, there is separate attention given to names with generational suffixes such as Jr. or
Sr. where the birthdays differ enough such that the evidence of these being two records in
a father-son relationship outweighs the evidence of error. Lastly, there is a disagreement
discount for differing female surnames, where the discount is proportional to the probability of marriage given the attributes of the two records. Factors of this probability include
address proximity, date of birth, and count of previously observed distinct last names.
Date of birth (DOB) similarity measurement includes a number of heuristics added due
to experience with multiple real-world datasets. We observed that the probability of matching DOBs given that a record pair is a true match is lower in senior citizen patient records.
While we have not investigated this thoroughly, we believe that it is due to senior citizens
sometimes not being the reporter of their demographics (e.g. when they are being checked
in by their children). Additionally, all DOB errors are not equally probable. Accidentally
hitting an adjacent key on a 10-key is more likely than others. Particular digits that are
orthographically similar are sometimes incorrectly perceived (e.g. 8 versus 3 and 4 versus
9). Disagreement in a DOB due to a single typographical error is scaled based on the probability of making that particular kind of error. Various system factors such as user interface
design impact date of birth semantic similarity measurement. Zero padding and truncation
can produce values which are semantically similar but have disproportionately large string
edit distances. For example, a clerk reading a DOB incorrectly written as ‘1/21/83’ when
the true value is ‘12/1/83’, results in a zero padded, reformatted value of 1983-01-21
versus the true value of 1983-12-01.
Through data profiling, we observed a number of transformations in social security
numbers (SSN) and phone numbers with higher edit distance than intuition suggested. A
number of common errors are easily attributed to 10-key proximity, zero padding, and
truncation. Additionally, there is an interesting phenomena of particular patterns such as
confusing a number like 455-55-2112 with 455-55-1221. This is not a transposition
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per-se but is probably related to how humans cognitively perceive and represent numbers.
Phone numbers also have the heuristic that telephone companies in cities can split and rearrange area codes to support the changing local population. Therefore, the first three digits
can change entirely, but the semantic difference is small, when the remaining seven digits
are the same.
2.2.4

Link agglomeration

After record pairs are weighed and classified as M, C, or U, relevant pairs are agglomerated to form match groups. While there is not much in the literature addressing strategies
to do this agglomeration, we have implemented various simple and sophisticated strategies:
1. Single-link agglomeration
2. Complete-link agglomeration
3. Two-Phase agglomeration
In the single-link strategy, to be accepted into the group, one record in the pair must match
to at least one other member of the group. This prioritizes recall over precision, because
many record pair match decisions are not transitive (as described in §1.2.4). In completelink agglomeration, both records must match to all other members in the group. Completelink agglomeration prioritizes precision over recall as the resulting groups will be very
cohesive and have high weights between all possible pairs.
We developed a novel clustering approach, which we term two-phase agglomeration
(TPA). The TPA method uses two passes to cluster resulting groups, trying to strike a
balance between precision and recall. The resulting group forms a match task for a human
adjudicator. The number of pairs grows quadratically as the number of records increases
in an adjudication task. Small groups of 3 or 4 records can tolerate lower quality pairs,
because the entire graph can be quickly and intuitively understood by a human adjudicator
at a brief glance. However, as the record count increases (and the pair count increases
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quadratically), the average pair quality must increase in order for the task to be effectively
adjudicated. For example, a group of 10 records would be easily adjudicated as long as all
or almost all of the records were very similar and obviously high quality matches.
The FS+ match process uses the Fellegi-Sunter decision rule with thresholds TL and TH ,
where TL < TH . Pairs with weight w(γ) ≥ TH are classified into the M class; pairs with
weight TL ≤ w(γ) < TH are classified into the C class; and pairs with weight w(γ) < TL
are classified into the U class. Using TPA, first all pairs with weight w(γ) ≥ TL are clustered using single-link agglomeration. The resulting cluster forms a set of j patient records
G, which is input into the TPA procedure. The output is a set of k sets of records, denoted
S0..k . Note that each record in G will be placed in one output set Sk , and it might be the
only record in that set, which means that it will not result in a match task for adjudication.
If this now orphaned record was a true match to another record in another group Sk then
this is a false-negative error.
Figure 2.1 contains the complete TPA algorithm pseudo-code. The TPA procedure,
TP - AGGLOMERATE ,

takes four parameters: G is the input set of patient records, R1 is the

phase 1 threshold, R2 is the phase 2 threshold, and z is the minimum reduction factor.
As the name suggests, the algorithm works in two phases. The first phase clusters the
records, optimizing for precision. The second phase tries to place any remaining orphan
records into clusters without lowering the quality of the group too much. Phase one begins
by calculating all weights of all pairs and ordering them by decreasing weight. For small

groups (< 500) calculating the weights n2 pairs on modern hardware can be done in a
1-2 minutes, which is often acceptable. For larger groups, we use the blocking keys again
as a rough filter to skip any pairs of records which do not share any keys. Phase one then
continues by trying to place each edge into a candidate group (line 5). A candidate group
can only accept an edge if the edge weight is ≥ R1 and if all of the new edges formed by
any records added are also ≥ R1 . The best candidate is determined by choosing the group
whose average weight is decreased the least by adding the new edge.
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TP - AGGLOMERATE (G, R1 , R2 , z)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

S =∅
edges = SORT- BY- WEIGHT- DESC({u, v | u < v, u ∈ G, v ∈ G})
pending = G.copy
// Phase one: make good groups
for e ∈ edges
b = argmaxs∈S {PHASE - ONE - WEIGHT(e, s, pending, R1 )}
if b 6= NIL
b.append (eu ); b.append (ev )
pending .remove(eu ); pending .remove(ev )
elseif pending .contains(eu ) and pending .contains(ev )
S.append ( {eu , ev } )
// Phase two: try to assign orphans
pending = map(first, SORT- BY- WEGHT- DESC({u, u | u ∈ pending}))
for p ∈ pending
b = argmaxs∈S {PHASE - TWO - WEIGHT(p, S, R2 , z)}
if b 6= NIL
b.append (p)
pending .remove(p)
return S

PHASE - ONE - WEIGHT (e, C, pending, thresh)

1
2
3
4
5
6

// see if edge e can be accepted in set C
if eu|v ∈
/ C and eu|v ∈
/ pending
return NIL
new -edges = e ∪ {eu , v | v ∈ C} ∪ {ev , u | u ∈ C}
if argmine0 ∈new -edges {weight(e0 )} < thresh
return NIL
return avg(map(weight, new -edges))

PHASE - TWO - WEIGHT (p, C, thresh, factor )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

old -edges = {u, v | u ∈ C, v ∈ C}
new -edges = old -edges ∪ {p, v | v ∈ C}
if argmine0 ∈new -edges {weight(e0 )} < thresh
return NIL
new -weight = avg(map(weight, new -edges))
if new -weight < (old -weight − (factor ∗ (old -weight − thresh)))
return NIL
return new -weight − old -weight
Figure 2.1: Two-phase agglomeration algorithm
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After phase one is complete there are a set of high quality match groups and a set of
remaining pending records that are orphaned. Instead of incurring all of these as possible
false negatives, we prefer to take advantage of the fact that smaller groups can tolerate a
few low quality pairs without significantly impacting the human adjudicator’s performance.
Phase two begins by sorting all pending, orphan records by their self-weight (line 11). The
Fellegi-Sunter weight of a record against itself can be interpreted as a measure of how
much information is in the record. Records with less common values will have higher selfweights. Records with all attributes populated will have higher self-weights than records
with missing attributes. The amount of information in the record is also a good indicator
of how likely a human adjudicator will be able to make a decision. Thus, in phase two,
we wish to place orphans with the most information first. Each orphan is eligible for a
candidate group if the new pair weights are all ≥ R2 and if the new average pair weight
is not reduced too much. We use a factor z in [0, 1] to represent the fraction of average
pair weight that we will allow to be lost. The minimum allowable average pair weight of a
group in phase two is lower bounded by R2 . If the current average pair weight is x then z
is the fraction of the spread between R2 and x that we will allow to be lost (line 6). Each
orphan is assigned to the allowable candidate group which reduces the average pair weight
the least.
After phase two, any remaining orphan records that could not join a group are placed in
groups of size one, which effectively means they will not be presented for human adjudication. The feeling is that these records are either not matches or are low quality and thus an
adjudicator likely wouldn’t be able to decision them anyways. In an online matching use
case, after the human adjudicates these match tasks, it is typical to re-match any merged or
linked records, because now there is more history available (the union of the two previously
duplicated records). With the improved state of less ambiguity, perhaps these lower quality
records can be grouped and resolved.
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2.3

Experimental setup

To compare the FS+ system to other Fellegi-Sunter approaches described in previous
literature, we curated a high-quality ground truth dataset of real-world patient records using a methodology adapted from the NIST Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [85]. We
partnered with a Patient Identity consulting firm with more than 12 years of experience
helping hospitals and Health Information Exchanges cleanup duplicate patient records. We
used a dataset of ≈550,000 patient records from a multi-facility, regional integrated health
system. The health system had been in place for 14 years, and during that time had not
used a commercial Enterprise Master Patient Index (EMPI) to prevent duplicate records.
The health system serviced a major metropolitan area as well as several small and medium
cities in surrounding states. The population was predominantly Caucasian and Hispanic
but contained records from many ethnicities and nationalities. The dataset contained birth
records, pediatric records, adults, and records of patients residing in retirement homes. The
consultants expressed that this dataset was typical for a medium-sized integrated health
network, many of which are not using expensive, commercial EMPI solutions currently.
Given that the dataset is ≈550,000 records, there is not enough time to evaluate all 140
trillion possible record pairs for duplication. Therefore, we pooled the results of multiple
systems employing different algorithms, at lower than normal thresholds, to attempt to
identify all of the possible duplicate patient records. Four systems were used to pool results,
two of which are commercial EMPIs. This resulted in ≈24,000 groups of records to be
human adjudicated. One consequence of pooling multiple results is that one system would
identify pair (A, B), the second system (B, C), and the third (C, D); when pooled, we
used a single-link strategy to combine conflicting answers. In the example scenario this
would result in one match group for review: (A, B, C, D), which was then subsequently
adjudicated and possibly re-split into separate groups.
We created a graphical user interface to facilitate human adjudication of candidate
match groups and evaluated each group to determine which pairs were a match, not a
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match, or worthy of human review. Based on guidance from the consultants, we established guidelines to determine how we should adjudicate ambiguous pairs, such as:
• Female patient records only sharing the same date of birth and first name is not
enough information to warrant review given the high number of co-occurrence in
these fields
• Retirement homes and treatment center addresses were not treated as confirmatory
information when only first name and DOB agreed
• Emergency contact, guarantor, and insured information was used to disambiguate
family relations when it was unclear if there was a duplicate record pair or a sibling
or generational relationship.
Between the authors and the consultant’s professional human adjudicators, all of the pooled
adjudication tasks were evaluated, taking over 300 hours of human review. In some cases,
the original medical records were consulted to disambiguate record pairs. The final ground
truth contained ≈30,000 record pairs, ≈65% of which were relevant (adjudicated into the
M or C class).
A number of different metrics have been presented in the literature to evaluate performance of matching algorithms (as discussed in §1.2.5). In this work, we calculate the
pairwise Precision, Recall, F1-score, and Average Precision. In an offline patient matching
scenario, a single run will produce output containing g match groups. Each group represents what the system believes to be a single real-world patient. Each of the g output groups
contains n records. We count each of the pairs as either relevant or not relevant based on
their state in the ground truth. Pairwise Precision is the total number of relevant pairs in the
output divided by the number of returned pairs. Pairwise Recall is the number of relevant
pairs in the output divided by the total number of relevant pairs in the ground truth. Pairwise precision is analogous to positive predictive value and pairwise recall is analogous
to the sensitivity metric in the domain of statistics. The F1-score is the harmonic mean of
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precision and recall. Average Precision captures the order of the returned results as well,
by viewing precision as a function of recall and approximating the area under that curve.
In patient record matching, order is important because there are limited human resources
to review possible match groups, and the cost of a false positive is high.
2.3.1

Evaluating overall similarity measurement effectiveness

One set of experiments focused on quantifying the value of using specialized similarity
algorithms tailored to specific demographic attributes. In these experiments, we held the
blocking schemes and clustering methods constant, and varied the record pair classification
approach. We used 25+ different blocking schemes, based on dozens of matching efforts
against real data. Each scheme utilizes combinations of phonetic encodings, name aliases,
prefixes, substrings, and ordered bi-grams of demographic attributes to cover typical variance patterns. We evaluated the following record pair classification approaches:
• FS-Exact: Fellegi-Sunter record linkage using exact match to determine attribute
agreement. In this setup, records {John, Smith, 5/3/70} and {Jon, Smith,
5/3/70} would disagree in given name but agree in surname and date of birth.
• FS-BinaryThreshold: Fellegi-Sunter using string similarity with a threshold to determine attribute agreement or disagreement. This setup used Jaro-Winkler for name
and street address fields and Damerau-Levenshtein for DOB, social security number,
telephone number, and ZIP code. The thresholds were hand-picked for each attribute
based on trial and error and experience over dozens of real-world dataset evaluations.
• FS-Partial: Fellegi-Sunter using the piecewise scaling function described by Winkler [59] to give partial agreement based on string similarity. This protects against
losing relevant pairs due to string comparisons right below the threshold. This system
is equivalent to the probabilistic matching approach available in open-source EMPIs
such as OpenEMPI [84].
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• FS+: The system described in this paper (§2.2), utilizing all of the partial agreement
heuristics, specialized attribute parsing and similarity measurement, and the 15+ interaction rules described in §2.2.2.
For each of these configurations, we began with the same initial values and used bootstrapping to estimate model parameters.
2.3.2

Evaluating the power of individual demographic attributes

To illustrate which demographic attributes are the most predictive, we also ran experiments holding out the specialized measurement algorithms for each demographic attribute.
These results are presented separately and show the relative contribution of each demographic attribute to overall recall and precision. These tests are labeled FS+naiveName,
FS+naiveDob, FS+naiveAddress, FS+naiveSSN, FS+naivePhone, FS+noPatterns. The last,
FS+noPatterns, is the FS+ system configured without the interaction patterns described in
§2.2.2. The FS+naiveXYZ is the FS+ system with the naı̈ve attribute configured to use the
FS-Partial measurement strategy. The normalization methods and blocking schemes were
kept consistent to isolate only effects due to similarity measurement.
2.3.3

Evaluating link agglomeration approaches

In order to show the performance impact due to the choice of link agglomeration algorithm, we executed FS+ keeping the blocking schemes and pair classification approaches
consistent but varied the agglomeration algorithm. We evaluated single-link, complete-link,
and our two-phase agglomeration algorithm described in Figure 2.1. Single-link agglomeration in a weighted graph is unaffected by the order in which the system evaluates edges.
For complete-link agglomeration, the order of the edges is important since edge weights are
not transitive. For this experimental setup, we performed complete-link agglomeration by
first sorted all members of the single-link agglomerated group by their self-weight and then
performing agglomeration in decreasing weight order. For each configuration, we report
precision, recall, F1 score, and Average Precision for the resulting match groups.
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Figure 2.2: Visualizing the overall performance for each experiment setup

2.4
2.4.1

Test results
Overall similarity measurement effectiveness results

Table 2.3 contains the test results for the first experimental setup (§2.3.1) to evaluate
the overall power of sophisticated matching versus simpler approaches. Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference in precision and recall for each setup. As indicated in the previous
literature, using string similarity to scale the agreement weight (FS-Partial) does increase
recall. However, by utilizing the specialized approaches in FS+, we were able to improve
recall by ≈52% with a ≈16% decrease in precision. Figure 2.3 shows the precision-recall
curves for each system configuration. This chart is particularly important for the patient
matching problem, in which there are not enough human resources to adjudicate the entire
output of the matching process. Thus, it is important to ensure high precision at all levels
of recall so that human resources are not wasting time on low-quality match work. FS+
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Table 2.3: Evaluation metrics for each experimental setup (as %)

FS-Exact
FS-Binary
FS-Partial
FS+

Precision

Recall

F1

AvgPrec

84.47
83.62
84.48
60.65

51.70
60.73
63.95
97.32

64.14
70.36
72.80
74.73

50.10
59.15
62.46
91.63

outperforms other approaches at all levels of recall. The Average Precision metric captures
the area under the precision-recall curve. FS+ improves the Average Precision by ≈47%.
2.4.2

Power of individual demographic attribute results

The second set of experiments targeted each demographic attribute in order to infer
which attributes contributed the most diagnostic power to determining if the record pair
was a match or not.
Chart 2.4 provides a visualization to highlight the fact that FS+’s name matching algorithms affects matching performance the most with date of birth matching being the second
most important. FS+’s name matching improves recall by ≈22%. The SSN and Phone
Number measurement have the least impact to recall.
2.4.3

Link agglomeration results

Each of the different approaches for link agglomeration affects the trade-off of precision
and recall, which directly affects the productivity and effectiveness of human adjudicators
on match tasks. Figure 2.5 summarizes the results of each agglomeration approach. As
expected, the highest recall is achieved by the single-link strategy, and the lowest recall is
achieved by the complete-link strategy. The two-phase agglomeration algorithm, described
in Figure 2.1, achieves its goal of being a reasonable balance between precision and recall.
It increases precision by 16% with only a 0.4% decrease in recall.
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2.5

Discussion

These experiments set out to quantify the gap between the information extracted using traditional string similarity approaches versus more complicated and specialized approaches that exploit known typographical variance patterns. FS+ finds more relevant pairs
over previous approaches because the similarity algorithms are tuned to specific cultural,
perception, and data-entry phenomena. Each attribute is compared using modern computer
science approaches and the results of which are combined using the traditional FellegiSunter probabilistic framework but with a number of novel improvements to combat naı̈ve
assumptions previously employed in the literature.
To narrow down which demographic elements contained the most information that is
missed by traditional string edit based similarity measurement, we evaluated FS+ against
itself, holding out the specialized algorithms for each demographic attribute in turn. Figure 2.4 illustrates that FS+’s name measurement algorithm has the largest impact to recall,
followed closely by date of birth. This is not a big surprise, because these are often the
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most present data elements, but they also exhibit variance that is difficult to detect by only
string similarity approaches.
Investigating the output of the runs, there are some distinct patterns that are pathological cases for traditional string similarity algorithms. In this dataset the most common cases
were: nickname tokens, transliteration and phonetic variations, truncation problems, and
structural variations, where the name particles were permuted (e.g. ‘Joan Smith-Cherry’
versus ‘Joan Cherry’ versus ‘Joan C Smith’). In addition, it appears as if some health
record/registration systems truncate name fields after some maximum number of characters. This was particularly difficult when combined with hyphenated last names such as
‘Maria Hernandez’ versus ‘Maria Garcia-Hernan’. There were also a number of fused name
tokens such as ‘Maria Hernandez’ versus ‘Maria Garciahernand’. FS+’s name similarity
logic splits the name strings into tokens using character features (white-space), linguistic
features (‘de la’, ‘del’ particles), and name dictionary informed features. These algorithms,
being specialized to the kinds of name variance observed in real patient data, increase recall
substantially as shown by the results in Table 2.3.
The second most powerful demographic is date of birth. Investigating cases in which
FS+ bested other setups, we observed a number of DOB patterns that are hard to detect
by Levenshtein edit-distance alone. For example, treating every digit transposition and
substitution as equal cost ignores the mechanical factors that contribute to typographical
variance in date of birth data entry, such as 10-key keypad digit placement. Overall, 34% of
the relevant pairs contained some variance in the DOB field. However, this variance appears
to be disproportionately distributed to the patient records of elderly and child patients,
which is explainable by the fact that these classes are often less-likely to self-report their
DOBs.
Table 2.4 breaks down the observed variance in the ground truth dataset with brief
explanations.
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Table 2.4: Frequency of variance patterns in the ground truth dataset
Variance Pattern

% of pairs

Heuristic day of birth

29%

Day magnitude

16%

Month variance

7%

Year variance

20%

Month-day flip

3%

Single character typos

10%

Other

15%
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This includes cases where zeroes are truncated (10th becomes
1st), transpositions (13th becomes
31st), and zeroes become ones
(1st becomes 11th).
Two birth days are within four
days of each other (e.g. 10/23
versus 10/19) and not already included in heuristic day of birth
patterns.
This includes truncated zeroes,
transpositions, and months within
one (October versus September).
From our experience, birth month
is usually higher quality than birth
day or birth year.
This includes decade off by one,
as well as years within four (1928
versus 1932).
Feb 9th versus Sept 2nd. Note that
any patterns caught by day heuristics or month heuristics are excluded from this pattern category.
Single character differences that
aren’t accounted for in other categories.
This includes pairs differing by
multiple characters. This can happen, for example, when a child admits their elderly parent, and reports the wrong DOB.

In FS+ date of birth similarity is measured taking each variance pattern into account.
The agreement and disagreement weight is scaled differently for each. In addition, the
agreement and disagreement weights are conditioned on two factors: patient age and name
similarity. Patient age is a factor due to the disproportionate error rate in child and elderly
patient records. Given the high co-occurrence of DOBs, we preferred to allow greater
variance in DOB among pairs with similar names. If there was no name similarity, then
we assume partial matching to be more likely due to co-occurrence. Conditioning on name
produces results that were closer to our intuition, but it’s not clear if this is due to actual
dependence between name and DOB with respect to the noise generating process or a
consequence of using heuristic/partial agreement scaling of agreement weights outside of
FS estimated parameters.
Researchers have run similar experiments in the past, trying to quantify the precision
and recall of probabilistic matching algorithms (§1.3.2). Some have published estimates
that probabilistic approaches reach > 95% recall in healthcare settings [80]. Our results
differ from these experiences due to a number of reasons:
• Patient data quality affects matching performance significantly. Data quality is often
correlated to the data gathering process and the context under which data is collected.
Data gathered in emergency rooms by hand-written forms is more prone to error
compared to family practices where patient churn is low. Our ground truth more
accurately reflects typical clinical patient data. Previous work results on cleaner data
are not competitive on this real data.
• Estimating recall is always difficult given that you do not know what you do not
know. We are not aware of recent comparable studies utilizing large real-world clinical patient records and multiple commercial matching systems to build a high-quality,
pooled ground truth. If one is only using string similarity algorithms to determine
what all true matches are, then one is likely to miss many relevant pairs.
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• A number of studies use limited blocking approaches that may bias the pairs that they
consider when looking for true matches. In particular, blocking on a social security
number is sub-optimal considering the high percentage of missing and invalid social
security numbers in patient demographics.
These results demonstrate that there is quite a lot of information present in patient demographic records, which is difficult to utilize using simple string similarity approaches. This
result motivates additional research to improve the state of the art in clinical patient record
matching. There are a number of opportunities for future work:
• Investigate better approaches to measure semantic similarity of personal name and
date of birth. The field of computational linguistics has offered a number of opportunities for better personal name matching.
• Investigate other methods to incorporate missing information and conditional dependence into the FS model. We presented one simple rule based approach here, but
perhaps other approaches such as using probabilistic graphical models would lead to
increased performance.
• Research new methods of synthetic data generation, which exhibit similar hardness
to real world datasets. Currently, the synthetic demographic data generation approaches are overly simplistic, leading researchers to believe that the current state
of the art is better than it actually is as illustrated in our results.

2.6

Conclusion

While the theoretical foundations of patient record matching have been documented
and studied for many years, there are a number of continuing opportunities for research and
improvement. Previous evaluations assume simple string based approaches to measuring
information similarity between demographic attributes. This work demonstrates that the
rich semantic information embedded in demographic strings is worthy of additional effort
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to create a better matching solution. Clinical patient records are likely to exhibit the types
of variance that defeat string similarity approaches. Therefore, additional investigation
is warranted to advance the state of the art in patient record matching as we continue to
integrate the healthcare enterprise.
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CHAPTER 3
GRAPHEME TO PHONEME TRANSLATION USING
CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS WITH RE-RANKING

Chapter 2 establishes the importance of sophisticated personal name similarity measurement in patient record matching. The number of distinct given names and surnames
is large and increasing every year. It is impossible to produce a pronunciation dictionary
of every name token that will be encountered. Thus, in order to accurately utilize phonetic
transcriptions in similarity matching, we need a robust method of generating candidate transcriptions based on an input sequence of letters. This problem is known as the grapheme to
phoneme (G2P) translation problem. This chapter describes a novel method of grapheme
to phoneme translation that is optimized for cases where the top-k predicted sequences are
important and there is a high degree of complexity in how the input graphemes affect the
spoken phonemes.
The contributions in this paper are: (1) we present a novel G2P pipeline using discriminative, probabilistic methods throughout, which are particularly well suited to incorporate
expert domain knowledge into the process; (2) we suggest an improvement to the manyto-many alignment formulation to improve alignment accuracy of training data; (3) we
describe a re-ranking method which combines graphone language models and error information propagated from earlier stages to improve overall top-k prediction; (4) we have
released our implementation as an open-source G2P toolkit called jG2P available at
http://bit.ly/83yysKL

3.1

Introduction

Grapheme to phoneme (G2P) translation is the task of converting an input sequence of
graphemes, the set of symbols in a writing system, to an output sequence of phonemes, the
perceptually distinct units of sound that make up words in a spoken language. The G2P
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problem, also called Letter to Speech (LTS), has been studied thoroughly in linguistics,
natural language processing, and speech recognition communities. While dictionaries of
phonetic pronunciations suffice for common, known words, use cases where there are likely
to be out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words require a systematic method to produce phoneme sequences from input graphemes. Few languages (e.g. Serbian) have a strict one-to-one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes, and therefore the difficulty of systematic
conversion comes from the level of ambiguity and irregularity in the orthography.
[86] describes English as “one of the least successful applications of the Roman alphabet”, and this is perhaps evidenced by the level of difficulty in accomplishing accurate,
automated English grapheme to phoneme translation. Typical G2P systems for English use
27 graphemes as input (26 Roman alphabet letters and the apostrophe) and between 40 and
45 phonemes. In this manuscript, graphemes will be written between angle brackets as
haloudi and phonemes will be written using the Arpabet phonetic alphabet [87] between
slashes as /AH L AW D/.
There are a number of problems that make grapheme to phoneme translation difficult
(examples from English):
1. As previously mentioned, there is typically no one-to-one correspondence between
graphemes and phonemes. For example, the c in hcideri sounds different from the
c in hcati, which sounds similar to the k in hkitei.
2. The number of letters that produce a single phoneme is not always consistent. For
example, the letter pair ch in hchangei produces a single phoneme. Additionally
the mapping of pairs of letters is not consistent as is the case with the pair ph in
hphasei, which produces one phoneme, compared to the ph in huphilli, which
produces two phonemes.
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3. Usually one or a few graphemes produce a single phoneme, but there are exceptions
where multiple phonemes are produced by a single grapheme: for example, the x in
hsixi produces two phonemes: /S I CK S/.
4. Pronunciation can be affected by factors external to the word itself, such as its part
of speech in the sentence. For example, hconvicti as a noun is /K AH N V IH
K T/, but as a verb it is /K AA N V IH K T/.
5. The output phoneme is not completely determined by local graphemes that are closest
in sequence; there are some non-local effects. For example, hmadi is pronounced /M
AE D/, but adding a trailing e to make the word hmadei, changes the middle vowel,
a to the phoneme /EY/, and the e itself is unvoiced. Additionally, the trailing y
changes the vowel phonemes in hphotographi to hphotographyi.
6. As language evolves, words are borrowed from other linguistic origins, and can be
transliterated in a way that is inconsistent with other words in the target language.
7. Existing dictionaries of words to pronunciations generally do not indicate which
graphemes correspond to which phonemes. This alignment of individual graphemes
to phonemes is generally treated as a latent factor in G2P systems, which complicates
using dictionaries as training data for machine learning based solutions.
Most approaches to solving the G2P problem are split into three parts: (1) aligning
graphemes to phonemes in training data in order to train a structured pronunciation model;
(2) learning a pronunciation model assuming alignments are present; (3) building a decoder
that can predict phonemes from unaligned graphemes at test time. This work describes a
method of grapheme to phoneme translation that is optimized for use cases where the top-k
predicted sequences are important and there is a high degree of complexity in how the input
graphemes affect the spoken phonemes. For example, in the application of personal name
matching based on phonetic similarity, producing multiple candidate pronunciations can
increase recall of matching at little computational expense.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: we present a review of the previous
approaches that have been suggested in the literature for solving this problem. Then, we
describe our method in detail, highlighting where it differs and builds upon previous state
of the art. Next we evaluate our method on existing benchmark datasets which are typically
used to evaluate G2P performance. Lastly, we discuss the implications of various design
choices in our methods and indicate opportunities for future research.

3.2

Previous work on G2P translation

The problem of grapheme to phoneme translation has been studied for many decades
in different research communities. There are five different general approaches suggested in
the literature: (1) rules, (2) local classification, (3) pronunciation by analogy, (4) statistical
methods, and (5) hybrid methods, which combine one or more of the previous approaches.
As described in §3.1, English and other languages have numerous irregularities, which
make creating a comprehensive and accurate set of production rules difficult. [88] proposes
creating a transducer from a regular grammar which describes the phonological system.
[89] tries to learn a small set of rules by applying simple heuristics, such as combining
adjacent vowel phonemes, and then learning a CART decision tree. The authors evaluate
this method on a number of datasets, including the CMUDict pronunciation dictionary [90],
and achieved a word error rate (WER) of 42.2%.
Local classification methods prepare an input context of graphemes and other simple,
local features and use that to classify an individual phoneme. Sequence decoding then
combines the outputs of each local classification in some way. [91] and [92] employ artificial neural networks (ANN) to accomplish this using a local context of three graphemes
before and after the current grapheme. [93] and others apply decision trees for this task.
Unlike the previous approaches, [94] introduces some sequential information into the input context, which shifts the method from a sequence of independent classifications to a
structured prediction approach. The authors include the next three phonemes predicted as
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input to predict the current phoneme. To do this, they decode the grapheme sequence from
right-to-left.
Pronunciation by analogy (PbA) methods are nearest-neighbor-like in that they are built
on the intuition that pronunciations can be inferred from similar words. Linguistically, this
is appealing since many word forms are constructed from smaller morphemes as the language organically evolves. Once similar, neighboring words are identified, a pronunciation
lattice is constructed representing the pronunciation of a particular grapheme substring to a
phoneme substring. This lattice is then traversed algorithmically to deduce the overall best
sequence of phonemes. [95] and [96] adopt this strategy with different methods for assigning cost to paths through the pronunciation lattice. [97] improves PbA by applying latent
semantic analysis (LSA) to a matrix of tri-grams to phonemes. This reduces the dimensionality of the training set in such a way that words with similar pronunciation substrings end
up spatially close to each other in the output space. At test time, the grapheme tri-grams
of the input word are used to locate spatially close words, and phonemes are reconstructed
from these exemplars.
3.2.1

Statistical approaches and extensions

Many statistical approaches to G2P translation exist in the literature. The statistical formation of the G2P problem is as follows. Let G be the set of graphemes in the orthography
(e.g. a, b, etc.). G∗ is the Kleene star of G, which is the set of all possible grapheme
strings. Similarly, let P be the set of phonemes (e.g. the diphthong /OY/, the fricative /V/,
etc.). P ∗ is the set of all possible phonetic pronunciations. G and P usually include  as a
dummy symbol which is used when the number of graphemes does not equal the number
of phonemes.
The probabilistic formulation of the G2P problem is the task of finding the best string
of phonemes for the set of graphemes (3.1). g is a sequence of g0..M graphemes, where
g ∈ G, and p is a sequence of p0..N phonemes, where p ∈ P .
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Figure 3.1: 1-1 alignment vs 3-2 alignment of hmixingi

ϕ(g) = argmax P (g, p)

(3.1)

p∈P

An alignment of graphemes to phonemes is a matching of, gi:j , substrings of g (or ) to,
pk:l , substrings of p (or ). Typically the size of the substring of graphemes or phonemes is
bounded. A n-m alignment limits the maximum size of the grapheme substring to length
n and the maximum size of the phoneme substring to length m. Early formulations use
1-1 alignments, which means that individual letters pair with single phonemes or  (and
vice-versa). For example, a 1-1 and 3-2 alignment of hmixingi, which is pronounced /M
IH K S IH NG/, is shown in Figure 3.1.
A pairing of a grapheme substring to a phoneme substring can be treated as a single
unit, a graphone, such as the substring ing paired to substring /IH NG/ in Figure 3.1b.
Formally, a graphone is a pair q = (gi:j , pk:l ) ∈ Q ⊆ G∗ × P ∗ , where gi:j is a substring of g (and similarly for pk:l ). The entire aligned grapheme and phoneme sequence
can therefore be represented by a sequence of graphones. For example, the correspondence hwharfi and /W AO R F/ can be represented as the sequence of graphones q =
[w h|W, a|AO, r|R, f|F]. In this example, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between a single character and single phoneme for all of the letters except for the first
two letters w h which correspond to the single /W/ phoneme. Another example is the
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correspondence henoughi and /IH N AH F/, which is the graphone sequence [e|IH,
n|N, o u|AH, g h|F].
Many statistical approaches assume an alignment of graphemes to phonemes exists,
and models the process of generating a phoneme as depending on a sequence of grapheme
substrings. This implicitly assumes that phonemes are generated by a local, distinct set of
contiguous graphemes. This assumption is usually true, but §3.1 provided contradictory
examples (e.g. trailing e, y). Additionally, alignments of graphemes to phonemes are
not typically curated in pronunciation dictionaries, making supervised machine learning of
these predictive models more difficult.
Early work focuses on modeling output phonemes as P (pi | pi−1 , gi , gi−1 ), and decoding the overall sequence based on these local classifications [98]. Later, [99] built a joint
probability distribution of the many-to-many alignment of grapheme n-grams to phoneme
m-grams, and formulated an Expectation-Maximization approach to estimate the distribution by maximum likelihood. They evaluate two methods of G2P conversion based on this
joint probability distribution.
[100] recognized that using graphones, one can factorize the probability in (3.1) similar
to the factorization of a language model, where the ith graphone is predicted by the n
previous graphones (3.2).
!
ϕ(g) = argmax
p∈P

Y
qi ∈q

P (qi | qi−1 , qi−2 , ...)

(3.2)

The authors of [100] use a 9-gram language model with a modified version of KneserNey smoothing to deal with data sparsity. Additionally, they apply an evidence trimming
technique to reduce the effects of over-fitting from the maximum likelihood estimation.
They evaluate this approach against a number of datasets and achieve a 24% WER on the
CMUDict dataset, which remains one of the best WERs reported for this dataset.
[101] builds a Maximum Entropy classifier to predict a phoneme from a trigram of
graphemes using iterative scaling to learn the feature weights. This method demonstrates
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competitive but not superior performance on the WER of CMUDict. [102] uses a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to decode G2P with relatively poor performance due to the
difficulty of incorporating local context in the emission probabilities of the model. Later
[103] improves the HMM approach by designing a local predictor for each hidden state to
model the probability of graphemes for each phoneme. This classifier produces a probability distribution over graphemes which is used as the emission probabilities for the hidden
phoneme state.
A discriminative formulation of the G2P problem comes from [104] who combines
alignment and phoneme prediction into a single model trained through an online learning
process: Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA), which shares similarity to the voted
perceptron. This approach is within 5% WER of the results from [100].
The first use of Conditional Random Fields (CRF) for the problem of grapheme to
phoneme translation comes from [105]. They use a 1-1 alignment model with  only allowed on the grapheme side. The authors train a smoothed 4-gram grapheme model to
predict where epsilons should be placed, the output of which is a sequence of grapheme
substrings that correspond to individual phonemes. A CRF is trained from a local context
of grapheme substrings to predict the phoneme. They did not compare the results of this
system on the CMUDict and thus the results are not comparable here, but they achieve an
18% improvement on their evaluation set compared to the graphone language model approach described in [100]. Wang suggests that CRFs are particularly well-suited to the task
because they perform global inference over the entire sequence instead of normalizing to
probabilities at each step of the structured prediction sequence as in an HMM.
Many researchers suggest utilizing weighted finite state transducers (WFST) for G2P
translation. [106] created an open-source framework building on the results from [100],
by encoding graphone language models using WFSTs. This approach uses the EM formulation described in [99] to produce a constrained alignment of the training data. The
alignments are constrained to 0-1, 1-0, 1-1, 1-2, and 2-1 (notably 2-2 is not allowed). From
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the aligned training data, the authors build an 11-gram graphone language model using
Kneser-Ney smoothing and encode this model as a WFST. At test time they decode input
grapheme sequences by following all possible paths in the WFST choosing the path that
minimizes bayes risk (MBR decoding). This is a fast and powerful technique, achieving
one of the highest WER results of 24.4 on the CMUDict dataset. Novak also applied a
recurrent neural network (RNN) based re-ranking technique to improve top-k sequence
prediction. However, RNN based re-scoring only improves the WER on CMUDict by <
1%.
Most of the approaches described above split the prediction problem into two stages:
aligning grapheme substrings to phoneme substrings and then, assuming the alignments
are correct, learn a predictive model of phoneme substrings from grapheme substrings (or
graphones). [107] [108] try to combine both of these steps together in order to reduce the
error that might otherwise propagate from the alignment phase to the prediction phase. The
authors combine the two tasks by creating a richer output label space. Instead of building a
CRF to predict phoneme m-grams from grapheme n-grams, the authors predict a label from
{p, i | p ∈ P, i ∈ B, I}, where P is the set of all possible phonemes, and B and I are tags
used to indicate phoneme substring boundaries similar to the BIO scheme used in Named
Entity Recognition. The authors experiment with different approaches for decoding the
final phoneme sequence, but could not improve on the WER results presented in [100].
A number of hybrid models have been proposed in the literature. [109] proposes taking
the alignment approach in [100] to create aligned training data. Then they build two independent models: (1) a graphone based language model encoded into a WFST where the
edge weights are log-likelihood weights (similar to [106]); (2) a CRF model which predicts
the phoneme from a number of contextual features (i.e. a grapheme window and the previous predicted phoneme). The CRF is then encoded into a WFST where the edge weights
are the log posterior odds. The intersection of the two WFSTs is taken and weights are
combined using a weighted average in cases where both graphs containing corresponding
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edges. This hybrid approach improves the WER by a modest 3%. The authors also experiment with including syllable boundary information as input features to the CRF. Syllable
information is predicted using an SVM as described in [110]. This additional information
improves the CRF’s WER by 5.2%.
Another hybrid approach is proposed in [111], which uses alignments produced by
[112] to train an insertion predictor to predict where epsilons should be inserted into the
grapheme sequence. Then they train a CRF to predict a phoneme using the previously predicted phoneme and a local window of graphemes. The CRF was encoded as a WFST and
it achieved a 28.3% WER on CMUDict. The authors then intersect the CRF WFST graph
with a WFST trained on an 8-gram graphone language model. The resulting combined
WFST achieves a WER of 23.4%.
The best published WER at present is demonstrated in [113] using Long Short-term
Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM), which are specifically designed for sequence
prediction tasks. The input grapheme sequence is presented one grapheme at a time to
the network. The network has special hidden units that act as a short term memory that
can remember activations from previous input presented to the network. This allows the
sequence of graphemes to be presented entirely before a single phoneme is output. After
presenting letters one at a time, a special sentinel symbol is input, which triggers the first
output phoneme to be produced. Subsequent sentinel inputs are presented one at a time to
cause the network to output each phoneme one at a time until there are no other phonemes.
This topology results in a WER of 25.8% on CMUDict. The authors further improve the
output by combining the results with a 5-gram graphone language model, finally achieving
a state-of-the-art WER of 21.3%.

3.3

Discriminative pipeline for grapheme to phoneme translation

Our grapheme-to-phoneme system’s use case is translating personal names into phonetic representations for the purpose of similarity matching. Personal names are partic-
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ularly prone to phonetic irregularities and a high rate of being out of vocabulary (OOV).
Names are constructed by culturally-specific rules that emerge, change over time, and frequently borrow word forms from various linguistic origins. The following considerations
influenced the design of our G2P pipeline:
1. Our use case includes words from many different linguistic origins, and we want to be
able to easily encode orthographic domain knowledge in order to improve translation
accuracy.
2. Our use case prefers a strong top-k list of resulting candidate pronunciations over
only optimizing for the top result.
3. Our use case is not constrained by limited memory or limited training time. Improved
accuracy at the expense of one-time, lengthy training is preferred.
Given these design considerations, we created jG2P, a G2P pipeline with three distinct
components: an aligner, a pronouncer, and a re-ranker as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The
aligner is a Conditional Random Field (CRF) trained to predict alignment boundaries to
separate the input grapheme sequence into a contiguous set of grapheme substrings. The
top 5 alignments then are sent to the pronouncer. The pronouncer is a 1st-order Conditional
Random Field (CRF) trained to predict phoneme substrings from grapheme substrings, the
previously predicted phoneme, and other local and global features. The top 5 pronunciations for each alignment are then evaluated by an 8-gram graphone language model built
with Kneser-Ney smoothing. Finally, the pronunciation candidates (max 5 alignments × 5
pronunciations per alignment = 25), are ordered by the re-ranker, which uses information
from each of the previous stages to calculate an overall score. Each component will be
described in detail in the following sections.
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a0
a1
a2

a0p0
a0p1
a0p2

MIXING

Aligner

M I X I N G
M|I|X|I|NG
M|I|X|ING
M|IX|I|NG

Pronouncer

M|IX|I|NG
M|I|X|I|ING
/M|IH|K
S|IH NG/
M|I|X|I|NG
/M|IH|K
S|IH|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|EH|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|EH|NG/
/M|EH|K
S|EH NG/
/M|IH|K
S|IH|NG/
/M|EH|K S|EH|NG/
/M|EH|K S|EH|NG/

a1p1
a0p1
...

Graphone LM

Re-ranker

/M|EH|K|S|IH NG/
/M|IH|K S|IH|NG/
...

Figure 3.2: Grapheme to phoneme translator pipeline

3.3.1

Grapheme to phoneme alignment

As outlined in §3.2.1, one challenging aspect of the G2P problem is the unequal number
of symbols in G and P and the frequent many-to-many correspondence of graphemes to
phonemes. When using a statistical formulation of the G2P problem, there are two aspects
to alignment that need to be addressed: (1) at test-time when only presented with g, the system must reconstruct the alignment of g in order to predict the phonemes; (2) training data
is often recorded as pairs of words and their pronunciations, hg, pi, and thus the training
data does not have a delineated correspondence of gi:j to pk:l to use in supervised learning.
To address concern (1), at test-time jG2P uses a separate component for identifying
grapheme sub-sequences, identified in Figure 3.2 as the aligner. We treat alignment prediction at test-time as a sequential labeling task, assigning a binary label to each input
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grapheme indicating whether that letter is the last in the current grapheme substring. For
example, the alignment of hmixingi as M|IX|I|NG would be represented as the labeling 101101; an alignment of M|I|X|I|N|G would be represented as the labeling
111111. Our aligner is a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [16] trained to output binary
labels for each input letter. CRFs are conditional, discriminative graphical models that
model the output distribution P (Y | X) directly, and unlike Maximum Entropy Markov
Models (MEMM), CRFs normalize over the entire sequence. CRFs are particularly good
at incorporating rich input features even when they are not all linearly independent. CRFs
have shown good performance with large, sparse feature spaces, using regularization and
maximum entropy learning to ensure robust parameter estimation. For the aligner we used
the features identified in Table 3.2.
3.3.1.1

Aligning training data

As highlighted previously, concern (2) when building a G2P system is coping with
training data, hg, pi, which has no delineated correspondence between grapheme to phoneme
substrings. §3.2.1 described a number of ways that previous researchers have addressed
this. To train jG2P, we created alignments of each of the training pairs using an approach
similar to that described in [106]. We model the joint probability distribution of γ(gi:j , pk:l )
and use Expectation Maximization (EM) under maximum likelihood to estimate each of
the model parameters. We specify the maximum length of a grapheme substring as n and
the maximum length of a phoneme substring as m.
The estimation process starts by initializing all of the possible graphones to a uniform
distribution. Then alternating Expectation and Maximization steps continue until model
convergence. The Expectation (E) step uses the current joint distribution to count the expected occurrences of graphones in the training data. The Maximization (M) step uses the
results from the E step in order to adjust the joint distribution. Expectation is calculated in
the E-step by applying the Forward-Backward algorithm to the current estimate of the joint
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Table 3.1: Some possible graphones from hsamei to /S EY M/ heat map colored to indicate the number of epsilons required for this graphone to exist
s|S
s|EY
s|M
s|S EY
s|EY M
m|S
...

a|S
a|EY
a|M
a|S EY
a|EY M
e|S
...

s
s
s
s
s
a
...

a|S
a|EY
a|M
a|S EY
a|EY M
m|S

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

distribution. Convergence is achieved when the sum of the difference between expected
and actual counts is below some configured threshold or a maximum number of iterations
is completed. Afterward, a Viterbi walk on the joint distribution is carried out to choose
the best alignment for each training example.
Traditionally, in each step in the EM formulation, all graphones are enumerated by
considering all possible pairings of substrings of g ≤ n with all substrings of p ≤ m.
For example, with g = hsamei, p = /S EY M/, n = 2, and m = 2, there are 29
possible pairings of substrings to create graphones. Table 3.1 shows a subset of the possible
graphones with a color coding indicating the number of epsilons that would be needed to
produce a sequence with that graphone. We note that as a consequence of considering every
combination, the probability mass is being spread thinly over many nonsensical graphones.
For example, Figure 3.3 illustrates how many epsilons would have to be introduced in order
to observe the graphone [e|S] in hsamei. We introduce a simple change to the algorithm
s

a

m

e

–

–

–

–

–

S

EY

M

Figure 3.3: Alignment of hsamei to /S EY M/ containing the graphone e|S

which constrains possible combinations in order to eliminate nonsensical graphones from
the training data and preserve more probability mass for more likely pairings: we only
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IS - VALID - PAIRING (x, n, xs, y, m, ys)

1
2
3
4

minPhonesBeforeX = dx/MAX Ne
minPhonesAfterX = dxs − x − n/MAX Ne
if (y < minP honesBef oreX) or (ys − y − m < minP honesAf terX)
return FALSE

5
6
7
8

minGraphsBeforeY = dy/MAX Me
minGraphsAfterY = dys − y − m/MAX Me
if (x < minGraphsBef oreY ) or (xs − x − n < minGraphsAf terY )
return FALSE

9

return TRUE

Figure 3.4: Constraint for allowing valid windows under the assumption that there should
be few epsilons
count pairings that result in requiring at most one epsilon transition at the beginning or end
of the sequence. This constraint is calculated as defined in Figure 3.4 where x is the starting
index of the grapheme substring, n is the length of the grapheme substring, xs is the total
length of the grapheme string; y, m, and ys are analogous for the phoneme string.
In jG2P, we used a maximum grapheme substring size of n = 2, a maximum phoneme
substring size of m = 2, and we allowed graphemes to match to  in the aligned training
examples, but disallowed phonemes from matching with . This last restriction is a consequence of the test-time aligner (§3.3.1) only representing grapheme boundaries. It cannot
represent an  transition on the grapheme side currently.
3.3.2

Predicting phoneme m-grams from grapheme n-grams

The second stage in jG2P’s pipeline is the structured prediction of phoneme substrings
from grapheme substrings. A first-order CRF is trained using the aligned hg, pi examples.
We take advantage of the feature engineering flexibility of CRFs and include a number
of useful non-local features that would be more difficult to incorporate in other structured
prediction methods. For example, we include a binary feature that indicates whether this
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vowel is the last vowel before a trailing e or y, because in English, these trailing letters
typically modify the proceeding vowel phoneme. Take, for example, the words hsami and
hsamei. The trailing e changes the proceeding a to be voiced as /EY/ instead of /AE/.
The full list of features used is similar to those used in the aligner and are described in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: CRF Features used in G2P Components
Feature
Single character
context
Substring context

Shape substring

Surrounding
substring
Surrounding
shape substring
Vowel before
trailing e or y
Leading shape
Trailing shape

3.3.3

Notes
Graphemes before and after the input grapheme. Aligner and pronouncer use 4 characters before and after the input grapheme.
Aligner uses 3 and 2 character substrings before and after the input
grapheme. Pronouncer adds 4 character substring before and after
and a 5 character substring before the input grapheme.
Substrings are transformed into a shape string where each letter is
converted to either a c or a v depending on if the original letter
is a consonant or a vowel. The aligner uses 1-4 character shape
substrings before and after the input grapheme. The pronouncer
uses 1-6 character shape substrings before and after the input.
Substrings of characters before and after the input grapheme concatenated together. The aligner includes 1 char before and after.
The pronouncer includes that in addition to 2 chars before and after.
The surrounding substring feature but transformed into shape
strings. The aligner only includes 1 char before and after. The pronouncer includes 3 chars before and after.
Binary feature indicating whether this vowel is the last vowel before
a trailing letter that might modify it. Only used in the pronouncer
The shape of the first character of the word.
The shape of the last character of the word.

Reranking candidate phoneme sequences

The CRFs in the previous stages each propagate some error into the re-ranker, and
additionally, each are only first-order CRFs. From [100] and [112], we see that high order
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graphone language models produce good results, and state-of-the-art results are achieved
[111] by combining graphone language models and sophisticated pronunciation models. In
our system, we combine these model results and combat against propagated error with the
re-ranking stage of the pipeline.
The re-ranker calculates a total ordering over all of the candidate phoneme sequences
Qi . At test time, the aligner produces the top-ka alignments of the input grapheme sequence. Each candidate alignment has a probability score, Sia , and because a CRF conditions over the entire sequence, these probabilities can be interpreted directly and need
no further normalization. Each candidate alignment is run through the pronouncer which
produces the top-kp phoneme sequences and probability scores, Sip . In our system, we
use ka = kp = 5, and therefore at the end of the second stage there can be at most 25
candidates, Qi , each with scores Sia and Sip , where i ∈ [0, 25).
We train a maximum entropy classifier to optimize the log-loss of the cross-entropy
of the ranked list of candidates. This is a typical method of learning to re-rank. The reranker uses a number of features for a candidate input Qi : (1) aligner output probability,
(2) pronouncer output probability, (3) 8-gram graphone language model probability of Qi ,
(4) normalized count of how many times Qi ’s phoneme sequence appears in the candidate
list Q, (5) a binary value indicating if Qi ’s phoneme sequence matches the mode of Q (if
there is a unique mode), (6) the original output rank of Qi (normalized), (7) if the leading
grapheme and leading phoneme are agreeing simple consonants, (8) edit distance of the
shape of QA vs QB , (9) the length difference between the shape of QA vs QB , (10) the
prefix of the shape of Qi ’s grapheme sequence versus the shape of Qi ’s phoneme sequence.
A clarifying note about feature (7): there are a number of English phonemes that exhibit
less variance in particular situations. For example, the stop and fricative phonemes such
as /B/, /D/, and /P/, in leading positions of the phoneme string have a fairly regular
correspondence to their grapheme counterparts. This feature is a binary indicator that is
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true if there is agreement in the leading characters of the grapheme and predicted phoneme
string, where the leading characters are simple consonants such as stops and fricatives.
The shape features use the same shape transformation as described in Table 3.2. Feature
(10), described above, is a binary feature for the agreeing prefix shape of the grapheme and
phoneme string. Prefixes size one through four are considered. For example, if the input
word is hstevei, which has shape CCvCv, and the candidate phoneme sequence is /S T
IY V/, which has shape CCvC, then the binary indicator for feature tokens C, CC, CCv,
and CCvC would be activated.

3.4

Experimental setup and results

To evaluate the results of the grapheme-to-phoneme translation pipeline, we use the
CMUDict dataset of words to pronunciations [90]. This dataset contains 133,000 entries
with a number of noisy examples: there are punctuation entries (e.g. h&i to /AE M P ER
S AE N D/), acronyms (e.g. haaai to /T R IH P AH L EY/), and multiple pronunciations (e.g. hdatai to /D EY T AH/ or /D AE T AH/). Similar to [106], we test all
unique grapheme input sequences and, in the case of multiple pronunciations, count a win
if the predicted phoneme sequence matches any of the accepted phoneme strings. We also
use the exact same split of 90% training data and 10% test data as in [106], and thus our
results are directly comparable to theirs.
Each component is trained using the batch gradient line search method with L-BFGS
using the MaxEnt classifier and CRF implementations from the open-source Mallet library
[114] with some modifications made by us (see our GitHub fork for details). The MaxEnt
classifier is trained with L1 regularization, and both CRFs are trained with L2 regularization. The complete system was trained using a ‘n1-highcpu-32’ Google Compute Cloud
instance which has 32 CPUs and 28GB of RAM. Training the entire pipeline takes 5.5
hours, which is currently a total cost under $2.00 USD. Given our design criteria, this is
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acceptable training time and cost. The test-time evaluation on that same hardware runs at
50 strings per second.
The cross-validated accuracy of each component in the pipeline and the overall accuracy is shown in Table 3.3. This experimental setup only considers the top result from the
re-ranker.
Table 3.3: G2P pipeline cross-validated word accuracy (%) of each component
Training Set

Test Set

Aligner
Pronouncer
Re-ranker

93.93
88.55
99.43

90.86
69.94
97.04

Overall

96.89

74.72

To evaluate the performance of the top-k produced by the pipeline, we present the
results using three different ranking methods: (1) naı̈ve, (2) graphone, (3) pipeline. The
naı̈ve method picks only the top scoring alignment and generates the top-k pronunciations
from that single alignment. The results are ordered by the pronouncer’s confidence. The
graphone method picks the top 5 alignments, generates the top-5 phoneme sequences from
each, and then sorts the resulting based only on the language model score of the 8-gram
graphone language model. The pipeline method uses the re-ranking scheme described in
§3.3.3. In the testing dataset (10% of CMUDict), 673 of the test graphemes contained
more than one acceptable pronunciation in the dataset. We use each of these, treating each
pronunciation as a relevant result in order to calculate precision and recall of the returned
list. We present precision and recall numbers considering top-1, top-2, top-3, and top-4
result lists returned from each configuration. For example, in the top-4 case, for a particular
query word the system will return back 4 results. If 2 of the 4 are acceptable pronunciations
for this word and there are 5 total acceptable pronunciations, then the precision of that query
is calculated as

2
4

= 0.5 and the recall is

2
5

= 0.4. The overall precision and recall for each
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Recall

Top-2
Naive

99.8
65.3
52.9
34.6
40.5
42.5

40
Prec

76.4
80.3

98.5
72.4
75.6

41

49

46.3

51.2
53.4

60

58.1

69.6

65.1
67.7

69
71.7

80

94.4

100

100

Prec

Recall

Prec

Top-3
Graphone

Recall

Top-4
Pipeline

Max

Figure 3.5: Results of three different re-ranking strategies for G2P. Max is the theoretical
maximum possible for that configuration
configuration is presented in Figure 3.5. Some of the test query words do not have three
or four acceptable pronunciations, and thus there cannot be a perfect precision score in the
top-3 and top-4 cases (and similarly for the recall scores). The max score is shown for each
configuration for comparison purposes.
The two most frequently used metrics for measuring G2P performance are phoneme
error rate (PER) and word error rate (WER). We count the number of correct phonemes as
the difference between the number of expected phonemes in a phoneme string minus the
edit distance between the predicted and expected phoneme strings. PER is then calculated
phoneme strings
of correct phonemes
. WER is calculated as W ER = 1.0− # of correct
.
as P ER = 1.0− #total
# of phonemes
total # of words

For both WER and PER, lower scores are better. Table 3.4 compares the results of jG2P to
a few recent publications. All of these publications use the CMUDict dataset, but in some
cases, we cannot verify if each author used the exact same trait/test split of data.
Lastly, to evaluate the impact of constraining the pairs of grapheme and phoneme substrings in the training data as described §3.3.1.1, we ran a side-by-side comparison of the
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Table 3.4: Comparison of jG2P with recent state-of-the-art results.
System

PER (%)

WER (%)

7.0
5.9
5.6
5.5
9.1
6.0

28.5
24.8
29.4
23.4
21.3
25.2

Galescu [115]
Novak [106]
Kheang [116]
Wu [111]
Roa [113]
jG2P §3.3

overall pipeline WER and PER with and without the alignment constraints. The results of
this comparative run is shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Comparison of overall performance with and without alignment constraints on
training data graphones
System
without constraints
with constraints

3.5

PER (%)

WER (%)

6.3
6.0

26.8
25.2

Discussion

The results in the previous section demonstrate that the jG2P pipeline provides competitive results on the G2P task against the CMUDict dataset. This dataset is a good benchmark
for our use case, because it is known to contain many irregularities and be viewed as ‘hard’
[117]. jG2P does not achieve the best PER or WER on CMUDict, but we believe that our
pipeline is still compelling for a few reasons. Firstly, it allows flexibility in incorporating
expert domain knowledge for both alignments and pronunciation, even if the features are
sparse and not linearly independent. In a graphone language model based probabilistic approach, such as [106], this is not straightforward. Given that our use case is multi-cultural
personal name phonetic similarity, it will be useful to be able to easily incorporate lan-
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guage specific domain knowledge. Secondly, jG2P is available as an open-source toolkit.
To the best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-art results from [111] and [113] are
not available as open-source toolkits.
jG2P with re-ranking outperformed the other re-ranking schemes described above in
both precision and recall as shown in Figure 3.5. In our use case this is particularly important. In these experimental setups, no threshold analysis was done to improve precision
when more results were returned. Therefore, precision generally decreases from the top-1
to the top-4 scenario. Each re-ranking approach suffered this handicap, but despite this, the
jG2P method outperformed the others.
Previous research attempted to integrate alignments and pronunciation into the same
probabilistic formulation [104], [107]. The improvements in accuracy were minor or negligible, and (in one case) incorporating the two lead to a likelihood function that was not
convex. In jG2P we decided to keep them as separate steps. We believe that by allowing
the top-k alignments to each generate candidate phoneme sequences, and re-ranking all of
the sequences using rich features, including the alignment confidence, we end up with a
robust system that is simpler to train.
Researchers have investigated the value of using fully supervised [108] and semi-supervised
approaches [118], [117] to alignment of training data (§3.1). The NETTalk dataset [92]
contains hand curated alignments. [108] found that using the hand curated alignments improved overall G2P accuracy on the NETTalk dataset. However, a deeper investigation in
[117] showed that, unsurprisingly, with additional training data the unsupervised approach
(as we use in jG2P) closes the accuracy gap quickly. With 60,000 training examples, there
is less than 1% difference in overall system accuracy between supervised and unsupervised
alignment approaches. Originally, we did try to incorporate some semi-supervised techniques using an iterative training approach where unsupervised alignment decisions that
lead to good overall grapheme to phoneme predictions were used as gold standard alignments in future iterations. We used a semi-supervised formulation to incorporate the gold
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standard alignments and the unsupervised expectations in our EM formulation. This complicated training significantly and showed negligible improvement to overall G2P accuracy.
Therefore, we abandoned the approach.
The most recent publications on state-of-the-art G2P prediction each highlight the value
of hybrid models, which incorporate sophisticated prediction of individual phonemes and
accurate global prediction through the use of smoothed, high-order language models [109],
[111], [113]. We recognize these results and incorporate the rich global sequence knowledge through an 8-gram graphone language model. The probability of the graphone sequence is included as a feature to the re-ranker, and an analysis of the feature weights
learned by the MaxEnt Classifier used in re-ranking shows that the graphone model score
is the most important feature, followed by the aligner score.
We investigated the use of cascading pronouncers, where we built secondary and tertiary pronouncers using only training examples that produced bad results from the primary
pronouncer. At this time, we were not using a re-ranker, and therefore we trained a classifier to predict which pronouncer would be most likely to produce the best result. This
system improved overall G2P performance by 3%, but we felt that it was over-fitting the
training data quite a bit with only a marginal improvement on the test set. Also, the accuracy of the classifier to predict the best pronouncer was fairly low on unseen examples. We
contemplated approaches to combine the results of each pronouncer in a manner similar to
traditional boosting, but were skeptical that doing local, naı̈ve combination of individual
phonemes across multiple sequences would result in a sensible, accurate overall sequence.
We abandoned the idea of cascading pronouncers, and focused instead on a rich approach
to re-ranking candidate sequences.
An error analysis of bad cases shows that, as expected, the most frequent errors are
incorrect vowels. Of the ˜3,000 wrong sequences from the test data, 56% have the correct
consonant structure, meaning that the predicted matches the expected sequence in consonants exactly and in the placement of vowels, but at least one wrong vowel phoneme is
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predicted. Of those that match structurally, 82% differ only in one vowel phoneme and in
57% of those cases it is the first vowel that is incorrect. This is partially attributed to the fact
that some words only have one vowel, but for other cases, we believe this is exacerbated by
the fact that the pronouncer is a low-order linear chain CRF. If the CRF were not a linear
chain, and subsequent phoneme predictions could influence previous ones in the sequence,
perhaps this error could be improved.
There are a number of opportunities for future research. First, we would like to incorporate syllable information as input features as that has been shown to improve G2P
accuracy [110]. A new component in the pipeline would predict which graphemes form
syllable boundaries, and this information would be an input feature to the aligner and the
pronouncer. The syllable boundary component would have to be a statistical machine due to
the irregularity and frequent uniqueness of personal names. Using a dictionary of syllables
will not be appropriate for our use case. Part-of-speech information, which has also been
shown to improve G2P accuracy [119] is not particularly useful in our use case. Second,
we would like to investigate the use of general CRFs (in contrast to simpler linear chain
CRFs as we have used here) to improve performance by allowing all phoneme predictions
to affect each other. Lastly, we would like to investigate the quality of the ranked output
in a more thorough way by using multiple adjudicators to rank output pronunciations. For
the purpose of multi-cultural personal name matching, exact phoneme sequence accuracy
is not as important as producing a high quality ranked list of plausible alternatives.

3.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have described the grapheme to phoneme translation problem (G2P).
We described jG2P, a sophisticated pipeline solution, which exhibits competitive performance to state-of-the-art solutions. jG2P is available as an open-source toolkit
http://bit.ly/83yysKL and has the advantage of being able to incorporate domain
knowledge in a flexible way. In addition, jG2P includes a re-ranking method which incor-
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porates the error information from previous stages, predicted sequence information, and
a high-order graphone language model. Using this pipeline approach, we produce a high
quality top-k list of candidate phonemes, which is preferable for our use case of multicultural personal name matching.
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CHAPTER 4
INCORPORATING SYLLABLE PHONOTACTICS TO IMPROVE
GRAPHEME TO PHONEME TRANSLATION

In Chapter 3, we create a pipeline approach called jG2P to solve the task of grapheme to
phoneme translation. In this chapter, we extend jG2P by incorporating syllable information
into the prediction pipeline. Most approaches to the G2P problem ignore phonotactical constraints and syllable structure information, and they rely on simple letter window features to
produce pronunciations of words. Our improved G2P translator incorporates syllable structure into the prediction pipeline during structured prediction and re-ranking. In addition,
we present a number of improvements to the process of producing high-quality alignments
of word, pronunciation pairs for use as training data. Our improvements outlined in this
chapter improve the Word Error Rate of G2P translatoin on CMUDict by ˜8%, achieving a
new state-of-the-art accuracy level among open-source solutions.

4.1

Introduction

Grapheme to phoneme (G2P) translation is the task of converting an input sequence of
graphemes, the set of symbols in a writing system, to an output sequence of phonemes, the
perceptually distinct units of sound that make up words in a spoken language. The G2P
problem has been studied thoroughly in the linguistics, natural language processing, and
speech recognition communities. Few languages (e.g. Serbian) have a strict one-to-one
correspondence between phonemes and graphemes. Therefore, the difficulty of systematic
conversion comes from the level of ambiguity and irregularity in the orthography. Typical
G2P systems for English use 27 graphemes as input (26 Roman alphabet letters and the
apostrophe) and between 40 and 45 phonemes. In this manuscript, graphemes will be written between angle brackets as haloudi and phonemes will be written using the Arpabet
phonetic alphabet [87] between slashes as /AH L AW D/.
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There are a number of problems that make grapheme to phoneme translation difficult
(examples from English): (1) there is typically no one-to-one correspondence between
graphemes and phonemes. For example, the c in hcideri sounds different from the c in
hcati, which sounds similar to the k in hkitei. (2) The number of letters that produce a
single phoneme is not consistent. For example, the letter pair ch in hchangei produces
a single affricate phoneme. The mapping of pairs of letters is not consistent: e.g. the pair
ph in hphasei compared to the ph in huphilli. (3) Usually one or a few graphemes
produce a single phoneme, but there are exceptions where multiple phonemes are produced
by a single grapheme: e.g. the x in hsixi produces two phonemes: /S I CK S/.
(4) The output phoneme is not completely determined by local graphemes that are closest in sequence; there are some non-local effects. hmadi is pronounced /M AE D/, but
adding a trailing e to make the word hmadei, changes the middle vowel, a, to the phoneme
/EY/, and the e itself is unvoiced. Additionally, the trailing y changes the vowel phonemes
in hphotographi to hphotographyi.
(5) Existing dictionaries of words to pronunciations generally do not indicate which
graphemes correspond to which phonemes. This complicates using dictionaries as training data in a supervised learning approach. This alignment of individual graphemes to
phonemes is necessary if one is trying to use methods of structured prediction to produce
sequences of phonemes from sequences of graphemes.
This chapter describes a method of grapheme to phoneme translation using a pipeline
of discriminative models that incorporate rich syllable information at multiple places in the
process. The contributions in this chapter are:
• We present an improved G2P pipeline using discriminative, probabilistic methods
throughout, which include syllable structure in both the prediction of phonemes and
the re-ranking of candidate pronunciations. Our implementation is available as part
of the open-source G2P toolkit called jG2P available at
http://bit.ly/83yysKL
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• We suggest a number of improvements to the many-to-many alignment of words to
pronunciations to create high quality training data to train the G2P pipeline.
• We release modified versions of the CMUDict v0.7 dataset with both graphemes and
phonemes syllabified for use in other applications that require syllable structure.
• Among the open-source G2P solutions of which we are aware, our solution achieves
the best word error rate (WER) on the CMUDict dataset, a common dataset used in
bench-marking G2P systems.

4.2

Previous work on G2P

The statistical version of the G2P problem is as follows: let G be the set of graphemes in
the orthography (e.g. a, b, etc.). G∗ is the Kleene star of G, which is the set of all possible
grapheme strings. Similarly, let P be the set of phonemes (e.g. the diphthong /OY/, the
fricative /V/, etc.). P ∗ is the set of all possible phonetic pronunciations. G and P usually
include  as a dummy symbol, which is used, for example, when graphemes are unvoiced.
The probabilistic formulation of the G2P problem is the task of finding the best string of
phonemes for the string of graphemes as in (4.1). g is a sequence of g0..M graphemes, and
p is a sequence of p0..N phonemes.

ϕ(g) = argmax P (g, p)
p∈P ∗

(4.1)

An alignment of graphemes to phonemes is a matching of substrings gi:j of g (or ) to
substrings pk:l of p (or ). Typically the size of the substring of graphemes or phonemes is
bounded. A n-m alignment limits the maximum size of the grapheme substring to length
n and the maximum size of the phoneme substring to length m, as shown in Figure 4.1.
A pairing of a grapheme substring to a phoneme substring can be treated as a single
unit, a graphone, such as the substring hingi paired to substring /IH NG/ in Figure 4.1b.
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Figure 4.1: 1-1 alignment vs 3-2 alignment of hmixingi. An  in the alignment is shown
as - for clarity

Therefore, the entire aligned grapheme and phoneme sequence can be represented by a sequence of graphones. [100] recognized that using graphones, one can factorize the probability in (4.1) similar to a language model, where the ith graphone is predicted by n previous
graphones. [100] use a 9-gram language model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing.
The first use of Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [16] for the problem of grapheme
to phoneme translation comes from [105]. They use a 1-1 alignment model with  only
allowed on the grapheme side, and train a CRF using local grapheme window features.
[120] created jG2P, which we build upon in this work. This system uses a pipeline of CRFs
to perform alignment, pronunciation transcription, and re-ranking of candidate results.
[106] created an open-source G2P framework by encoding a graphone language model
into a Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST). This approach uses the ExpectationMaximization formulation described in [99] to produce a constrained alignment of the
training data used to train the language model encoded in the transducer.
A number of hybrid methods have been proposed recently. [111] uses alignments produced by [112] to train an insertion predictor to predict where epsilons should be inserted
into the grapheme sequence. Then they train a CRF to predict a phoneme using the previously predicted phoneme and a local window of graphemes. The best published WER on
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CMUDict at present is given by [113] using Long Short-term Memory Recurrent Neural
Networks (LSTM) combined with a 5-gram graphone language model.
[121] demonstrates that adding phonological constraints to respect syllable structure
improves the accuracy of the G2P task in multiple languages. [109] built a G2P system
that uses a CRF with simple syllable features, such as begin and end syllable indicators,
to predict phoneme sequences. They report that adding the syllable features reduced the
Word Error Rate (WER) by 1.3% points.

4.3

Improvements to the G2P pipeline

The phonology of human speech includes rich linguistic structure. Words are made
up of syllables, which are made up of phonemes. Typical theory describes the syllable as
made up of an optional onset, a nucleus, and an optional coda. Phonotactical constraints
are the rules that determine which combinations of phonemes are allowed in each part of
the syllable. These constraints differ from language to language. Most existing approaches
to G2P translation only consider grapheme window features to predict phonemes. We
recognize that predicting syllable structure may be a simpler task to model and learn than
full phoneme prediction. Thus, we enhance the G2P pipeline to insert syllabification into
the process.
Our grapheme-to-phoneme translation pipeline incorporating syllable prediction is shown
in Figure 4.2.
This figure illustrates a number of the pipeline’s components: (1) the aligner is a CRF
trained to predict alignment boundaries that partition the input grapheme string for use
as input into a structured prediction component later in the pipeline. (2) The syllabifierg
predicts syllable boundaries for a given input grapheme string (hence the g subscript). Using this information and the phonotactical constraints of the language, each grapheme is
assigned a syllable role tag of Onset, Nucleus, or Coda (an ONC coding) to indicate its
functional role in the syllable. (3) The pronouncer is a 1st-order CRF trained to predict
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a0
a1
a2

Aligner

Syllabifierg

M I X I N G
M|I|X|I|NG
M|I|X|ING
M|IX|I|NG

M I X I N G
O N C N C C

s0

Pronouncer

a0p0
a0p1
a0p2

M|IX|I|NG
M|I|X|I|ING
/M|IH|K
S|IH NG/
M|I|X|I|NG
/M|IH|K
S|IH|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|EH|NG/
/M|IH|K
S|EH|NG/
/M|EH|K
S|EH NG/
/M|IH|K
S|IH|NG/
/M|EH|K S|EH|NG/
/M|EH|K S|EH|NG/
Syllabifierp

Graphone LM

Re-ranker
a1p1
a0p1
...

/M|EH|K|S|IH NG/
/M|IH|K S|IH|NG/
...

Figure 4.2: The grapheme to phoneme translation pipeline with syllabification

phoneme substrings from grapheme substrings and other features. (4) The graphone LM
is an 8-gram language model of graphones built with Kneser-Ney smoothing. This provides longer range sequence information that the re-ranker can utilize. (5) The syllabifierp
predicts the end of syllable boundaries for a given input phoneme string (hence the p subscript). This provides syllable structure information about the predicted phoneme string to
the re-ranker. (6) The re-ranker uses a discriminative model trained on a simple relevance
loss function to reorder candidate translations using information from previous stages.
We built our enhancements into the jG2P open-source G2P system, which already contained some of the components in this pipeline. Our description here only focuses on the
new components that we built. Existing components are covered in [120].
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4.3.1

Phoneme syllabifier

There are a number of challenges in building components to do structured prediction
of syllable boundaries. First, we want to use the CMUDict pronunciation dictionary [90]
in our experiments, but it does not include syllable boundary information in the training
examples. The CELEX2 database [122] contains ˜140,000 example words and phoneme
transcriptions with syllable boundaries. However, it uses a different phoneme alphabet from
CMUDict; is sourced from British English spoken works and thus has different usages of
vowel sounds; and it differs in some transcription conventions. For example, the last two
syllables in hhomicidali are transcribed in CMUDict as /S AY D AH L/. CELEX2,
by contrast, does not voice the last syllable nucleus and transcribes it as /S AY D L/.
We built a CRF to predict the syllable boundaries of the CELEX2 phoneme strings. We
tried many permutations of feature functions, CRF orders, and topologies, but settled on a
1st-order linear chain CRF with the following feature functions:
1. Neighboring phonemes: ±3 phonemes before and after the current phoneme.
2. Phoneme class window: a window containing the classes of up to three phonemes before and after the current phoneme. The phoneme classes we used are: monothongs,
dipthongs, r-colored vowels, stops, affricates, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and semivowels. Unsurprisingly, this feature proved to be useful in capturing the predictive
characteristics in a way that generalized well.
3. Neighboring vowel distance: the count of phonemes between the current boundary
under consideration and the next vowel or x if there is none. An analogous feature
exists for the previous vowel.
4. First/Last: indicator for the first and last phoneme
5. Phoneme class: the class (monothong, dipthong, etc.) of the current phoneme under
consideration
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We experimented with two different output labeling schemes: (1) coding a 1 for each
phoneme that is the last in a syllable, 0 otherwise; (2) coding each phoneme with a label
O, N, or C indicating its role in the phoneme based on English phonotactical constraints.
We trained with 90% of CELEX2 and tested on 10%. We compared each coding based
on word accuracy: the % of test words where the predicted syllable boundaries match
the actual syllable boundaries from CELEX. Note that in the second coding, even though
we are predicting the O, N, or C labels, we only use the labels to infer boundaries in
order to do a fair comparison between the two strategies. For the phoneme syllabifier, the
binary boundary coding achieved a 94.17% word accuracy, and the ONC coding achieved
a 98.33% word accuracy.
4.3.2

Grapheme syllabifier

To build a grapheme syllabifier on CMUDict, first we needed to syllabify the phoneme
strings in CMUDict, and then use those to infer the grapheme syllabification to build training data. We used the phoneme syllabifier that we built in §4.3.1 to predict phoneme boundaries on the CMUDict phoneme strings. CMUDict does not include syllable boundaries but
does include stress markings on syllable nuclei, and thus we know the number of syllables
in the CMUDict phonetic transcriptions. We used this as an approximate way to gauge the
accuracy of applying our CELEX phonetic syllabifier on CMUDict. We define the word
syllable count accuracy as the % of predicted words that agree in the count of syllables.
Using the CELEX phoneme syllabifier with an ONC output coding, we get a word syllable
count accuracy of 99.00% on CMUDict. Interestingly, using the boundary output coding
achieves slightly better 99.55% accuracy. Thus, we used the boundary coding version. For
each CMUDict word, we generated the top-5 syllabifications and chose the best candidate
that agreed in the number of expected syllables.
Next, we used the aligner described in §4.3.3 to infer the best 4x3 alignment of graphemes
to phonemes. This alignment best describes how adjacent graphemes contribute to one (or
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more) phonemes. Initially, we imposed a constraint on the alignment to enforce that no
alignments cross syllable boundaries in order to simplify systematically inferring boundaries. However, some graphemes in English produce multiple phoneme sounds that cross
a syllable boundary. For example, ignoring syllable boundaries, the 2-2 alignment of
hcasuallyi is shown in Figure 4.3. The u grapheme in hcasuallyi produces /AH W/.
c

a

K

AE

s

u

a

ZH AH W AH

l l

y

L

IY

Figure 4.3: 2-2 alignment of hcasuallyi

The /W/ phoneme is the onset of the third syllable of the word. We abandoned this constraint to the alignment model and instead used the strategy of marking the first grapheme
as a syllable boundary when any phoneme in the correspondence crosses a syllable boundary. This results in hcasuallyi being syllabified as hca.su.a.llyi with an aligned
ONC coding O|N|O|N|N|O O|N.
With this now labeled training data, we built a first-order CRF to predict syllable boundaries for grapheme strings. The feature functions used for this CRF are similar to the
aligner feature functions described in [120]: surrounding graphemes and window features
of the shape of letters, i.e. whether they are consonants, vowels, or punctuation. We
trained on 90% of the CMUDict dataset and tested on 10%. We measured accuracy in
two ways: (1) Word Accuracy is the % of words where the predicted syllabification of the
graphemes matches expectation exactly (using the inferred syllabification described previously). (2) Word Syllable Count Accuracy is the % of words where the count of syllables
in the predicted syllabification matches the count of syllables present in the original CMUDict dataset (based on syllable stress markings). The grapheme syllabifier achieved a Word
Accuracy of 91.38% and a Word Syllable Count Accuracy of 94.78%. As a point of comparison, the popular Perl script Lingua-EN-Syllable [123], a simple rule-based approach to
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counting syllables, achieves a Word Syllable Count Accuracy of 82.84% on the same test
dataset.
4.3.3

Grapheme to phoneme alignment of training data

The unequal number of symbols in G and P and the many-to-many correspondence
of graphemes to phonemes are challenging aspects of the G2P problem. When using a
statistical formulation of the G2P problem, there are two aspects to alignment that need to
be addressed: (1) at test-time when only presented with g, the system must reconstruct the
alignment of g in order to apply structured prediction; (2) training data is often recorded
as a word and its pronunciation, hg, pi. Thus, the training data does not have a delineated
correspondence to use in learning.
jG2P addresses the test-time alignment challenge using a separate component depicted
in Figure 4.2 as the aligner. To create aligned training examples, we use an approach
similar to that described in [106]: we calculate all possible m by n pairings of grapheme
substrings to phoneme substrings, where m is the max length of graphemes in the pair and
n is the max length of phonemes in the pair. We model the probability distribution of these
pairs and use Expectation Maximization to learn the probability of each graphone.
We improve this m-by-n alignment in a number of ways: (1) we add a penalty term
to the joint probability distribution of m-by-n pairs to capture a number of semantic constraints. (2) We add a simple rule-based acronym pronouncer to filter out acronyms and
other simple patterns that would otherwise add noise to the learned joint distribution.
[124] proposes adding a city block penalty to the multi-gram maximum likelihood formulation. We extend this by adding an epsilon penalty, unlikely phoneme combination
0
penalty, and a graphone whitelist. The general penalty is applied as qg,p
= pow(qg,p , s),

where qg,p is the maximum likelihood estimate of a grapheme substring g aligned with a
phoneme substring p, and s is the penalty term. The penalized q is used during inference to
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affect the overall sequence probability. Obviously, when s = 1 no penalty is applied, but
as s increases, the overall sequence probability decreases.
The city block penalty calculates s as the length of the grapheme substring plus the
length of the phoneme substring. The intuition for this penalty is that substrings of length
n are replacing (at most) n unigram strings. Since the overall sequence probability is calculated as the product of all of the components, longer substrings are artificially preferred
due to the fewer multiplications of probabilities. By exponentiating the original probability
by the length, it normalizes out this advantage. Using the city block penalty allows us to
tractably use a maximum grapheme substring of size 4 and a maximum phoneme size of 3
(i.e. a 4-3 alignment), which improves overall alignment quality. In our experience, without the city block penalty, trying to use a maximum size of grapheme or phoneme substring
more than 2 results in poor performance.
Using 4-3 alignments captures most of the natural, local phenomena in English; e.g.
the houghi aligned to /AO/ in hthoughti. By capturing the real correspondences in
the multi-gram alignment, we rely on epsilon transitions less. There are legitimate cases
for epsilons, such as unvoiced graphemes (e.g. trailing, silent e), but in our experience
with multi-gram alignments, they are present most frequently as the consequence of an
artificially short maximum substring size. While doing an error analysis of the city block
penalty without special treatment for epsilons, we observed a number of alignments where
a multi-gram alignment should’ve been used instead of an  alignment. To combat this, we
created an epsilon penalty. Any graphone with an  received a penalty factor s = 2.
Additionally, in our error analysis, we found some irregular multi-phoneme alignments
that we wanted to penalize. We created an unlikely phoneme combination heuristic by further penalizing any multi-phoneme substrings that contained both hard and soft phonemes.
We define a hard phoneme as any stop, affricate, fricative (excluding /HH/), nasal, or liquid. We define a soft phoneme as any vowel or semi-vowel. We also exclude any graphones
that are spoken letters. For example, the graphone k-/K EY/ pronounces the letter k. As
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a graphone, this would be penalized by the heuristic, but some word constructions use pronounced letters, for example hkmarti and hxscribei. Thus, we recognize these special
cases, and do not penalize pronounced words in this heuristic.
Lastly, the graphone whitelist heuristic is just a simple hand-crafted list of graphones
that should not be penalized. In our error analysis, we found a few 2-2 graphones, such as
hw hi-/HH W/, that were not being picked by the Viterbi walk over the joint distribution.
Adding a simple whitelist heuristic is a simple way to avoid the conflicting heuristics.
Figure 4.4 shows the pseudo-code for the final penalizer; g is the grapheme substring, p
is the phoneme substring in the graphone, and q is the maximum likelihood estimate of the
graphone probability. This penalizer is applied at optimization time during the Expectation
step in the forward-backward algorithm and at test time during the Viterbi walk.

PENALIZER (g, p, q)

1
2
3
4

s = length(g) + length(p)
if (g ==  or p == )
s = 2.0
if (IS - NOT- PRONOUNCED - LETTER(g, p)
and CONTAINS - HARD - AND - SOFT(p))
s = s ∗ 1.4
if (IS - WHITELISTED(g, p))
s = 1.0
return pow(q, s)

5
6
7
8

Figure 4.4: Penalizer pseudo-code incorporating heuristics for English phonotactical constraints

4.3.4

Incorporating syllable structure into phoneme prediction

The third stage in jG2P’s pipeline is the structured prediction of phoneme substrings
from grapheme substrings. A first-order CRF is trained using the aligned examples. We
take advantage of the feature engineering flexibility of CRFs and include features that uti-
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lize the predicted structure from the syllabifierg . In addition to the letter window and shape
window features already present in jG2P, we add new feature functions:
1. Grapheme ONC Code: the grapheme + ONC code indicating if the current grapheme
is in the onset, nucleus, or coda of the current syllable.
2. Neighboring ONC Codes: the ONC codes for graphemes ±2 characters around the
current grapheme.
3. Syllable Index: encodes if the grapheme appears in the first, second, etc. syllable.
4. Neighboring Syllable Vowel Support: for each vowel grapheme that appears in the
nucleus of a syllable, we emit a feature value that encodes information about the
syllable immediately before and after the current syllable. The feature value is the
graphemes that make up the nucleus + the first two characters of the onset + the first
character of the coda (if any). In this way, the neighboring nucleus can influence the
voicing of a syllable.
4.3.5

Reranking candidate phoneme sequences

The re-ranker calculates a total ordering over all candidate phoneme sequences that
were produced through the pipeline. We use the existing re-ranker from jG2P, which includes features for the alignment probability, the pronouncer probability, the score from an
8-gram graphone language model, and other features described in [120]. We add one new
feature function: the difference between the predicted count of syllables from syllabifierg
and syllabifierp (run on the candidate phoneme sequence).

4.4

Experimental setup and results

To evaluate the results of our G2P pipeline, we use the CMUDict dataset (v0.7b) of
words to pronunciations [90]. This dataset contains ˜134k entries of words and pronunciations with many noisy examples. Similar to [106], we test all unique grapheme input
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sequences and, in the case of multiple, acceptable pronunciations, count a win if the predicted phoneme sequence matches any of the accepted phoneme strings.
jG2P uses the MaxEnt classifier and CRF implementations from the open-source library: Mallet [114]. The complete system is trained using a Google Compute Cloud instance with 32 CPUs and 28GB of RAM. Training the entire pipeline takes 5.5 hours, which
is currently a total cost under $2.00 USD.
The two most frequently used metrics for measuring G2P performance are phoneme
error rate (PER) and word error rate (WER). PER is the % of phonemes predicted incorrectly, and WER is the % of predicted phoneme strings with at least one incorrect phoneme.
Therefore, for both WER and PER, lower scores are better. Table 4.1 compares the results
of our improved jG2P implementation, labeled jG2P? , to a few recent publications. All
of these publications use the CMUDict dataset, but in some cases we cannot verify if the
author used the exact same train/test split of data.
Table 4.1: Comparison of jG2P ? with recent state-of-the-art results. Results with † are
known open-source implementations
System
[106]†
[109]
[116]
[111]
[113]
[120]†
jG2P ?† §4.3

PER
5.9
5.73
5.6
5.5
9.1
6.0
5.69

WER
24.8
24.89
29.4
23.4
21.3
25.2
24.08

To evaluate the relative impact of our improvements, we ran the system in three different
configurations: (1) jG2P without our improvements, (2) jG2P with only the alignment
improvements (no syllable features), (3) jG2P with only syllable features (no alignment
improvements), and (4) jG2P with all improvements described in §4.3. The results of this
comparative run are shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of overall performance with different features turned off
System
without improvements
with only alignment §4.3.3
with only syllable §4.3.2
with all improvements

4.5

PER (%)
6.09
5.93
6.13
5.69

WER (%)
25.15
24.66
24.99
24.08

Discussion

The results in the previous section demonstrate that incorporating syllable structure
and improving the alignment of training data leads to a modest improvement in translation
accuracy. The CMUDict dataset is a good benchmark, because it is known to contain many
irregularities and is viewed as ‘hard’ [117]. Phonetisaurus [106] reports a similar WER
and PER but uses an older version of the CMUDict dataset with a different cross-validation
split of data. Running Phonetisaurus on our exact split of data achieves a 26.4% WER.
Our implementation achieves 24.1%, an 8.5% improvement. To determine if the difference
is meaningful, we ran five random splits of the data and compared the results. A paired,
two-tailed Student-t hypothesis test gives a p-value = .01762, indicating a statistically
significant difference (p < .05) in the average error rates. Our improvements do not beat
the best published WER of 21.3% [113]. However, to the best of our knowledge, their
implementation is not available as an open-source toolkit. We cannot compare their result
to ours across multiple random splits.
Our approach to incorporating syllable structure is different than the previous setup
described in [109]. They construct a WFST as the union of a lattice created by a graphone
language model and a lattice from a CRF model, using a weighted average of the two model
scores as edge weights. Our approach avoids the hyper-parameter to control the weighted
average and incorporates richer syllable features leading to improved results as shown in
Table 4.1.
The pipeline produces high quality top-k results due to the re-ranker component. While
only 75.8% of the correct answers are predicted in the top ranked spot in the results, that
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increases to 92.1% if you consider the top-5 results as acceptable for a match. High quality
top-k results are important for many applications, such as phonetic similarity search of
personal names.
We recognize that a pipeline solution such as ours will suffer from propagating errors in
early stages. To combat this problem, we produce multiple candidates at each step and flow
each down the pipeline individually. In the final stage, the re-ranker re-orders all candidates
using information from previous stages. This simplifies each component, allowing us to use
efficient convex optimization methods to train.
In feature engineering, we tried many variations of feature functions, incorporating syllable information. We rejected a number of feature functions such as encoding the relative
position of the grapheme in the syllable as in [109]. We also rejected a feature function that
encoded the position of the current syllable in the word (e.g. first, last, before-last).
We experimented with a few different approaches to coding syllable prediction. As
described in §4.3.1, training the phoneme syllabifier on CELEX2 to emit O,N,C labels improved performance of that component. This makes sense on phoneme strings as the linear
chain CRF can take advantage of this predicted structure. For the grapheme syllabifier,
using an O,N,C coding decreased performance significantly for a few reasons: (1) all of
the ambiguities that make vowel grapheme to vowel phoneme prediction hard also make
precise identification of the syllable nucleus hard. (2) reconstructing syllable breaks from
O,N,C codes on graphemes is ambiguous when there are consecutive vowels with N-ucleus
codes. These vowels might contribute to the same vowel phoneme or might be voiced as
two syllables with no coda/onset between them (e.g. the /IY EY/ in halleviatei).
To avoid these problems, we use a binary coding to indicate syllable boundaries from the
grapheme syllabifier.
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4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we improve grapheme to phoneme translation by incorporating syllable
structure information into a sophisticated pipeline solution and improving the alignment of
training data for use in machine learning solutions to G2P. Our improvements are available
at http://bit.ly/83yysKL as part of the open-source library, jG2P. Our solution
does not beat the best published state of the art but does provide the best Word Accuracy
among the available open-source G2P toolkits.
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CHAPTER 5
BUILDING A BETTER SYNTHETIC DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
GENERATOR: CAPTURING THE VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY
OF SEMI-STRUCTURED ATTRIBUTES

5.1

Introduction

The healthcare industry recognizes that accurately identifying patient records is an unsolved problem, which impacts cost, interoperability, and risk of adverse events. Despite
receiving attention from the academic community for decades, this problem is still a challenging, topical issue as evidenced by efforts such as the CHiME National Patient ID Challenge [125] with a $1M USD prize and the recent US 21st Century Cares Act [126].
There are many Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems developed by a number of
software vendors. EHRs differ on the demographic attributes recorded for each patient.
This inconsistency both in count and format of data elements is recognized as a complication for patient matching [1]. Some demographic attributes directly identify a unique
individual, e.g. social security number (SSN). Other attributes are quasi-identifiers [127],
such as personal names and dates of birth, which may not uniquely identify a person but
can be used in conjunction with background knowledge to re-identify an individual. The
core idea of the Fellegi-Sunter (FS) theory of record linkage [20] is balancing evidence of
attribute error against competing evidence of attribute co-occurrence. To evaluate methods
of patient demographic matching, we need to use datasets whose identifiers and quasiidentifiers match the distributional characteristics of real data.
Chapter 2 identifies the lack of available ground truth datasets as a barrier to advancing the state-of-the-art in patient record matching. Many researchers working on identity
matching have access to only their affiliated institutions’ data, and thus can only report empirical results using a single source [32] [40]. This makes it difficult to assess the competitiveness and generalization ability of various matching methods across different datasets.
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The natural language processing (NLP) community encourages innovation through the use
of standardized, publicly available benchmark datasets and open competitions [9] [128].
Unlike typical NLP tasks, patient demographic matching needs realistic data on people,
which is protected under privacy law.
In this work, we address a few challenges that relate to patient demographic matching:
1. How can we measure the quality of demographic data in a way that highlights the
aspects that complicate matching?
2. Are there measurable differences between datasets captured from different systems
in various parts of the country?
3. How well do current synthetic data generators approximate real data in ways that
impact demographic matching?
We describe common measures of data quality, but also propose two new methods to
assist measuring quality and similarity. We describe Power Q-Q plots, which are a variant
of typical Q-Q plots specialized for huge power-distributed multinomial distributions. Also,
we propose S3P, a method to evaluate semi-structured textual information along three axes:
orthographic, syntactic, and semantic.
In the experimental results section, we evaluate these measures and others against 11
real-world datasets from different parts of the country. Our results illustrate that there
are important differences across different facilities. We also compare real data quality
results against synthetic data generated by Febrl [129] to highlight that current synthetic
data approaches do not produce data that exhibits real-world complexities.
To address these challenges, we propose an automated and extensible method of synthetic data generation, called Syngen, which uses profiling of real data to build datasets,
which exhibit similar distributional characteristics. We use a probabilistic graphical model
to describe the real-world data-generating process as a set of interacting observable and
latent random variables. We then estimate the parameters of this model by profiling real
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datasets and smooth the model using external data sources. The smoothed model is transformed into the final generative model and repeatedly sampled to create new gold records
of person demographics. Starting with a realistic set of gold demographic records is the first
step in building high-quality synthetic datasets for evaluating patient matching methods.
We are releasing Syngen as an open-source toolkit with the goal that in the future institutions can profile, de-identify, and release synthetic datasets to researchers. A diverse
collection of publicly available, high-quality synthetic datasets will allow researchers to
quantify the merits of different matching approaches and assess the generalizability across
a set of unrelated and distinct datasets. This is the challenge that we face today when
implementing matching solutions across many facilities in different regions of the country.
Our work contributes to the area of record linkage and identity matching in the following ways:
1. We describe Syngen, an open-source toolkit for profiling real data to generate realistic synthetic data that is similar to the original in ways that are material to demographic matching.
2. We describe S3P, an approach to quantify the data quality of semi-structured text
attributes such as personal names and addresses using smoothed 4th-order Markov
chains.
3. We propose Power Q-Q plots, a variant of quantile-quantile plots, which are appropriate for analyzing large, steeply power distributed multinomial distributions.
4. We present a simple approach to applying informative multinomial priors to empirically estimated multinomial distributions without manually specifying a virtual count
for each. Instead, we establish a global hyper-parameter, strength, which is used to
fit each prior automatically.
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5. We present an analysis of data quality measures on 11 different real healthcare datasets
in order to highlight the diversity of real data and motivate the need for profilingbased synthetic data generators.
The rest of this chapter is outlined as follows: (1) we describe the previous work done
to address de-identification and synthetic generation of demographic data; (2) we describe
the methods by which we measure the quality of real or synthetic demographic data; (3) we
describe the process by which we profile and generate synthetic data; (4) we present results
of applying this process to multiple real-world datasets; (5) we discuss the results of this
evaluation and present avenues for future work.

5.2

Previous work

Microdata is a dataset in which each data record represents a real-world individual. In
clinical informatics, microdata is useful in developing healthcare advances like new drug
and treatment protocols. In this setting, there are two competing goals: (1) researchers
want access to data from lots of different patient populations; and (2) patients want and
expect that their medical history is private. [130] reports a survey in which 88% of adults
believe that their data is kept private. Publishing microdata, while useful and necessary for
many advances in healthcare, poses a risk of violating that expectation of privacy.
[76] highlights the sometimes unexpected reality of the level of distinctiveness in real
demographic data: “87% of the population of the United States can be uniquely identified
using only the seemingly innocuous attributes of gender, date of birth, and 5-digit ZIP
code”. [131] demonstrates the possibility of re-identification using only quasi-identifiers
by linking the de-identified Netflix dataset of movie preferences with public International
Movie Database (IMDb) user data. The researchers were able to re-identify a couple of
individuals, revealing their political and religious preferences.
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5.2.1

Privacy and protected health information

In the United States, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
defines the rules that govern patient privacy. Protected Health Information (PHI) is identifiable information, including demographics, which indicates a medical condition, provision
of care, or payment for care. A publicly available name or phone number by itself is not
PHI, because it does not communicate a health condition or provision of treatment [132].
However, identifiable demographics from a particular health facility which implies treatment or a condition is PHI. An obvious example of a HIPAA violation is publishing a set
of personal names from a cancer treatment facility. If someone could identify one of the
individuals in the dataset, then they could infer that this person has cancer.
HIPAA stipulates two mechanisms by which information can be de-identified to freely
distribute data for research purposes: (1) the Safe Harbor procedure and (2) expert statistical anonymization. The Safe Harbor procedure describes a set of attributes to suppress,
and these include personal demographics. This is unsuitable since we are interested in the
demographics themselves. The expert determination mechanism stipulates that the risk of
re-identification must be very small, but does not precisely define what that means. Many
have proposed mechanisms of expert determination that retain some identifiable information while admitting no additional risk over the Safe Harbor method [133].
Previous work in the literature from researchers describes a number of privacy models.
[134] defines k-anonymity as the property that for any published microdata record, the
combination of attributes identify no fewer than k − 1 individuals in the dataset. The higher
the value of k, the lower the probability of re-identification (e.g. < k1 ). k-Anonymity is an
intuitive guarantee of privacy, and while there are no guidelines for reasonable choices of
k, values from 5 to 300 have been proposed for different purposes by various government
organizations [132].
The k-anonymity property protects against distinguishing between k individuals, but
it does not prevent the inference of sensitive information due to a lack of diversity in the
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dataset. For example, a dataset under k-anonymity with k = 3 contains a cohort of 3 indistinguishable records for Alice, Bob, and Carol. If all 3 records indicate that the patient has
cancer, then you have learned that Alice has cancer, a violation of privacy. [135] proposes a
stricter model of privacy called l-diversity to protect against this and similar attacks. Later,
[136] proposed t-closeness as another stricter privacy model than k-anonymity but without
some of the unnecessary conditions described in l-diversity. Another strict privacy model
is differential privacy, which seeks to guarantee that no one record contributes too much
information in the anonymized dataset [137].
In evaluating HIPAA’s de-identification specifications, [138] shows that even under
Safe Harbor, an adversary could use public state-level voting registration datasets to reidentify up to 0.25% of the population. Additionally, they suggest three measures to quantify the risk of re-identification: the expected number of re-identifications, the percentage of
the microdata records in a group of size k or less, and the expected cost of re-identification.
De-identification methods perturbate data elements by generalization, suppression, swapping, and adding noise in order to obfuscate the original, sensitive information. De-identification
of clinical data has largely focused on automated approaches to publish quasi-identifiers,
such as age and ethnicity, in a way that meets an acceptable level of re-identification risk.
[139], [140], [133] describe different methods of searching for combinations of generalization and suppression to guarantee k-anonymity for input datasets.
5.2.2

Statistical disclosure control

Both de-identification and synthetic generation for this purpose fall under the discipline
of statistical disclosure control (SDC). SDC is concerned with publishing microdata in a
way that maximizes statistical integrity while minimizing the risk of disclosing sensitive
information [141]. [142], [143], [144] provide surveys of the SDC field including some
metrics used to evaluate the trade-offs of these two antagonistic goals. For example, [143]
describes some statistical measures such as summary statistics (e.g. mean, variance) and
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correlation measures between attributes that can be used to assess the quality of the deidentification method. [141] describes a lower and upper bound on quantifying the risk
of re-identification and proposes a weighting scheme to determine a metric between these
two bounds. [145] proposes measuring the overlap of the statistic of interest’s confidence
intervals in the original data and comparing that to the de-identified data. [130] describes
using Shannon Entropy, H(X), to quantify the quality of de-identification. For a particular
attribute, if the entropy of the de-identified distribution is much lower than the entropy of
the original distribution, then the de-identification process has lost some of the diversity of
values from the original distribution.
The use of synthetic data generation as disclosure control is described by some researchers, who propose methods using entirely specified conditional probability distributions [146], [147] as well as multiple imputation schemes [145]. Our method proposed in
§5.4 uses a fully specified conditional probability factorization of the generative process
similar to the concept described in [145], but we build on this by estimating the model
parameters using real data and applying priors for smoothing.
5.2.3

Synthetic demographic data generators

Many have used synthetic data generation methods in the past to create benchmark
datasets for various matching tasks. [148] randomly sampled from US Census data to
construct demographic records. They acquired 63,000 personal names from which to sample but no frequency information. The data elements were uniformly randomly sampled.
[149] incorporated frequency information within each attribute but sampled each independently. [129] created the popular Febrl open-source project which contains a synthetic
generator using frequency information and some conditional dependencies, e.g. sampling
the first name given the gender. [150] enhanced Febrl’s data generator to be more flexible
and configurable, and [151] deployed an online version. Febrl’s generative parameters are
hand-specified in the code and frequency tables.
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[152] created a synthetic occupancy generator, which outputs synthetic gold demographic records and a history of housing locations for each individual. They utilized the
DataFlux product, a commercial data quality analyzer and parser, from the SAS Institute to
parse personal name strings into semantic fields first, middle, last, and suffix. This parser
also classified personal names by gender. Hand-selected parameters governed the generative process to create new records.
[153] described TDGen, an extension to KNIME, an open-source data science workbench. TDGen creates synthetic datasets for benchmarking record linkage tasks. The extension allows an input file to be garbled by specifying parameters to create extra rows,
suppress and mutate particular columns per row, and apply an exhaustive set of perturbations to add noise to cells in each row. If you input protected health information into this
process, it is not clear if the methods guarantee that the output satisfies de-identification or
privacy guidelines.
[154] extended another synthetic generator called Benerator to produce demographic
data. They generate a personal name, age, gender, marital status, and other attributes using
source distributions obtained from Irish census data. They describe the ability to specify
conditional distributions using simple input CSV text files.

5.3

Measuring the data quality of patient demographic attributes

As highlighted in [1], there is not a standardized set of demographic attributes recorded
in every EHR system. We define an attribute to be the single, conceptual piece of demographic information, e.g. personal name, home address. A field is the physical representation of an attribute or part of an attribute stored in the data model. Some systems segment
attributes into multiple fields. For example, the personal name attribute may be segmented
into fields: first name, middle name, last name, and suffix. EHRs capture most of the common demographic attributes shown in Table 5.1, but their segmentation and representation
are not consistent.
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Table 5.1: Demographic attributes used in matching and synthetic generation
Attribute

Type

Structure

Distribution

Note

Personal
Name

Text

Semistructured

Power

Segmented as prefix, first name,
middle name, last name, and suffix.
The personal name is made up tokens, which play different semantic
roles (e.g. given name, surname)

Home
Address

Text

Semistructured

Power

Segmented as address line 1, city,
state, ZIP

Date of Birth

Date

Precise
Format

≈ Uniform

Formats differ (yyyy-mm-dd vs
m/d/yy) but consistent per system

Sex

Code

Restricted
Domain

Uniform

Most systems restrict the domain to
a few codes (M, F, U)

Social
Security
Number

Formatted
Text

Precise
Format

Uniform

Frequently unreported or masked

Phone
Number

Formatted
Text

Semistructured

≈ Uniform

Some systems have precise format,
some free text

Some attributes, such as date of birth, social security number, and phone number are
highly structured and have a limited count of different formats. Attributes such as personal
name and home address, however, are semi-structured: systems prescribe a segmentation
(e.g. first, middle, last name), but within each segment, the user is able to enter freeform text. This freedom and loose structure increases the variability in reporting these
demographic attributes, which increases the difficulty of the matching problem. §2.3.2
illustrates that using sophisticated personal name matching over simple edit distance based
similarity increases recall by ≈22%.
One of the criticisms of previous synthetic data generators is that the resulting data is
too clean. It is much more regular and limited in variability compared to real-world data.
This inflates the benchmark results to appear better than they would if they were run against
real data. One goal of our profiling-based synthetic data generator is to produce data that
is as hard as real data. The first step is to properly define and measure the hardness of
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demographic datasets, paying special attention to the semi-structured fields, which highly
impact overall matching performance.
5.3.1

Measures of data quality

The literature on the topic of Data Quality (DQ) typically describes five dimensions on
which to assess data [155]:
1. Completeness: the presence of necessary data (synonyms: missingness, omission)
2. Correctness: the accuracy of the recorded data (synonym: error)
3. Concordance: the agreement between related data elements (synonyms: consistency,
reliability)
4. Plausibility: agreement with the expectation of the domain of possible values (synonyms: believability, trustworthiness)
5. Currency: accurate with respect to the current time (synonyms: timeliness, recency)
Each of these dimensions accounts for different aspects of poor data quality in many
health care records systems. EHR and registration systems typically record complete demographic information for the patient, whereas many lab systems only record a small subset
of demographics, e.g. personal name and date of birth. Completeness is relevant because
missing data breaks transitivity of pair-wise matching decisions. Demographic field values
become inaccurate in many ways: typographical variance due to transliteration, phonetic
errors, and keying mistakes. The dimension of data correctness captures this aspect of quality. Patient demographics can exhibit concordance issues such as a mismatch between the
sex entered on the patient record and the gender affinity of the given name. Such instances
can be valid outliers or can indicate a mistake on the record. For semi-structured free text
fields, measures of plausibility can assist in quality assessment: the presence of digits in
a personal name field might indicate a medical record for a non-human case (e.g. horse
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receiving an MRI), a confidential VIP record, or the result of a medical record cleanup operation. All of these cases occur in real data and increase the difficulty of record matching.
Lastly, currency is relevant in medical record systems, because people change addresses
and phone numbers over time. However, we will not consider this dimension in our analysis as we are working with a single snapshot in time.
We propose collecting a number of quality measurements along these dimensions to
quantify the variety and complexity of real-world data. Additionally, we analyze multiple
healthcare datasets to illustrate the variability across facilities. Our assessment begins by
separating measures into token-level, field-level, and record-level aggregations. We use
a typical regular expression based tokenization scheme to split fields into tokens (i.e. on
whitespace and specific punctuation).
Table 5.2 describes measures that capture (1) the quality of the record as a whole in the
population of records, (2) field-level quality, and (3) token specific measures. We separate
out token specific measures for semi-structured fields that can contain multiple tokens per
field. For textual fields, we model the probability distribution of token occurrence as a
multinomial distribution. From Information Theory, we suggest Entropy [156] as a measure of randomness and diversity in the distribution of values. Low entropy suggests a
distribution with strong peaks, which implies less variability, less uncertainty. The maximum value of entropy corresponds to a uniform distribution. Since the maximum entropy
changes between each dataset, we will use the Normalized Entropy to compare values between different datasets.
Uniqueness at the token level is measured as the proportion of token values in the
dataset that only occur once. This captures the length of the distribution’s flat tail. We also
measure uniqueness at the field level, labeled as Uniquenessi in Table 5.2, as the proportion
of fields with unique values. Note that the denominator is different in these two uses: the token level measurement is a statement about the distribution of values, whereas the field level
measurement describes uniqueness across records. Many errors in patient matching involve
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Table 5.2: Measures of data quality for patient demographics in medical records
Kind

Name

Definition

Token

Entropy

H(X) = −

Normalized
Entropy

H(X) / log2 (|X|)

UniquenessX

UX (X) =

S3Pchar

S3P C (x) = b

Missingness

Mi (N ) =

P

1ri =∅ / |N |

Uniquenessi

Ui (N ) =

P

1count(ri )=1 / |N |

S3Pshape

S3P S (ri ) = b

S3Plabel

S3P L (ri ) = b |ři | j=1 b i,j i,j−1 i,j−k
P

ri 6=∅ / (|N | × |I|)
CC (N ) =
1
r∈N ,ri ∈r

Field i

Record r

r
I
ri
ri,j
X
x
x[i]
k
p(x)
count(x)

1count(x)=k
x̊ = shape(x)
x̌ = label(x)

x∈X

p(x) log2 (p(x))

1

count(x)=1 / |X|
x∈X
1 Pn
− |x|
i=1 logb p(x[i] ,|x[i−1] ,...,x[i−k] )

P

r∈N

r∈N
− |r̊1 |
i

−

Completeness

N

P

1







P|r̊i |

logb p(r̊i,j ,|r̊i,j−1 ,...,r̊i,j−k )

P|ři |

log p(ř

j=1

,|ř

,...,ř

)

Legend
Set of records in the dataset; there are |N | count of records,
r∈N
Individual record in the dataset of N records
Set of all fields in the dataset; there |I| fields, ri ∈ r
Field i in record r
Token j in field ri . If ri is ‘S Ash’, then ri,0 is ‘S’ and ri,1 is
‘Ash’
All token values for a field across all records as a categorical
random variable; there are |X| distinct values
An individual value in the set of X possible values
Character i in token value x
Order of the Markov model, in this work k = 4
Probability of value x occurring in X
Count of records in N with value x
Indicator function that is 1 when the count of value x is equal
to k
The shape of a token value x, a coding of [A-Z] to A, [0-9]
to 9, etc. (see §5.3.3)
The semantic label of this token in this sequence as assigned
by a parser
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tokens which occur infrequently. This is a consequence of the natural error-generating process: typographical errors occur infrequently and thus their produced values are infrequent.
Additionally, personal name morphology often involves minor spelling variations on existing name forms. In the tails of these distributions, it is difficult to distinguish legitimate,
infrequent name tokens from erroneous forms. Frequent name tokens are more familiar
to the general population. Human language recall and recognition efficiency is correlated
to the frequency of the word form [157]. All of these reasons illustrate the need to focus
on the tails of these token distributions as the error assignment is disproportionately found
there.
Missing information is an important challenge in patient demographics. Each facility’s
EHR may capture different demographic fields, and within a single facilitiy, not every field
is populated for each record. For example, Clinic A captures the last four digits of the
SSN; Clinic B captures the whole SSN; and Clinic C does not require SSN and thus only
a small percentage of patients’ report it. The Fellegi-Sunter theory of record linkage does
not deal with missing data [158] as a first-class concern, and many FS implementations
adopt naı̈ve approaches. In addition to a a missing field value entirely, there is a related
problem of using placeholder data, which does not represent any useful information about
the person. This invalid data can be outside the domain of legal values (e.g. a birth date
of 00-00-0000), which is easy to detect, or it can be a legal value that is unlikely to be
real. For example, if a facility is integrating a new data source, they may assign all missing
dates the placeholder value 01-01-1899. Another example is if you admit an unknown,
unconscious man to the Emergency Room, you may assign him the name ‘Trauma Jon’ as a
convention. Some of these invalid values are easy to detect through simple rules or regular
expressions. Others, especially in semi-structured text fields, are difficult to detect. In this
work, we define missing values to be both empty, blank field values and easily detectable
invalid values.
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At the field level, we capture missingness as the proportion of records with missing or
obviously invalid values. At the record level, we measure completeness, which we define
as the proportion of present and valid fields in each record. We also treat the pattern of
missing fields in a record as a binary vector of length I, where each entry is a 1 if the field
is present and 0 if the field value is missing or invalid. Then, we compute a frequency table
of these missing patterns to highlight the variability of this phenomena across data sources.
We describe S3P in §5.3.3
5.3.2

Power Q-Q plots to compare steeply power distributed values

As mentioned previously, we want to distinguish differences, which impact matching accuracy, across multiple healthcare facilities. Since the frequency of values directly
impacts the probabilistic evidence of co-occurrence, we pay close attention to frequency
changes across datasets. In particular, we want to compare the shape of a ranked value
distribution and the relative ordering of values.
For name tokens, the multinomial distribution is large and the frequencies are steeply
power-distributed. Figure 5.1 illustrates the size and shape of the given name distributions
using patient records from 11 different facilities. The names are ranked by frequency in descending order, and both the x-axis showing rank and y-axis showing count are log-scaled.
The somewhat straight lines in the resulting plot suggest that these values are mostly power
distributed. This visualization highlights the natural phenomena of how names distribute
in a particular dataset, but it does not capture differences in the ordering of name values.
For example, a facility in Texas may have a higher frequency of Hispanic names compared
to a facility in Maine, but the visualization of rank versus count will not distinguish this
difference.
Quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots visually illustrate the relationship between two distributions X and Y . A Q-Q graph is constructed by plotting each value as a point (x, y), where
x is the value at a quantile in X and y is the corresponding quantile of the value in Y . The
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Figure 5.1: Size and shape of distribution of given name values from many different real
facilities

points of the plot that align with the line x = y are values that occur at the same quantile in
both distributions. The Q-Q plot is an intuitive visualization to show how two distributions
differ. Points above the diagonal are interpreted as values that occur at low percentiles in
one distribution and high percentiles in the other (and vice-versa).
Unfortunately, traditional Q-Q plots break down when trying to visualize huge powerdistributed multinomials such as name tokens. For example, one facility included in Figure 5.1 has ≈193,000 unique given names. The median entry occurs at rank 266 with
93% of the names occurring ≤ 10 times and 66% of the entries occurring only once. The
≈127,000 names that only occur once take up over 4% of the percentiles by frequency.
How would one pick which value should be in the 1st percentile and which should be the
4th percentile? There is no meaningful ordering between the names to use in this interpolation.
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POWER - QQ (X, Y, k)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

S =∅
xbin = POWERBIN(X, k)
ybin = POWERBIN(Y, k)
for i = 1 to k
xvals = {v | v ∈ X, xbin[rank(v, X)] == i}
if xvals 6= ∅
ymatch = {ybin[j] | j ∈ [1, |Y |], Y [j ].val ∈ xvals}
if ymatch 6= ∅
p = (i, mean(ymatch))
ADD - ELEMENT (S, p)
return S

POWERBIN (A, k)

1
2
3
4
5

w = pow(A.max , k1 )
// bin is an array of size |A| where each entry i is the
// bin number for the value in A at rank i
bin = [ ]
for i = 1 to |A|
bin[i] = blogw (A[i ].count)c
return bin
Figure 5.2: Construction of Power Q-Q plots
To overcome these limitations, we propose a method called a Power Q-Q plot that pro-

vides the same intuitive visualization and comparison of two distributions but is optimized
for steeply power-distributed multinomials. Power Q-Q plots are constructed by partitioning the ranked values of the distribution into bins. Bin widths are a function of the log of
the frequency, and we calculate the base of the log to accommodate the desired count of
bins. Thus, this is a fixed-width binning based on frequency in the log-scale space. We
partition both distributions into the same number of bins, but the bin widths may differ
between the two, since the distributions may be different sizes. Each bin can be thought of
a log-percentile of values, and each point in the Power Q-Q plot captures the relative ordering of values from two distributions by comparing the bins to each other. More precisely,
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when we compare two distributions X and Y , we construct the points (x, y) of the plot by
calculating the average bin in y for the corresponding values from each bin in x.
The algorithm to construct the Power Q-Q plot for X and Y using k bins is shown in
Figure 5.2. The algorithm returns S, a set of points (x, y) for the graph. A[i ].count is the
frequency of the ith element of A, and A[i ].val is the corresponding value. A.max is the
maximum frequency of any value in the multinomial A; that is:

A.max = argmax (A[i ].count)
i∈|A|

To further illustrate the construction of Power Q-Q plots, we describe an example comparing the given name distributions from two facilities, X and Y . We use k = 100 bins
to plot the ordering differences. The most frequent name in X is ‘Maria’ with frequency
1
5,281. Since we want 100 buckets, the bin width is calculated to be pow(5281, 100
) =

1.0894.... ‘Maria’ is assigned to the highest log-percentile bin blog1.0894... 5281c = 99. In
X, three names fall into the 91 bin: ‘Mary’, ‘Daniel’, and ‘Richard’. We bin Y based on its
frequencies, and in Y ‘Mary’ occurs in bucket 93, ‘Daniel’ in 87, and ‘Richard’ in 89. This
averages to 89.6, and therefore we emit a point (x, y) in the Power Q-Q plot at (91.0, 89.6)
Figure 5.3 shows a Power Q-Q plot for given name from two datasets that we profiled.
The diagonal line represents the ideal match between the facilities, and points that deviate
from the ideal show the relative differences between the two datasets. As with traditional
Q-Q plots, we can calculate the R2 fit of the points to the ideal line x = y to quantify the
overall similarity between the two distributions. We will explore this further in §5.5.1.
5.3.3

S3P: Measuring diversity in semi-structured text attributes

Structured fields like date of birth and sex have a strict correspondence between tokens
and fields. Other fields such as personal name and address often have many tokens that
represent the information. These tokens reflect aspects of language, such as morphology,
and as such the same concept can be communicated by different representations. This
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Figure 5.3: Power Q-Q plot comparing two given name distributions from different facilities. R2 = 0.88144

complicates matching, because we want to compare the semantic information present in
these tokens. Pulling that information out is a hard problem, like many natural language
processing problems.
As it pertains to synthetic data evaluation, we need a way to capture the complexity of
these semi-structured attributes across different data sets. For example, one hospital may
only cater to a small rural area with little ethnic diversity. The majority of the personal
names in this dataset may be Anglo names that are characterized by two or three short
tokens: e.g. ‘Michael Jones’, ‘Mary Smith’. By contrast, a hospital system servicing a
metropolitan area may be more likely to contain a culturally diverse set of names, which
have more tokens, punctuation, and syntactic constructions. Only measuring entropy and
uniqueness on the distribution of token values misses the essence of the difference in these
two datasets.
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We propose semi-structured sequence perplexity, S3P, a set of three measures, S3Pchar ,
S3Pshape , and S3Plabel to quantify three axes of information for a semi-structured attribute
against a reference model. Intuitively, we want S3P to capture three levels of sequential
information that humans evaluate when perceiving a semi-structured sequence of tokens.
The three sequences we measure are the orthographic: the sequence of characters in each
token; the syntactic: the sequence of token shapes; and the semantic: the sequence of
what each token means. For example, the home address ‘412 W Main St N, Memphis,
TN’ contains many tokens, which communicate different pieces of information. The token
‘Main’ is made up of four letters, and to an English reader, the sequence (i.e. a after M, i
after a and M) is a plausible sequence of characters. Moving up a layer in our perception,
we evaluate the sequence of token shapes. In the address given, we read a token of all digits,
followed by a single letter, followed by a short word, as a plausible sequence of tokens for
an address, and even without knowing what these mean, we make an intuitive guess on the
plausibility of this sequence of data. Lastly, we evaluate the semantics of the tokens. For
an American reader, the address string ‘412 W Main St N, Memphis, TN’ is read as a street
number followed by a pre-directional ‘W’ followed by a street name, ‘Main’, etc.
Table 5.3: Example of sequence information for measuring S3P
123 W Main St N, Memphis, TN
Tokens

123

W

Main

St

N,

Memphis,

TN

Shapes

999

A

AAAA

AA

A,

AAAAAAA,

AA

Labels

STREET#

PREDIR

STREET

DESIG

POSTDIR

CITY

STATE

Table 5.3 shows each sequence of data for the example address as we wish to evaluate
it. More comprehensively: the shape for a token is created by first splitting the token into
consecutive sequences of characters by class (alphabetic, digit, punctuation, whitespace).
Then we replace alphabetic characters with A and digits with 9. We leave punctuation as is
and collapse whitespace to a single space. We bin consecutive characters in the same class
to reduce the count of output patterns. Binning follows a similar scheme as described in
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[10], where short strings (less than 8 characters) are left as is, and long strings are binned
into bins that get progressively longer given the length of the string. For example, a string
whose length is in [20, 24) is binned to length 24, and a string with length in [28, 35) is
binned to length 35. The semantic labels are assigned by an address parser, which we
describe in §5.4.2.1.3. S3P requires some parser to assign labels but is indifferent to your
method of parsing.
Now we have a sequence of data that represents the various layers of information that
we want to quantify; next we need to measure each. In natural language processing, we
model the sequence of words in a language using a Language Model [79], which is a
Markov model trained on a large number of sentences from corpora such as newspaper
articles or books. The model estimates P (word i | word i−1 , word i−2 , . . . , word i−k ) that is
the current word given the past k words. S3P follows this approach and builds Markov
models to estimate the probability of the next character, shape, or label given the past k
items. For this work, we built k = 4 Markov models, called 4th order Markov chains,
and used modified Kneser-Ney smoothing on each [159]. As in language models, we use
Perplexity as a measure for a given attribute value and axes. Using the same notation as
described in the legend in Table 5.2, we define the three S3P measures in Equation 5.1,
Equation 5.2, and Equation 5.3; in this work, we use b = 10, but that choice is arbitrary.

1

Pn

logb p(x[i] ,|x[i−1] ,...,x[i−k] )

(5.1)

1

P|x̊|

logb p(x̊i ,|x̊i−1 ,...,x̊i−k )

(5.2)

1

P|x̌|

logb p(x̌i ,|x̌i−1 ,...,x̌i−k )

(5.3)

S3Pchar (x) = b− |x|
S3Pshape (x) = b− |x̊|
S3Plabel (x) = b− |x̌|

i=1

i=1

i=1

The perplexity, equivalently S3P, scores given by the equations are related to the overall
probability of the sequence and falls in the range (0, ∞). A high S3P value means that the
sequence is irregular or unexpected with respect to the reference model. Conversely, a low
value, towards zero, means that the model expects and is unsurprised by this sequence of
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data. Evaluating the S3P values for each record and axes (character, shape, and semantic),
allows us to visualize and measure the density of S3P values over the entire dataset. In the
example of the rural hospital with mostly Anglo names, this would result in a density graph
with a strong peak at the low-end of the S3P scale (near zero) with few instances of records
with high S3P values. A large metropolitan hospital dataset with many multi-cultural names
will have a much wider spread of S3P values. The resulting density graph for the dataset
will show more representation at higher S3P values. We present a number of these density
graphs as heat maps in §5.5.1.2, e.g. Figure 5.11. We can use Earth Movers Distance
(EMD) [160] as a measure to quantify the difference between two densities. Intuitively,
the EMD between two densities is the minimum amount of mass that needs to be moved to
transform one density into the other.
For each semi-structured attribute, we build three Markov models that allow us to measure S3Pchar , S3Pshape , and S3Plabel . We build these reference models by combining 11
different real datasets, and building models from this large consortium of data. This pooling of sources produced 22,814,843 personal names and 21,752,644 addresses, which we
parsed, transformed into shapes, and counted as n-grams to estimate the parameters of the
Markov models. We use the same set of consortium models for all experiments described
in §5.5.1 in order to have a consistent basis on which to compare different datasets. The
address parser and semantic labels that we use are described in §5.4.2.1.3. The name parser
that we use is described in §5.4.2.1.2. As we describe there, instead of only including the
semantic label assigned by the parser, we concatenate that with the field in which the token
originally appeared. This adds more states in the Markov model for Personal Name labels
but represents more of the variety that affects matching that we wish to profile.
Table 5.4 illustrates the actual S3P values for two different names: ‘Michael J Fox’
and ‘Fernandez José de Goya y Cajal’. Since the reference model is built from millions
of names from American hospitals, the S3P scores across each axis for Michael J Fox are
lower than Fernandez.
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Table 5.4: S3P values for two personal names
Michael J Fox
S3Pchar = 0.4872

Michael J Fox

S3Pshape = 0.6308

AAAAAAA A AAA

S3Plabel = 0.1175

GivenName@FirstName, MiddleInitial@MiddleName,
Surname@LastName
Fernandez José de Goya y Cajal

S3Pchar = 1.2888

Fernandez José de Goya y Cajal

S3Pshape = 1.3567

AAAAAAAAAA AAAÉ AA AAAA A AAAAA

S3Plabel = 1.1904

GivenName@FirstName, GivenName@MiddleName,
SurnameTag@LastName, SurnameObj@LastName,
SurnameTag@LastName, SurnameObj@LastName

5.4

Profiling and simulation of gold demographic records

We present Syngen, a data profiling and synthetic data generation toolkit. The goal of
the Syngen toolkit is to provide a flexible, modular way to describe structured data records
using a graphical probabilistic model, estimate the parameters of this model using real data,
and use simulation to generate new, synthetic data records.
There are a number of requirements for the framework:
1. Modularity: support adding new demographic attributes or the use proprietary parsing tools.
2. Flexible modeling: keep the model definition general and separate from attribute specific modules in order to support easily changing dependence relationships between
variables in the graphical model.
3. Automation using a simple configuration: we want to avoid manually specifying
parameters that affect each attribute’s distribution. We prefer automated methods
using intuitive, global hyper-parameters.
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4. De-identification: for each attribute, we want to support domain-specific de-identification
policies that ensure anonymity while preserving similarity to the original data as
much as possible.
5. Privacy model: support automated checking of the k-anonymity property in the resulting synthetic data.
6. Handle sparsity: support using informative priors based on public datasets to deal
with sparsity from profiling a small input dataset.
In this work, we examine the attributes described in Table 5.1. We built Syngen in a
modular way to easily support additional attributes in the future. Additionally, we want to
provide the ability to use sophisticated parsing tools for particular attributes. For example,
if we want to model the semantic structure of a personal name, we need a sophisticated
name parser to assign semantic labels to personal name strings. We describe the name
parser that we created in §5.4.2.1.2. Unfortunately, we cannot release the name parser,
because we trained it using proprietary, licensed data. Therefore, we created Syngen to
support using any name parser such as SAS DataFlux or IBM Global Name Recognition
with minimal effort.
The multi-step record profiling and generation process is illustrated in Figure 5.4. There
are three distinct activities in the toolkit: specification, profiling, and generation.
5.4.1

Specifying the generative process in a graphical model

The core idea of the Syngen approach to synthetic generation is that the underlying
real-world data generation process that produces demographic records is complex and includes unobserved phenomena and conditional dependencies between attributes. We use
the language of probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) to specify the complete generative
process. PGMs are a natural fit to model complex distributions with multiple interacting
random variables. They also naturally allow us to incorporate latent variables, informative priors, plates for repeated variables, and conditional dependencies. In the specification
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Figure 5.4: Record profiling and synthetic generation process

activity of Syngen, we describe the structure of the generative process. We define this structure once and use it multiple times in the profiling phase to estimate distinct models from
source datasets. In Figure 5.4, the graph with dotted lines for nodes indicates the specification of the model without any estimated parameters. Once we profile real data and fill in
model parameters, we have a fully realized model, illustrated with solid, filled-in nodes.
Our PGM is a directed, acyclic graph, where each node is a discrete random variable
with a multinomial distribution. Each node can have zero or more parents. A parent edge in
the graph expresses a conditional dependency in the probability distribution. A node with
zero parents is conditionally independent of the other nodes.
We use the random variables described in Table 5.5 to build the graphical model depicted in Figure 5.5. The dependency edges depicted in the graph were used for this work,
changing this at a later time is a simple matter and does not affect the rest of the software
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GVNC
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SEX
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CTYS

GVNV

GVST

FMST

FMNV

NML

ADL

SSNS

PHON

NMV p∗

ADV q

P∗

ADST

Q

Figure 5.5: Graphical model used for record profiling

system. In addition to dependencies, we encode which nodes contain sensitive attributes
and use this information during profiling to de-identify sensitive values.
We support plates in the graphical model as shown around the ADV q node in Figure 5.5. A plate is a common feature in a graphical model, which allows you to indicate
multiplicity over a finite domain of values, e.g. q ∈ Q. In this case, we parse an address
string to label each token of the address. We want to capture the multinomial distribution
of values such as for designators: ST occurs 492 times, RD occurs 351 times, etc. A plate
indicates that for each label, q ∈ Q, we want a random variable in our graph for that label
capturing this multinomial distribution.
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Table 5.5: Graphical model variables for demographic data generative process
Variable

Id

Parent(s)

Note
Culture of person, inferred from name tokens

Origin Culture

CLTR

Given Name
Culture

GVNC

CLTR

Culture of the given name

Family Name
Culture

FMNC

CLTR

Culture of the family name

Sex

SEX

Sex reported on the record

Name Label

NML

Name parser assigns each token a semantic label p ∈ P; P ∗ are all of the name labels (prefix,
suffix, honorifics, etc.) except given or family
names as those have additional dependencies

Name Tokenp∗

NMV p∗

NMLp∗

Name token values for specific name labels; for
example, the multinomial of prefix values {Dr,
Mr, Mrs, ...}

Given Name
Token

GVNV

GVNC , SEX

Name tokens from labels in P ∗ are not conditioned on culture or sex currently, but the actual
given name values are

Family Name
Token

FMNV

FMNC

(same)

Given Name
Structure

GVST

GVNC , SEX

Sequence of name labels × input field

Family Name
Structure

FMST

FMNC , SEX

(same)

Home State
City Size

State where the person lives currently

ST
CTYS

ST

Binning of city by size (small, medium, large)

CTYS

Address parser assigns each token a semantic
label q ∈ Q

Address Label

ADL

Address Tokenq

ADV q

Address
Structure

ADST

SSN Shape

SSNS

The shape of the SSN with leading zeroes preserved (to catch zero padding effects)

Phone#

PHON

Phone number, profiled for frequency

Address token values for specific address labels; for example, the multinomial of designators {ST, RD, DR, ...}
CTYS

Sequence of address labels
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5.4.2

Profiling real data in Syngen

Once we specify the design of the graph, it can be used to profile many different data
sources. The profiling activity reads each input record, parses the field data, and produces
features that correspond to variable nodes in the graph. During profiling, we estimate the
parameters of the multinomial variables by counting each value or feature. After we profile
all records, there is an optional reduction step per node, which is used to apply domainspecific rules to identify patterns of values. For example, in address values, we recognize
that tokens like APT-A and APT-C are specific instances of the pattern APT-x, and the
A or C is not important. When a pattern matches, Syngen combines the frequency counts
for all matching instances into one entry in the multinomial, which is marked as a pattern.
Later, during generation, when a pattern is sampled, it is grounded on-the-fly by replacing
any free characters, e.g. x in APT-x, with random values.
Lastly, we apply a de-identification algorithm to replace any non-public values and ensure k-anonymity in the captured values. The output of the profiling activity is a serialized
model with all of the sufficient statistics corresponding to the profiled data. The serialized
form is compressed and is appropriate to archive for multiple future synthetic generation
activities.
5.4.2.1

Parsing, feature calculation, and counting

Raw patient demographic records are input into the profiling activity of Syngen. For
each field, we are concerned with both the syntactic form of the data as well as its semantic
meaning. We need to account for both, because each influences the hardness of the data
for matching. However, if we could easily parse out accurate information from noise in
every demographic field, then we would not have a matching problem. Thus, we can only
capture information that we can successfully parse, and this will bias our synthetic data
output. Extensibility is a goal of Syngen in order to easily change parsers and otherwise
account for new phenomena.
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Syngen parses each input record from a delimited text file. Each record is passed
through a normalization step and a feature calculation step before being counted by the
graphical model. Normalization only includes simple rules that would be found in any
matching system. This removes minor variation such as letter case or simple date formatting. Even the simplest matching systems can handle letter casing and simple rules mapping
F to Female sex. Thus, we exclude this variation in our profiling process. Consequently,
we do not include this in our data quality assessments reports in §5.5.1.
Next, Syngen executes a set of Feature Computers to enrich the record with semantic
information parsed out of the raw data. We provide a number of feature computers in
Syngen, and it is a simple matter to extend the toolkit to provide new ones.
5.4.2.1.1

Name Culture Much demographic variance is connected to a person’s cul-

ture. For example, different cultures have strong conventions around name structure. In
Spanish, names are officially registered as a given name and two family names: José Ortega y Gasset. By contrast, English names are more commonly one or two given names
(colloquially called first and middle name in America) and a single family name. We include culture in the generative model as three separate random variables: an overall culture
of origin CLTR, a given name culture GVNC, and a family name culture FMNC. However,
we do not treat GVNC and FMNC as conditionally independent of each other; the model
factorizes these as P (GVNC, FMNC | CLTR).
Some EHRs capture race and/or ethnicity, but it is infrequent and inconsistent. We did
not include it in our work here. Instead, we followed a similar methodology as suggested by
[161] and built a personal name ethnicity classifier. The classifier in [161] is only available
as an online tool, and we wanted an embedded solution trained on our own name dictionary
data. Our culture classifier takes name tokens as input and outputs a probability distribution
over 15 different culture and ethnic categories. Our 15 output labels are similar to the
top level of the Culture, Ethnic, Linguistic (CEL) hierarchy defined in [162]. We use a
Maximum Entropy classifier using simple orthographic features:
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• 2, 3, and 4-grams of the token; e.g. SMITH → { SM, MI, IT, TH, SMI, ... }
• Per-letter counts; e.g. STEVE would emit an S feature with value 1.0, an E feature
with value 2.0
• Suffix character, suffix 2-characters; e.g. STEVE would emit VE and E as trailing
character features
• Punctuation; any characters not in [A-Z] were emitted as is because particular diacritics correlate to particular cultures
• Syllable count as detected by the rules described in [123]
• Percentage of vowels to letters in the token
We experimented with other feature options, including phonetic options, different ngrams, letter counts, and filtering n-grams to exclude those that were not predictive. In the
end, the simple feature set described above performed the best. We used 149,532 training
examples of personal name and culture of origin curated from a proprietary name dictionary. Linguists did not compile the culture of origin entries in the name dictionary, and we
expect them to contain errors. We trained on 80% of the data and tested on the remaining.
We stratified the training and testing sample in order to ensure that each class was represented proportionally. The overall accuracy of the test set was 65.84% and Table 5.6 shows
the per-label precision and recall, which highlights the fact that some cultures are easier to
detect from simple orthographic features than others.
During Syngen profiling, we do not take the single best-predicted culture when estimating the multinomials for culture. Instead, we add soft counts from the predicted distribution.
For example, if a name was predicted to be Hispanic with 0.77 probability and French with
0.21 probability, then we add those fractional numbers to the estimated multinomial. Generally in Syngen, any feature calculator can emit a distribution in lieu of a specific discrete
value, and the distribution will update the estimated multinomial using soft counts.
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Table 5.6: Name culture classifier performance
Culture
Hispanic
Native Amer
French
Greek
East Asia
East Europe
Nordic
Italian
British
Japan
Jewish
African
Muslim
German
India

5.4.2.1.2

Personal name parsing

Id
HS
NA
FR
GK
EA
EE
ND
IT
BT
JP
JW
AF
MU
GM
IN

Count
14,309
3,205
2,343
8,616
7,652
4,321
7,701
2,197
57,152
1,786
10,429
9,269
19,286
5,778
12,110

Precision
62.93
69.53
55.07
52.94
57.92
45.89
81.97
65.97
69.73
76.22
54.23
57.32
65.12
81.72
63.22

Recall
55.77
60.44
32.34
46.98
40.08
30.95
67.83
43.18
83.57
69.83
47.36
49.84
70.55
68.86
65.73

As described in the data quality metrics in §5.3, we

need a name parser which assigns semantic labels to tokens in the personal name. We
created a name parser using a similar approach as [15] suggested for home address parsing. Our name parser uses a number of orthographic and dictionary lookup features. We
use a first-order conditional random field (CRF) model [16] for the structured prediction
of labels. We setup a pipeline architecture inspired by §3.3 and §4.3. We then send the
top-5 assigned label sequences to a subsequent re-ranker component, which incorporates
some global sequence information features to re-order the CRF output. Table 5.7 shows the
personal name semantic model we developed to use as our output label set. This labeling
captures typical name semantics, but is specialized for parsing names in a clinical setting.
Patient records in a hospital include many noise patterns that strongly impact the complexity of patient record matching. For example, it is typical to pre-register mothers who are
due to give birth. However, at this point in time, many babies have not yet been named by
their parents. Registration clerks use various conventions of shorthand and abbreviations to
indicate this in the name fields of the baby’s record. The inconsistent nature of this practice
encumbers systematic identification of these non-name values.
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Table 5.7: Name parser semantic labels
Label
Prefix
Given Name

Given Tag
Given Obj
Given Initial
Surname
Surname Tag
Surname Obj
Surname Initial
Suffix Generational
Suffix Other
Nickname
And
AKA
NonName Phrase
Skip
Duplicate
Baby Alias

Honorific

Description
A title to qualify your name; e.g. DR, MR, MRS, HON, GOV.
Given name, forename, first name; the name that personally identifies you
within your immediate family; curated 827,988 names from census, SSA
baby name lists, SSA Death Master File (DMF), and proprietary name
dictionary.
Tokens that prefix the given name in some cultures; e.g. Abd Al in the
arabic name ‘Abd Al Ahmed’.
The personally identifying token following a given tag; e.g. Ahmed in
‘Abd Al Ahmed’.
Initialization representing a truncated given name token.
Surname, family name, last name; curated 1,588,410 names from census
lists and the SSA DMF.
Similar to the given tag for surnames; e.g. de la in ‘Maria Garcia de la
Cruz’.
Similar to the given obj tag.
Initialization representing a truncated surname token.
Suffix token implying a generational ordering; e.g. Jr, Sr, IV.
Suffix token indicating professional credentials; e.g. PhD, MD, DDS.
Token indicating an alternate name; e.g. bullet in ‘Joe “bullet” Smith’ or
‘Joe AKA bullet Smith’.
Label for AND, ‘&’, or ‘+’ tokens used as a conjunction.
Label for AKA used to prefix nicknames.
Indicates a phrase that is not part of the name; e.g. no insurance in ‘Mike
Smith no insurance’.
Single token that should be skipped, no semantic meaning; e.g. TESTZZZ
in ‘Mary Smith TESTZZZ’.
Repeated token providing no additional meaning; e.g. The second Mary
in ‘Mary Mary Smith’.
Non-name tokens indicating a baby record, pre-registration for a delivery;
e.g. the BBG TW in ‘BBG TW Smith’ indicates ‘baby girl twin’ not part
of the name.
personal descriptions, usage varies across culture; e.g. brother in law in
‘John Smith brother in law’.
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To train the personal name parser, we began with the MITRE multicultural name parsing dataset prepared in [9], which contains ≈ 835, 000 synthetic names created to be representative of multicultural naming practices. We partitioned this dataset by culture using
the classifier described in §5.4.2.1.1 to collect a stratified sample to manually tag for use
as training data. This seed training data produced the first version of the name parser. We
then parsed ≈ 10M real-data records using the seed parser, from that we examined lowconfidence output and added additional training examples. We iterated in this fashion six
times before arriving at the final set of 4,495 manually annotated training examples, which
we used to train the final name parser. This style of training data curation, iterating and
focusing on the errors, will bias the training dataset to overrepresent error-prone name constructions. We tried to counteract this by using instance weighting to emphasize simple
constructions that occur more frequently.
The features used in the CRF structured prediction are typical orthographic, dictionary
lookup, and relative position features. A summary is provided in Table 5.8. We optimize the
re-ranker component to minimize the log-loss. It uses features which incorporate overall
sequence information:
1. An overall normalized sequence score from a 6th-order Markov Chain with KneserNey smoothing for the sequence of semantic labels assigned by the CRF.
2. A reward or penalty based on the expected number of name tokens for different
cultures.
3. Simple binary features that correspond to label-position constraints such as preventing the CRF for mistaking leading initials for prefixes
The #2 feature function was constructed by estimating two conditional probabilities from
the training data using maximum likelihood:
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P (# of given name tokens | culture)

(5.4)

P (# of family name tokens | culture)

(5.5)

At prediction time, we look up the conditional probability of the CRF assigned labels based
on the predicted culture. This allows the re-ranker to use the culture information to prefer,
for example, a two-token family name for a Hispanic name whereas it might prefer a twotoken given name labeling for a British name.
Training on 90% and holding out 10% for testing, this name parser achieves 89.44%
name accuracy and 95.77% token accuracy, where name accuracy is the percentage of
whole name sequences with each token labeled correctly; token accuracy is the percentage
of name tokens (over all names) that are accurately labeled. Some of the names in the
training data are only a single token, and if we only count multi-token names, the name
parser achieves 98.29% Name Accuracy.
Table 5.8: Name parser CRF features
Feature Type

Description

Orthographic
indicators

Abbreviation, has comma, has hyphen, initial, has vowels, only letters,
only digits, has one digit, has two digits, has many digits, short word

Orthographic
binning

Token shape (consonants, vowels, punctuation), token length, leading 2-4
characters, trailing 2-4 characters

Positional features

First token, last token, only token, after initial, before initial, duplicates
token, before comma, after comma

Frequency lookup

Given name from SSA baby name, surname from SSA DMF

Fuzzy lookup

Given name phonetic match, surname phonetic match, baby tags

Dictionary lookup

Given name, surname, generational, prefix, honorific, AKA, suffix, surname tag, given name tag, non-name english words

Neighboring
features

Include indicator and lookup features for neighboring ±3 tokens

We also created a given name gender predictor that uses frequency counts from the SSA
baby names list to produce a distribution of male, female for a given name token. For out-
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of-vocabulary names, it resorts to a maximum entropy classifier with similar orthographic
features as described in Table 5.8.
Once we parse the name, we split the parsed name into a given name segment and a
family name segment. The split is a simple chunking using a cost model that assigns cost
to labels that should not appear in the segment. For example, a token assigned given name
incurs a cost of 100 if it appears in the family name segment. The best split point is the
spot in the sequence that minimizes this cost. We split the parsed name into two chunks so
that we can profile each independently. This is due to our anecdotal experience of seeing
marriage across cultures create personal names that blend conventions from both. In the
future, the flexibility of Syngen allows us to easily treat the whole parsed name structure as
a single node for experimentation.
The chunked, parsed name is emitted as features, which are subsequently counted by
the graphical model during profiling. We count the identifying tokens such as given name,
given name obj, surname, and surname tag within nodes GVNV and FMNV . We count
the tokens with other labels in the NMV p∗ nodes;

p∗ = P \ {GivenName, GivenObj, Surname, SurnameObj}
We record the structure of each chunk in nodes GVST and FMST . We are interested to
record not only the sequential structure information such as [GivenName, GivenInitial,
Surname] but also in which fields each label appeared. To do this, we encode the entry
that we count in the GVST multinomial as <Token Label>@<Name Field>. For example,
a clerk registers the name ‘John R Smith, Jr’ as JOHN R JR in the first name text entry
and SMITH in the last name text entry. The name parser labels and chunks this into [GivenName, GivenInitial] and [SuffixGenerational, Surname]. Then GVST would increment a
count for the entry [GivenName@First, GivenInitial@First], and FMST would increment
for the entry [SuffixGenerational@First, Surname@Last].
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5.4.2.1.3

Address related features

We use an address parser [15] to assign labels to

tokens in an address string. We adopt the address label scheme defined in [10], which we
previously described in §5.3.3. Once we parse the address, we emit a few features to be
counted. The parsed state is counted as is, e.g. TX, TN, NY. We bin the city into small,
medium, and large bins by looking up the US Census population for the FIPS county code
that corresponds to the postal ZIP code in the address. We licensed a United States Postal
Service ZIP code list and cross-referenced FIPS codes and population from the US Census
Bureau. If the county population was less than 50,000 people then we considered it small;
if the population was larger than 50,000 but less than 1M, then we considered it medium;
anything larger we binned to large.
We calculate the address structure using semantic labels that correspond to things found
in a generic ‘Address Line 1’ text box (i.e. excluding city, state, ZIP, care-of). Since it is
only limited to one input field, we do not include this in the structure like we do in the name
structure (e.g. Surname@Last). We count each individual address token per semantic label
in the ADV q node.
5.4.2.1.4

Social security number and phone Both the social security number (SSN)

and the phone number are structured data elements with limited variability observed in
real data. For SSN, we only profile the shape of the numbers, which we calculate by:
(1) collapsing multiple consecutive whitespace characters, (2) replacing [A-Z] characters
with A, (3) replacing digits with 9 except preserving any leading 0 digits, and (4) leaving
punctuation as-is. The intention of this replacement scheme is to preserve the syntactic
elements that vary; e.g. punctuation, leading zeroes: 452-55-1234 versus 000001234.
By profiling only the SSN pattern, we do not capture the frequency information about
specific values. A social security number is intended to uniquely identify an individual,
and thus one would expect a uniform distribution. We do observed exceptions in real data,
but mostly the distributions are flat.
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By contrast, there are a number of scenarios in which the same phone number is shared
by multiple people: family members in the same house, retirement communities, students.
In some cases, this co-occurrence complicates identity matching. Therefore, we decided to
profile the phone number values as-is, and later in the de-identification step, use a global
remapping to assign new digits while preserving the structure. This design preserves both
the frequency information and the structure.
5.4.2.2

Reduction and de-identification

After all of the values and features have been calculated and counted, we have a graphical model where each node contains a multinomial distribution of discrete values (or multiple if it is a conditional distribution). We configure some nodes as sensitive, meaning that
they contain data elements that may lead to re-identification.
5.4.2.2.1

Privacy model As discussed in §5.2.1, individual identifiers are not protected

health information in and of themselves, but if one could reasonably infer treatment or a
health condition, then they are protected under HIPAA. Our approach of profiling a real
data source and generating data is an accepted form of statistical disclosure control [144],
but care must be taken so that we guarantee no synthetically generated record can be used
to infer the medical treatment status from the source set. Here are two hypothetical situations to illustrate the risk: (a) Syngen is used to profile the demographic data from Clinic
XYZ, a facility specializing in HIV/AIDS treatment. HIPAA entitles the patient ‘Xanthippey Smith’ to privacy about her HIV status. If Xanthippey as a given name is uniquely
identifying, then any synthetic record generated with this value would uniquely re-identify
Xanthippey Smith. The synthetic dataset itself may not indicate that it came from Clinic
XYZ, but if the patient population of that clinic is distinct enough from the general patient population, then it may be possible to evaluate distributional characteristics from the
generated datasets to deduce the origin. At this point, a person could reasonably infer that
Xanthippey Smith attends Clinic XYZ and has HIV, which violates HIPAA privacy.
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A second situation describes the other side of the risk spectrum: (b) a large, multi-state,
multi-facility hospital system uses Syngen to profile their demographic data. The hospital
system does not have any particular treatment focus. One patient ‘Broderick Jones’ visited the Emergency Room at one facility in this hospital system. After Syngen profiles
the data, the name token Broderick is noted to identify more than one patient; the token is
not uniquely identifying. Synthetic data generated from this contains the Broderick token.
From the synthetic data, observing the Broderick token means that someone named Broderick attended one of the facilities in this system. If there are k Brodericks in the states where
this data was profiled, then there is a

1
k

probability of identifying the correct one. In this

case, what private information is disclosed? In a given year: 83.2% of US adults interact
with some health professional; there are 41 hospital outpatient visits for every 100 people;
and 7.3% of adults have an inpatient, overnight hospital stay [163] [164]. Participation in
the healthcare system is so frequent that it does not seem like private information as long
as it does not disclose a treatment or condition. However, to our knowledge, this question
has not been clarified or tested by the US legal system.
While it seems clear that scenario (a) is an obvious violation of HIPAA, it is not clear
that (b) is a privacy violation. Until such a time when the law can be made less ambiguous
through legislation or the courts, we choose to be conservative and adopt the k-anonymity
model of privacy for any particular demographic values that are not available through public
data sources. We use k-anonymity because it is simple, intuitive, and frequently applied to
assess privacy disclosure risk [132]. This model is satisfied when no record is distinguishable from k − 1 other records, and thus in the worst case, the probability of re-identification
is ≤ k1 . The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) does not provide a specific,
acceptable k value, but does refer to a number of state-level guidelines which specify k
values of 10, 16, 30, 50, and 100. We want to choose the minimum value of k to guarantee an acceptable rosk of re-identification, while simultaneously preserving as much of the
real noise in semi-structured text tokens. The values that challenge demographic matching
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the most occur infrequently. They are in the tails of the multinomial distributions where
we cannot distinguish between a legal, rare value and an erroneous value. Also, we must
consider that duplicate records likely exist in the source datasets, and these will contribute
frequency counts despite not representing distinct people. Therefore, we choose a k value
to be greater than the desired k-anonymity level + the max number of retired records for
any real person. A retired record is an erroneous, duplicate record that will be removed in
a duplicate record clean-up effort.
In our probabilistic graphical model, each node is a multinomial random variable. We
observe that if each multinomial satisfies the k-anonymity property and k > 1, then the
generated data will have a re-identification risk ≤ k1 . This is due to the method of drawing
a sample from a probabilistic generative model and the laws of probability. First, consider
the base case of a graph with a single node A with one multinomial containing all of
the demographic attributes. By definition of k-anonymity, if this single node satisfies the
anonymity property, then the resulting samples will have re-identification risk ≤ k1 . In the
inductive case, consider factorizing this graph and splitting a new node A from the existing
node B. There are two cases: (1) A is dependent on B; and (2) A is independent of B, i.e.
A⊥
⊥ B. In case (1), drawing a sample from P (A, B) is done by drawing a sample from
P (B) and then drawing from P (A | B). If each of these satisfies k-anonymity, then the
probability of re-identification from each is ≤ k1 . Since k > 1, both of these probabilities
are in [0, 12 ] and multiplying two numbers in that range cannot yield a number larger than
[0, 12 ]. Therefore, the resulting risk of re-identification of the generated sample is still ≤ k1 .
In case (2), the reasoning is the same, except since A ⊥
⊥ B, a sample is first generated by
drawing from P (B) and then from P (A).
Therefore, we will achieve a k-anonymous output synthetic set by ensuring that each
multinomial random variable in the graph satisfies the k-anonymity property. We achieve
this by employing a number of methods of automated disclosure control explained next.
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5.4.2.2.2

De-identification methods

After the counting process has estimated all of

the multinomials in the model, there may be entries in some of the sensitive nodes that
do not satisfy the k-anonymity property. Using typical disclosure methods from the SDC
literature, Syngen offers four built-in, automated methods to deal with this: (1) reduction,
binning; (2) replacement using a domain-specific distance metric; (3) random replacement;
and (4) global remapping.
Reduction is used when low-frequency values can be identified using domain-specific
rules and replaced with de-identified patterns. For example, if the address token ‘3C’ is
counted as-is in a multinomial, then the reducer rules can recognize this using a regular
expression and replace it in the with the pattern 9A. If that pattern is already present, then
its frequency information is combined.
Reduction occurs after all records are counted so that the reducer rules can incorporate
the observed frequency count. For example, you may want to only reduce particular patterns if they are infrequent, inferring that the higher frequency of that particular token is
worthy of representation in the multinomial.
The second method of de-identification offered by Syngen is an algorithm which tries to
replace sensitive values from X with similar public values from P using a domain-specific
distance function: D : (x, x) → R≥0 , where x ∈ X, the multinomial values that you
are de-identifying. The reference set P is data curated from public sources and thus is not
considered sensitive since its presence in the synthetic data does not indicate anything about
the presence of a real-world person in the source data. In this work, we use a curated set
of ≈ 827, 000 name tokens collected from the US Census Bureau and the Social Security
Administration to de-identify given name tokens.
The de-identification algorithm proceeds as follows: if a sensitive value x is not present
in public data P and occurs fewer than k times in the profiled data, then we replace it
with a value p0 ∈ P such that p0 = argminp∈P D(x, p). If there are |X̃| values from X
that need to be replaced that would result in |X̃| × |P | evaluations of D, which may be
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too computationally expensive. Therefore, in addition to D, the domain-specific distance
implementation must provide a blocking function B : x → {b0 , b1 , . . . }, which produces a
set of blocking keys for a value x. These blocking keys serve the same function as blocking
keys described in §1.2.2.1: simple strings which are computationally cheap to produce and
provide a fast pre-filter to narrow the count of expensive pair-wise comparisons that need to
be made. The count of comparisons resulting from matching blocking keys in the sensitive
data with blocking keys from the public data may still be too large. As a last resort, if a
block is too large, then we simply randomly sample 1000 pairs on which to evaluate D. We
describe the domain-specific replacement methods that we used in this work in Table 5.9.
If the domain-specific similar replacement algorithm cannot find suitable replacement
values, then we resort to the third method provided for de-identification: random replacement. This can happen, for example, if no blocking keys match between x and p ∈ P .
Random replacement simply selects a random value from P that is not currently present in
the profiled values X.
The fourth method of de-identification provided in Syngen is global remapping. This
strategy replaces every value in X with a new random value. The replacement can be
specialized per attribute in order to adhere to proper semantics for the attribute. In this
work, we used global remapping for profiled phone numbers. In profiling, we count the
real phone number values in order to get an accurate frequency distribution. Then in deidentification, we remap each value to a new, random value in order to discard the PHI.
As we show in §5.5.1, phone numbers are not uniformly distributed in real data, and this
approach allows us to keep the frequency information without the PHI. For SSN, the values
themselves have high uniqueness, and the variety that we observe is largely due to capturing
a mix of complete SSNs and partial SSNs (e.g. last four digits only). Thus, it is sufficient to
only profile the structure of the SSN, and therefore, we do not have any PHI to de-identify.
After all of the de-identification is complete, no distributions violate the k-anonymity
property and the resulting profiling data is free from PHI. The graphical model and its
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Table 5.9: Domain specific de-identification methods in Syngen
Attribute

Description

Given Name

D(x, y)
B(x)
P

Family Name

D(x, y)
B(x)
P

Address

D(x, y)
B(x)
P

edit(x, y)

phone2 (x)
phone3 (x)
syll(x)
gndr(x)
cltr(x)
JSD(P k Q)
ngram(x, n)

Weighted average of edit(x, y), edit(phone3 (x), phone3 (y)),
syll(x, y), JSD(gndr(x) k gndr(y)), JSD(cltr(x) k cltr(y))
ngram(phone2 (x), 4)

US Census, SSA Baby Names, SSA DMF
Weighted average of edit(x, y), edit(phone3 (x), phone3 (y)),
syll(x, y), JSD(cltr(x) k cltr(y))
ngram(phone2 (x), 4)

US Census, SSA DMF
Weighted average of edit(x, y), edit(phone3 (x), phone3 (y)),
syll(x, y)
ngram(phone2 (x), 4)
Manually curated list of directionals, designators, etc; street names
from US Census

Legend
Damerau-Levenshtein score between strings x and y. This
is the edit distance normalized by max(|x|, |y|) to create a
score in [0, 1].
Double-Metaphone [65] phonetic encoding.
Triple-Metaphone [165] phonetic encoding.
Distance score as the difference in count of syllables in
string x as calculated by [123], normalized to be in [0, 1].
Given name gender classifier (§5.4.2.1.2) result.
Name token culture classifier (§5.4.2.1.1) result.
Jenson-Shannon divergence of two probability distributions
P and Q.
N-grams of string x
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sufficient statistics are serializable to disk in a compressed form that is appropriate for
long-term storage. One serialized model can be used multiple times to generate many sets
of synthetic data.
5.4.3

Synthetic data generation

The data generation activity takes the profiled data as an input, applies smoothing, and
executes a simulation, hierarchically generating samples from the distribution and transforming these into output demographic records. Using this approach, we can generate
multiple synthetic sets of various sizes, which are all distributionally similar to the original
source data.
The output demographic records are not a direct sample from the profiling model: some
nodes represent latent variables that we do not emit directly (e.g. CLTR, GVST ), and
other nodes capture generalizations of specific values in order to better capture semantics
in the profiled data (e.g. city size versus city name). Therefore, we split sampling from
demographic generation. Each demographic field generator component advertises its data
requirements and which data elements it emits. These dependencies can be used as edges to
construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of generator components. For example, the ZIP
Generator node requires a sample from ST and a sample from CTYS and emits a value
for a ZIP code.
By representing the generator components in this way, Syngen efficiently supports rejection sampling by allowing any generator component in the DAG to indicate that its sample is invalid. When this happens, the system discards the current sample values along this
path in the DAG and restarts sampling at the closest root in the graph. Since there are many
paths in the graph which are not connected (e.g. address related sampling is independent
of name related sampling), this approach efficiently preserves unrelated but successfully
completed samples in this round of the simulation.
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In Syngen, we wanted to keep the number of hyper-parameters to a minimum. The
desired number of output records and the set of output fields are part of the configuration.
The profiled multinomial distributions of attribute values may be under-supported due to
sparse source data. Therefore, we suggest a smoothing method that does not require tedious
manual configuration for each demographic field.
5.4.3.1

Smoothing empirical distributions with public data

For many demographic attributes, we have access to large public data sources of values,
which we can treat as informative priors to apply to the profiled, empirical distributions.
However, we want to do this without having to manually specify configuration parameters
per distribution. We have multinomial priors to apply to multinomial empirical distributions. In probabilistic graphical model literature, it is a common practice to pick a virtual
count number (a hyper-parameter) and re-scale the prior multinomial to sum to this count.
Formally, the sufficient statistics for a multinomial with k outcomes is: {x1 , x2 , . . . , xk }
P
where i∈[1,k] (xi ) = N . Equivalently, these sufficient statistics can be written as the count
of trials, N , and the categorical (normalized) probabilities for each outcome per trial: N
P
and {p1 , p2 , . . . , pk } where i∈[1,k] (pi ) = 1. Therefore, applying a virtual count N̂ to an
informative prior multinomial with existing trial count N is just re-scaling the multinomial
P
N̂
N̂
N̂
,
which
is
{
x
,
x
,
.
.
.
,
x
}
and
entries by N̂
1
2
k
i∈[1,k] x̂i = N̂ .
N
N
N
N
In this way, we could require that the user configures a virtual count for each prior
distribution. This would be a manual, likely error-prone, process that would require the user
to take into account knowledge of both the empirical and prior distributions. They would
need to pick the number just right to make sure that the prior distribution is smoothing the
empirical distribution and not dominating it. Instead, we propose an automated way that
can be applied to each prior without any manual parameters per distribution.
The goal of our smoothing method is to fit the magnitude of the prior to the empirical distribution and then offer a single, global strength hyper-parameter, α, to control the
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relative amplitude of the prior compared to the empirical distribution. The strength parameter is used against the fitted prior in order to calculate the appropriate virtual count to
apply. Strength α is ≥ 0. The value α = 1 can be interpreted as the prior will be equal in
power to the estimated distribution. A second hyper-parameter, β, is the minimum virtual
count, which ensures that after fitting the prior still has a virtual count of at least β. This
is necessary in the case where an empirical distribution is very sparse and provides little
information. In this case, it is desirable for the prior to provide most of the information,
since there is not enough profiled information to support drawing from the empirical.
If Nx is the current sum of the empirical multinomial X and Np is the current sum of
the prior multinomial P , then we fit the prior by calculating a new virtual count, N̂p for the
prior, one which minimizes the squared error between the empirical distribution and the
prior distribution. The motivation is that if we assume the empirical is drawn as a biased
sample of the prior, then a fitted prior will have a magnitude that would have produced the
observed multinomial or as close to the observed multinomial values as possible. We show
through a simple derivation in Appendix A that our new virtual count N̂p is expressed as
Equation 5.6:




|X|
P




 xi · p i  



N̂p = max β, Np · α  i=1|X|


 P 2 
pi

(5.6)

i=1

We directly smooth unconditional distributions in this way. For conditional distributions P (A | B) which do not have informative priors from public data sources, we smooth
the conditional using the marginalized distribution, P (A) as a prior. Then, we fit the
marginal to the conditional using Equation 5.6. We can extend this to nodes conditioned
on multiple variables. For example, the distribution for given name is conditioned on given
name culture and sex, P (GVNV | GVNC , SEX ). We smooth GVNV on the marginalized
distribution P (GVNV | SEX ) and then again on the next back-off marginal: P (GVNV ).
This is somewhat analogous to interpolated smoothing used in statistical language models.
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5.4.4

Open-source toolkit

The Syngen toolkit is separated into a few modules. The profiling, simulation, and data
quality assessment tools are all part of the open-sourced code base. The personal name
parser (§5.4.2.1.2) and address parser (§5.4.2.1.3) were developed with licensed, proprietary data, and unfortunately, must be excluded from the open-source toolkit. As other
publications have indicated [152], we encourage the use of state-of-the-art parsers to improve the quality of data profiling. Syngen is built to be modular and can be easily modified
to incorporate a provided name or address parser. The open-source framework is written in
Java and is available at http://bit.ly/2lkSeAp

5.5

Experimental results

In order to evaluate the methods described in previous sections, we profiled real data
from 11 different health care systems. Seven of these are single site institutions, and the
remaining have multiple sites. Each serves a different area of the country, and the multifacility institutions are limited to a small geographic region. There are no state-wide Health
Information Exchanges (HIE) in this collection of datasets. Each of these sets has already
been profiled and de-duplicated with a commercial Master Patient Index system. Prior
to that effort, the duplicate record rates varied from 3% to 17%, which is typical in our
experience. The number of patient records varies from ≈200,000 to 6M+ with the median
dataset size being ≈1.3M patient records. In the results presented below these are labeled
as ‘Facility 0’ through ‘Facility 10’.
Additionally, we included a dataset of 500,000 human demographic records generated
using the Febrl DSGen generate2 script [129]. This script was originally created to generate
Australian demographic records for the purpose of benchmarking record linkage methods.
We updated the Febrl generator to produce American demographics in order to be compared more fairly. We updated the script, frequency tables, and lookup tables for attributes:
phone number, social security number, and postal address. For address fields, we used the
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same frequency tables that we used in Syngen as described in §5.4.2.1.3. In the results
below, this is labeled as ‘Febrl’.
This set of real data and synthetic data generated by Febrl allows us to investigate the
answers to the questions posed in the introduction: how can we measure the quality of
demographic data in a way that highlights aspects that impact matching? Is data from a
single source distinct from other sources in a measurable way that impacts matching? How
do existing synthetic generators approximate the characteristics of real data?
We first present results of analysis to answer these questions. Then we present results
of running Syngen for many of the real datasets producing synthetic, non-PHI versions of
the real data. The resulting (real, synthetic) pairs allow us to determine if our methods
successfully produce synthetic data similar to real data for the purposes of demographic
matching.
5.5.1

Data quality of real patient demographics

We evaluated each dataset using the data quality measures described in §5.3. Our goal
through this effort is to illustrate the variety found in real datasets in order to motivate the
need for profiling-based synthetic data generation. Starting with the token-level quality
measures, Figure 5.6 is a box plot of the normalized entropy of different demographic
attributes across the datasets. The box plot only includes data points corresponding to
real data. Additionally, we include data points for Febrl synthetic data to highlight the
sometimes large difference between real data and Febrl’s data.
Figure 5.6 illustrates that real datasets have significantly less entropy for geographic
location related data compared to Febrl’s data, which is created using national level frequency tables. This is expected and reflects the fact that most facilities serve a single local
region, and patients traveling from other parts of the state or country are rare. The wide
interquartile range (IQR) of sex demonstrates the variety found in real facilities. For example, many facilities have sex-specific treatment centers, such as obstetrics, which bias the
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Figure 5.6: Token normalized entropy across real datasets

patient record population. SSN has a surprisingly large spread due to a number of factors.
Many facilities have a mix of full SSNs and partial SSNs (e.g. last four digits only). There
are also invalid SSNs that some facilities use that cause them to have a higher frequency of
use. The given name, family name, and address street distributions have a fair amount of
variance as evidenced by the outliers and IQRs.
Token uniqueness is a measure of the proportion of values that are in the narrowest part
of the tail of the multinomial distribution. For name related tokens, these values represent
a mixture of rare names and typographical errors in names. Many rare names are minor
changes to existing more common names using a complex, culturally-specific morphology.
It is difficult to distinguish between these two cases, but both are a source of difficulty for
demographic matching. Figure 5.7 is a box plot of the uniqueness values of the datasets.
Given name and family name exhibit variability across facilities. By contrast, Febrl’s data
shows low uniqueness. The story is flipped for phone number, where Febrl generates almost entirely unique phone numbers (by design), but real data shows much more variability.
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Figure 5.7: Token uniqueness across real datasets

There are many cases where phone numbers are shared by patients. Retirement communities have many residents sharing the same number, and they typically have a high level of
hospital utilization.
As mentioned in §5.3, missing data is particularly problematic for demographic matching as it breaks the transitivity of pair-wise match decisions. Figure 5.8 shows the variability of missing information per field across different datasets. First and last name are
the most frequently populated fields with date of birth and sex also commonly populated.
However, there are two outliers for DOB. One facility had more than 30% of the date of
birth values missing. There is also a large variance in capturing the middle name value:
one facility recorded less than 4% of the middle names whereas another recorded more
than 64% of them. Matching performance will be impacted by these large variations in
field population, and we believe it is important to capture this when generating synthetic
datasets for benchmarking.
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In addition to profiling individual field missingness, we profiled the patterns of variance. Counting each distinct pattern of populated fields yields a frequency table for each
dataset. Given the 12 fields we were evaluating, there are 212 = 4096 different patterns
of fields being present or missing. However, these combinations are not equally likely,
and in our datasets the number of distinct present/missing patterns ranged from 40 to 177.
Measuring the entropy of the frequency tables of these patterns illustrates how predictable
these patterns are. Figure 5.9 shows the large variety of entropy values across the datasets.
There is a large IQR and large spread between minimum and maximum normalized entropy
values. This is a more useful measure of variety in data that impacts matching than the completeness metric, which shows the percentage of fields populated but does not capture the
patterns of that missing data.
Each of these results illustrates the variety of measurements found in real datasets. Real
data reflects regional characteristics, staff conventions, and systematic constraints that are
different from hospital to hospital.
5.5.1.1

Power Q-Q plots of name distributions

Turning to the multinomial distributions of semi-structured attributes, we examine the
Power Q-Q plot of given name values between two facilities. We already presented Figure 5.3, the plot of Facility 9 against Facility 10. The R2 value is 0.88144 and the graph
largely shows a correspondence between the two distributions with a few exceptions. Notably, there are two obvious outliers at (93, 60) and (99, 64). Upon inspection, we discovered that these correspond to buckets of given names that were popular Hispanic names.
In Facility 9, the top ten names contain two popular Hispanic names: Maria and Jose.
The other eight names were Anglo names that you would expect to be popular in America
(e.g. Michael, Robert, Mary). In Facility 10, which was located in a different region of
the United States, the Hispanic names Maria and Jose, are much less popular, occurring
at rank 376 and 532. This is important to measure for two reasons. First, the specific
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Figure 5.10: Heat map of pair-wise R2 scores for all given name Power Q-Q plots

shape of the ranked distribution matters if you are using a model of applying frequency
scaling that assumes a parametric form, such as [42]. Second, as in this example, large
deviations are related to regional characteristics such as ethnic diversity. Typographic errors in personal names are not uniformly distributed across cultures. Phonetic differences,
transliteration variability, and different n-gram distributions of characters impact cultures
differently. Weaker R2 scores between facilities can be a proxy for this issue.
Figure 5.10 is a heat map of R2 values calculated from Power Q-Q plots for every
pair of given name distributions. Each square in the plot x, y is colored based on the R2
value from the Power Q-Q of x against y. Lighter values correspond to higher R2 values,
meaning more correspondence between the distribution. The diagonal is comparing each
given name distribution to itself and therefore has R2 values of 1.0 and the lightest squares.
The variety of colors in the heat map supports our claim that there is meaningful variety
in real data. Note that Febrl’s synthetic data is included in this, and the corresponding R2
values are distinctly darker than most of the other real data comparisons.
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5.5.1.2

Evaluating S3P measures on semi-structured text fields

In §5.3.3, we describe S3P, a method of measuring the regularity of values in semistructured text fields on three different axes: characters, token shapes, and semantic labels.
The resulting S3P can be calculated over the entire dataset as an average perplexity per
character, word, or label. However, we are more interested in how S3P values distribute
per record over the datasets. As we mentioned previously, the challenge to matching is not
typically with the popular values. The problem is the irregular and infrequent values that
cause ambiguity. Only looking at average aggregate statistics masks the long tails.
Figure 5.11 is a heat map showing the density of S3P values for the shape of personal
names. We treated the concatenation of first name, middle name, and last name as a single
sequence of tokens for the purpose of evaluating the S3P score for personal name. The
shape of the name captures regularity in the sequence of tokens. For example, having a
name with two tokens, where each token is 5-7 characters long may be highly probable,
whereas a name with 13 tokens each 1-2 characters in length might be highly unlikely.
This latter unlikely case receives a high S3P value from the Markov chain evaluation. S3P
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values are calculated in log-space and in our trained models we observe values in the range
[0, 3].
Each row in Figure 5.11 corresponds to the S3P values over the records from a particular
facility. Each color corresponds to the density of S3P values that occurred within this range
with darker values corresponding to higher density. As you can see on the graph most
values fall on the lower side of the x-axis, indicating that most values have low perplexity
as expected. However, note the variability between facilities: facility 2 has a fairly even
spread of density in the [1,2] range with a tail of S3P values extending past 2.5. In contrast,
facility 5 has a much tighter density at lower S3P values. This indicates that there is more
variety in the tokens that represent names at facility 2 over facility 5, and this directly
impacts the matching performance at these two facilities.
Especially noteworthy is the obvious distinction between the distribution of S3P values
in Febrl synthetic data compared to all of the real data. In order to quantify this difference, we use the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) metric. Intuitively, the EMD calculates
the amount of mass that must be moved to transform one density distribution into another.
EMD is appropriate here given that the S3P values are continuous and represent a comparable value. For personal name shape, as shown in Figure 5.11, the median EMD for
the Febrl data against real data is 0.88007. By contrast, the median EMD for any pair of
facilities is 0.39697.
We are only showing the density heat map for personal name shape due to space, but
this difference between Febrl’s data and real data is reflected in all of the semi-structured
text fields that we compared. We evaluated the EMD for S3P density for characters, shapes,
and labels for personal name and full address fields. Overall the median EMD of any pair
of real datasources is 0.58696 (max 3.04482), and the median EMD of any pair of Febrl
against a real datasource is 1.68011 (max 15.84677).
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5.5.2

Synthetic data generated by Syngen

The previous results illustrate that there are meaningful, measurable differences in data
quality that impacts matching from hospital to hospital. Single synthetic generation scripts
with hand-configured generative parameters will always suffer from producing the same
datasets over and over again. One could try and modify the parameters, guessing new ones
based on background knowledge, but this would be tedious and error prone. As the figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 show, the popular synthetic data generator, Febrl, does not produce
data that exhibits the distributional properties of real data. We designed Syngen to overcome these challenges by statistically profiling the real data and applying de-identification
methods to automatically produce non-PHI data.
In order to evaluate Syngen’s approach to synthetic record generation, we profiled and
generated synthetic records for 7 of the 11 real datasets described previously. In each experimental setup, we created the same number of synthetic records as there are real records.
Therefore, after the experiments, we had one synthetic set for each real set. We profiled the
(real, synthetic) dataset pairs using the same data quality measures that we used to evaluate
the real data to measure the similarity.
Excluding the count of output records, we kept the rest of the configuration consistent
across all runs. The only hyper-parameters that affect the quality of the synthetic data are
the α (strength) and β (minimum virtual count) parameters described in §5.4.3.1. For these
experiments, we used α = 0.01, β = 500, which provides a modest prior effect on the data.
We used a k-anonymity value of 16.
The facilities from which we profiled and generated were not the largest or the smallest
by record count. The run time of the profiling and generation process varied from 6 minutes
to 104 minutes on the 16-core server that executed the experiments. The execution time
depended on how many tokens had to be de-identified using the multi-pass domain-specific
similarity method described in §5.4.2.2.2. Regardless, these execution times are acceptable
for an infrequent process that generates a dataset to be used many times.
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Figure 5.12: Token normalized entropy across the synthetic data

Figure 5.12 compares the box plots of normalized entropy for the real data (in blue)
against the synthetic data (in red). Note that excluding address, the demographic attributes
exhibit similar variety of entropy values in the resulting synthetic distributions. Comparing
the entropy between the real data and its resulting synthetic set shows that, excluding address attributes, the entropy varies on average less than 5%. This is unsurprising since we
are using only weak smoothing and otherwise use the profiled distributions directly. The
address ZIP and city values show much higher entropy with less variety compared to the
real data values. This is due to our factorization of address profiling information as shown
in Figure 5.5. We only profile the city size given the state and thus break the relationship
between state and city. During the simulation phase, we sample a city given the state and
size based on the entire state’s cities, which we load from US Postal Service data. Since
most of the real datasets are from a single facility, there is much less variety in the cities
and ZIP codes compared to the variety of the whole state.
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Figure 5.13: Power Q-Q plot comparing the real given name distribution from Facility 3 to
the one synthetically generated by profiling that dataset. R2 = 0.99638

Inspecting the Power Q-Q plots of the given name distribution of synthetic data versus
the real data from which it was profiled, shows a high level of agreement in the distributions
as expected: average R2 = 0.992156. Figure 5.13 shows one example Power Q-Q plot of
values comparing synthetic data for facility 3 against the corresponding real data values.
Figure 5.14 is a heat map of R2 values constructed by creating Power Q-Q plots for
each of the real sets and synthetic sets. The diagonal represents the synthetic data against
its source real dataset, and thus results in high R2 values. Points away from the diagonal illustrate that not all synthetic data is the same. The variety of values away from the diagonal
is similar to the variety that we see in Figure 5.10. For the given name attribute shown here,
the average R2 on the diagonal is 0.992156. The average R2 for points below the diagonal
is 0.857304, and the Welch’s (unequal variance) t-test comparing these two sets shows that
the mean R2 for the synthetic data generated from real data is different (p = 0.00016) from
the mean R2 for synthetic data against an unrelated datasource.
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Examining the S3P density of the synthetic data against their real data counterparts
yields similar results. Figure 5.15 shows the S3P density for the sequence of semantic
labels of real and synthetic data. The graph shows that the Febrl data contains a different
distribution of S3P values from all of the real and synthetic data. There is a strong peak
at the lowest S3P value, which is expected, but then a second peak in the ≈ 1.6 region,
which may be a disproportionately high number of full first and full middle names present.
Visually comparing the density of each synthetic, real pair shows there are some clear
common peaks, but there are also variances in higher regions of perplexity. In fact, you can
see some patterns of peaks shared across synthetic data runs. We believe that this is due to
two factors: (1) sparse conditional distributions that are dominated by the prior; and (2) the
same large reference set of public names was used to de-identify the sensitive names.
For space we only present the S3P density of personal name labels, but all of the density
heat maps are present in Appendix B. The S3Plabel heat map visualizes the differences in
density. Across all of the semi-structured attributes, there is a common pattern of the Febrl
densities being divergent from the real data compared to the Syngen data. Table 5.10
summarizes the Earth Movers Distance for each of the attributes and S3P measures.
Table 5.10: Comparing Earth Movers Distance of Febrl versus Syngen generated data
Attribute

Type

Mean Syngen EMD

Mean Febrl EMD

Personal Name

Char

0.08786

1.69373

Shape

0.13785

0.89293

Label

0.13693

1.66498

Char

2.39177

6.11294

Shape

1.54341

14.79796

Label

0.73661

1.13279

Address
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5.6

Discussion

In this work, we identify a number of ways to measure data quality and distributional
characteristics that are meaningful to patient identity matching. We propose a comprehensive method of using statistical profiles through a probabilistic graphical model to simulate
synthetic data records. As the experimental results illustrate, there are obvious differences
in the synthetic data produced by Syngen compared to the data generated by the Febrl
record linkage open-source package.
Our goal, however, is to create realistic synthetic data not just for the sake of it but for
benchmarking the patient identity matching task. We argue that the distributional characteristics are essential for fields used in a Fellegi-Sunter (FS) probabilistic matching approach.
The FS model weighs the evidence that two records are a match, perhaps including some
difference due to error, against the evidence that two records are not a match, but perhaps
share values due to random co-occurrence. The number of distinct values in a demographic
attribute and the entropy of the distribution directly impact the frequency of co-occurrence
and thus impacts matching [42]. Additionally, the tails are long for the value distributions
of important fields such as given and family name. In our real data, many of the given
name values only occurred once. This uniqueness ranged from 47% to 71% with a median
of 66%.
The long tails of unique values include a mixture of valid, rare names and invalid,
erroneous names. In many instances, these two cases are indistinguishable. This ambiguity
makes matching more difficult. The goal of giving weight to valid, exotic names, which are
unlikely to co-occur, is antagonistic to the goal of accepting some accidental typographic
variance for two different records for the same person.
Additionally, unique values in the tail are the least likely to occur in public datasets. In
our real datasets, the percentage of unique name values present in public data sources varies
widely: in the best case, 68% of the unique values are present in public sources. In the worst
case, only 16% are present (median 34%). Since definitionally, these values occur fewer
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than k times and are not public, we replace them using the de-identification method outlined
in §5.4.2.2.2. This is unfortunate as these are the values that contribute disproportionately
high to matching difficulty. We included the domain-specific distance measure in the deidentification algorithm to mitigate some of this by allowing the replacements to be similar
in meaningful ways. For names, we include syllable count, gender affinity, and phonetic
similarity in order to preserve some of these characteristics.
The use of a probabilistic graphical model simplifies factorization and provides an easy
way to experiment with different attribute combinations. However, as evidenced by the
differences in entropy of some of the address fields, it is easy to factorize out dependent
relationships and lose distributional characteristics from the real data. By factorizing the
address as P (ADST | CTYS ) P (CTYS | ST ), and smoothing the city and ZIP codes
at the state level, we introduced much more variety into the resulting synthetic data than
what is present in a single facility serving a local community. However, given the modular
nature and configurability of Syngen, improving this issue is simple in the future.
In §5.4.3.1, we describe a method of applying large multinomial priors without manually configuring a virtual count for each. We picked relatively modest hyper-parameters
α = 0.01 and β = 500 for these experiments. We tried a few different combinations, but
higher values, e.g. α = 0.50 and β = 5000, quickly dominated many of the distributions
and we did not end up with similar characteristics in the resulting data. Even with more
modest parameters, some distributions are more profoundly affected than others. For example, the given name distribution is conditioned on sex and culture, and some real datasets
have particular cultures that are infrequently represented. In the resulting calculated virtual
count, the β minimum virtual count took over, resulting in higher similarity among the
smoothed distributions compared to the real data. Of course, this is the purpose of applying a prior: to fill in areas in the empirical distribution with low support. The prior also
provides a source of variety in the generated data. While we do not consider this in our
anonymity model, disclosure control theory recognizes this approach of synthetic data as
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a means of disclosure control, because it makes it difficult for an adversary to distinguish
which values are genuine and which are synthetic [144].
We present the results of missingness in real data and Febrl, but we do not present
the results of Syngen missingness. In this work, we are only concerned with generating a
starting set of gold records. The next phase of the Syngen project is to extend the framework
to include profiling and generating pair-wise error information. Similar to other generators
such as Febrl [129] and SOG [152], we will start with complete gold records and apply
perturbations to them to construct clusters of related records. Thus for the phone, address,
and SSN attributes, we generated values for each record, and our resulting missingness is
different from the real data. For name related fields, we generated field values based on
the sampled name structure, which encodes both the semantic label and the original field.
Therefore, the resulting synthetic name fields have missingness similar to the real profiled
data.
The Power Q-Q plots provide a useful visualization for evaluating the experimental
results. Both the traditional Q-Q plot formulation and Power Q-Q plots only capture the
relationship between values that occur in both distributions. In our real data distributions,
there is surprisingly low overlap between datasets. For distinct given names across the 11
facilities, the Sørensen-Dice coefficients vary from a minimum of 0.0843 to a maximum of
0.3480 (median 0.2352). Perhaps a future extension to Power Q-Q plots can encode bucket
overlap as another dimension in the visualization by coloring the points or changing their
opacity.
Semi-structured sequence perplexity (S3P) at each level of information orthographic,
syntactic, and semantic, is a useful measure of data variety in semi-structured text fields.
As shown in Figure 5.8, the name fields are the most present fields in patient datasets;
date of birth is the next most often populated. The semi-structured nature of name related
input text fields creates a high level of variety in recording the name. This is multiplied
by the already high level of organic variability due to cultural practices, transliteration,
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and other ambiguities. The spread and distribution of S3P values illustrated in the density
plots (Figure 5.11) reinforce this. In addition to measuring overall variety, we have found
this method useful for identifying data conformance and quality issues by selected the topk values ordered by perplexity and manually reviewing them. We have observed many
undocumented coding practices used by registration clerks. For example, we have seen
many variations of creating a record with first name: ‘BGTW-A’ to indicate: baby girl twin
1 of 2, and a record with ‘BGTW-B’ followed. The irregular sequence of character and
punctuation resulted in a high S3P value. Frequency analysis alone did not identify this as
a placeholder name value.
The next step for the Syngen project is to incorporate a profiling and simulation model
for pair-wise errors between duplicate records. While this work only focuses on generated
gold records, to be useful in benchmarking patient matching of duplicate records, we must
generate groups of records that are similar to the kinds of duplication patterns we observe in
real data. In addition to modeling patterns of error that create duplicates, we also will model
patterns of co-occurrence that create false positives. Previous demographic generators have
focused on perturbing records to create duplicates. In our experience, there is an equal
challenge in siblings and generational relationships. These are groups of records that are
not the same real world person but contain similar demographic attributes and have high
matching weight when evaluated by typical implementations of Fellegi-Sunter matching
theory.
Also, we think it would be useful to incorporate an automated analysis of the privacy
model against any configured profiling graph. At present, the user configures which nodes
in the probabilistic graphical model are sensitive. Then the user assigns de-identification
methods to each as described in §5.4.2.2.2. In the future, we could adopt a different privacy
model that could be automatically verified based on profiled and public data. Such an
approach could also report computed risk values to assist the user in understanding the
disclosure risk.
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Lastly, the overall goal of this effort is to encourage more innovation to address the realworld challenge of patient identity matching. We sympathize with organizations who may
be reluctant to use such an automated tool to generate synthetic data based on their data.
We need to engage privacy and policy experts to bring clarity to issues concerning HIPAA.
Without legal precedent or top-down guidance from the Department of Health and Human
Services, it will be difficult for the community of researchers to collect a large number of
publicly available benchmarking datasets and push the state-of-the-art forward.

5.7

Conclusion

Patient identity matching is a difficult, topical problem receiving attention from the
healthcare industry and the government. In this work, we present Syngen, a framework of
synthetic data generation using statistical profiles of real data. We also describe a number
of measures of data quality and variety in order to quantify the aspects of real data that
contribute to the challenge of patient identity matching. We present an extensive analysis
of real data from 11 different healthcare facilities, demonstrating the diversity of real data.
We generate synthetic data using Syngen and illustrate that on many measures, the data
generated by our method is similar to the corresponding real data. This effort focuses on
generating gold records, but in the future, we will extend Syngen to model and generate
pair-wise errors. This will enable researchers to collect and utilize multiple, de-identified
benchmark datasets.
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APPENDIX A
FITTING PRIOR BY MINIMIZING SQUARED ERROR
In §5.4.3.1, we present a method of fitting a multinomial informative prior distribution
to an estimated empirical multinomial distribution in such a way that the overall strength
of the prior can be controlled by a single hyper-parameter, α that can be applied to all
distributions regardless. A second parameter, β, is a minimum virtual count that ensures
that a prior will always represent some minimum number of trials regardless of how undersupported the empirical distribution is.
In this appendix, we include the derivation of the closed-form solution to calculate
the new virtual count by minimizing the squared error between the value in the empirical
distribution and the prior distribution.
Legend
X
P

Multinomial random variable for the empirical distribution, there
are |X| outcomes in X indexed as x1 , x2 , . . . , x|X|
Multinomial random variable for the prior distribution

phii

In this we are interested in the multinomial counts pi for the label
corresponding to xi , we denote this phii

α

Strength hyper-parameter that controls the relative magnitude the
prior should have on the empirical

β

Nx

Minimum virtual count hyper-parameter the provides a lower limit
on the calculated virtual count in case the empirical is undersupported
|X|
P
xi
Number of trials in the empirical distribution. Nx =

Np

Number of trials in the prior distribution

N̂p

The updated number of trials for the prior, i.e. the virtual count
that we seek to optimize

i=1

Since we expect that |X|  |P |, we only care to minimize squared error for entries
that are shared between X and P and thus our summations below only consider [1, |X|].
Secondly, we care about entries in P that have the same label as entries in X. Therefore,
in P we denote the entries as phii , and in this case i refers to the label corresponding to xi ,
not an index into P .
We seek a new virtual count N̂p for the prior multinomial. If we knew this N̂p we would
N̂p
re-scale P by N
resulting in the distribution given by Equation A.1:
p
(
P =

p0

N̂p
N̂p
N̂p
, p0 , . . . , p|P |
Np
Np
Np
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Observing that λ =
tion A.2:

N̂p
,
Np

we can write the mean squared error as a function of λ as Equa|X|

2
1 X
xi − phii λ
L(λ) =
|X| i=1

(A.2)

Differentiating with respect to λ and solving the optimization:
|X|



1 X
L (λ) =
2 xi − phii λ 0 − phii
|X| i=1
0

|X|


2 X
−phii xi + phii 2 λ
L (λ) =
|X| i=1
0

|X|


2 X
−phii xi + phii 2 λ
0=
|X| i=1
0=−

|X|
X

phii xi +

i=1

|X|
X

phii 2 λ

i=1

|X|

X
λ=

phii xi

i=1
|X|

X

(A.3)
phii 2

i=1

Substituting for λ, applying the strength parameter α, and applying the β constraint results
in the final form as shown: in Equation 5.6:



|X|
P
 phii xi 




N̂p = max β, Np · α  i=1

|X|


P
2
phii
i=1
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL DATA QUALITY RESULTS FOR SYNTHETIC
DATA GENERATION
In §5.5.2, we describe the experimental results of generating synthetic data from real
datasets. We evaluated the S3P density for two important semi-structured text fields: personal name and address. For each, following the methods described in §5.3.3, we calculated
the S3P values per record for the sequence of characters, sequence of token shapes, and sequence of semantic labels. The resulting distribution of S3P values visualize how regular
attributes are across records. We use Earth Movers Distance (EMD) to compare two density
distributions as a measure of divergence.
We only presented one of the S3P heat maps in §5.5.2 due to space, but have included
all of them here for completeness.
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Figure B.1: Density of S3Pchar for personal names: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl
(F ). EMD(Ri , Si ) = 0.087862, EMD(Ri , F ) = 1.693736
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Figure B.2: Density of S3Pshape for personal names: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl
(F ). EMD(Ri , Si ) = 0.137850, EMD(Ri , F ) = 0.892935
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Figure B.3: Density of S3Plabel for personal names: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl
(F ). EMD(Ri , Si ) = 0.136930, EMD(Ri , F ) = 1.664982
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Figure B.4: Density of S3Pchar for addresses: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl (F ).
EMD(Ri , Si ) = 2.391772, EMD(Ri , F ) = 6.112943
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Figure B.5: Density of S3Pshape for addresses: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl (F ).
EMD(Ri , Si ) = 1.543411, EMD(Ri , F ) = 14.797962
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Figure B.6: Density of S3Plabel for addresses: real data (Ri ), Syngen (Si ), and Febrl (F ).
EMD(Ri , Si ) = 0.736611, EMD(Ri , F ) = 1.132792
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